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Abstract

Ongoing development of computer network technology requires new communica-
tion protocols on all layers of the protocol stack to adapt to and to exploit technology
specifics. The performance of new protocol implementations has to be evaluated
before deployment. Computer network emulation enables the execution of real
unmodified protocol implementations within a configurable synthetic environment.
Since network properties are reproduced synthetically, emulation supports re-
producible measurement results for wired and wireless networks. Meaningful
evaluation scenarios typically involve a large number of communicating nodes.
Reproducing the network properties of the medium access control layer can be
accomplished efficiently on cheap common off the shelf computers and allows
to evaluate network protocols, transport protocols, and applications. However,
meaningful emulation scenario sizes often require more nodes than affordable
computers.

To scale the number of nodes in an emulation scenario beyond the available
computers, we discuss approaches to virtualization and operating system parti-
tioning. Focusing on the latter, we argue for virtual protocol stacks, which provide
an extremely lightweight node virtualization enabling the execution of multiple
instances of software to be evaluated on each physical computer. To connect vir-
tual nodes on the same and on different computers, we design and implement a
highly efficient software communication switch. A centralized emulation control
component distributes dynamic network property updates which result from node
mobility for instance. To handle the large number of nodes and thus increased
updates, we propose a hierarchical control where the central component delegates
updates to sub-components distributed over the computers of an emulation system.
Extensive evaluations show the scalability of our virtualized network emulation
system.

Virtual nodes executed on the same computer share its limited resources. Host-
ing too many virtual nodes on the same computer may lead to resource contention.
This can cause unrealistic measurement results and is thus undesirable. Dis-
cussing different approaches to handle resource contention, we argue for detection
and recovery. We define quality criteria that allow the detection of resource con-
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12 ABSTRACT

tention. In order to observe those quality criteria during emulation experiments,
we propose a highly lightweight monitoring approach. Our monitoring is based on
instrumenting an operating system kernel and observing basic resource scheduling
events. This enables the detection of even peak resource usage within a split
second. Thorough evaluations demonstrate the effectiveness of quality criteria and
monitoring as well as the negligible overhead of our monitoring approach.



Deutsche Zusammenfassung

Skalierbare Rechnernetz-Emulation durch Knoten-
virtualisierung und Betriebsmittelüberwachung

1 Einführung
Die voranschreitende Entwicklung von Rechnernetz-Technologien und zugehörigen
Anwendungsszenarien erfordert verbesserte oder neue Protokolle auf allen Schich-
ten des Kommunikationsstapel inklusive verteilter Anwendungen. Auf der Anwen-
dungsschicht entstehen neue Methoden wie Peer-to-Peer Datenverteilung [ATS04],
elastische Overlay-Netze [ABKM01], kontextbezogene Ereignisbenachrichtigung
[Bau07] oder energieeffiziente Diensterkennung [Sch07]. Auf der Transportschicht
gibt es neue Varianten der Überlaststeuerung [XHR04, JWL04, KHF06] oder
Anpassungen an drahtlose Umgebungen [Ela02, EKL05, EKL06]. Auf der Ver-
mittlungsschicht werden neue Ansätze zur Bestimmung von Leitwegen in draht-
gebundenen Netzen [KKKM07, LCR+07] sowie in mobilen drahtlosen Netzen
[JM96, PR99, LNT02] entwickelt. Drahtlose Mesh-Netze erfordern Anpassungen
auf allen Schichten des Protokollstapel [AWW05].

Während der Entwicklung von verbesserten oder neuen Protokollen und ver-
teilten Anwendungen ist es notwendig, ihre Leistung zu untersuchen. Traditionell
kommen drei verschiedene Methoden zur Anwendung: Mathematische Analyse,
Simulation und Probebetrieb in Realumgebung. Mathematische Modelle [Jai91]
können nur in frühen Entwicklungsphasen sinnvoll eingesetzt werden, da die
Modelle zwangsläufig von der Realität abstrahieren und daher typischerweise
nur gewisse Aspekte des gesamten Systems nachbilden. Als Folgeschritt unter-
stützt die Simulation komplexere Modelle und erlaubt die Ausführung solcher
Modelle zur Leistungsbewertung beispielsweise in Simulatoren wie dem Net-
work Simulator 2 (ns2) [BEF+00] oder GloMoSim [ZBG98]. Der letzte Entwick-
lungsschritt beinhaltet üblicherweise eine prototypische Implementierung. Prüf-
stände zur Ausführung solcher Prototypen können für drahtgebundene Netze
[ABKM03, CCR+03, BBC+04, APST05] entworfen werden [BL03] wie auch für
drahtlose Netze [RKM+05, RSO+05].

13



14 DEUTSCHE ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

Im Anschluss an diesen letzten Entwicklungsschritt gilt es, die Implemen-
tierung in Betrieb zu nehmen. Da es schwierig sein kann, den Betrieb direkt in
einem bereits laufenden System wie dem Internet vorzunehmen, gibt es spezielle
Plattformen zur initialen Ausbringung [BFH+06, GEN06]. Solche Plattformen
ermöglichen auch die Leistungsbewertung mit Ergebnissen, die repräsentativ für
eine aktuelle Internet-Umgebung sind [PHM06].

Während der Entwicklung verteilter Software ist es oft notwendig, die Leis-
tung bestimmter Aspekte der Implementierung isoliert zu betrachten. Jedoch
beeinflussen nicht nur andere gleichzeitige Nutzer einer Ausbringungsplattform
Messergebnisse, sondern auch die Internet-Umgebung mit der diese Plattform ver-
bunden ist. Da derartige Plattformen keine reproduzierbaren Messungen erlauben,
sind sie für solche Leistungsbewertungen ungeeignet. Isolierte Prüfstände mit
exklusivem Benutzerzugriff erlauben reproduzierbare Ergebnisse. Jedoch können
notwendige Geldmittel oder verwaltungstechnische Einschränkungen den Aufbau
eines solchen Prüfstandes unmöglich machen. Im Gegensatz zu Prüfständen für
drahtgebundene Netze, ist es praktisch unmöglich reproduzierbare Messungen in
drahtlosen Umgebungen durchzuführen. Simulation würde zwar Reproduzierbar-
keit gewährleisten, aber eine existierende Realimplementierung muss typischer-
weise für ein Simulationsmodell erneut implementiert werden. Darüber hinaus
können Messergebnisse sich zwischen Simulation und Realumgebung auf Grund
der Modellabstraktion der Simulation unterscheiden.

Offensichtlich besteht in den zur Verfügung stehenden Leistungsbewertungs-
methoden eine Lücke zwischen Simulation und Messung in Realumgebung. Rech-
nernetz-Emulation füllt diese Lücke, indem sie die Ausführung unmodifizierter
realer Implementierungen in einer konfigurierbaren synthetischen Umgebung
unterstützt. Hierzu reproduziert eine Software, genannt Emulationswerkzeug,
vorgegebene Netzeigenschaften während sie über eine flexible Netz-Hardware
mit möglicherweise anderen Eigenschaften kommuniziert. Die Kombination aus
flexibler Hardware und geeigneten Emulationswerkzeugen wird Prüfstand für
Rechnernnetz-Emulation genannt. Ein Kommunikationsprotokoll oder eine ver-
teilte Anwendung ist ein Software-Prüfling. Protokolle auf Verbindungsschicht
oder darunter werden hier nicht betrachtet, da die Leistungsbewertung von bei-
spielsweise der Medienzugriffssteuerung (MAC) spezielle Hardware-Umgebungen
zur Nachbildung der Bitübertragungsschicht [HH02, SBBD03, JS03, VBV+05]
erfordert.

Leistungsbewertung in Szenarien mit mobiler drahtloser Kommunikation er-
fordert eine große Anzahl kommunizierender Knoten. Die Untersuchung neuer
Anwendungen in traditionellen infrastruktur-basierten Netzen, wie beispielsweise
eines großräumigen Lokationsdienstes, benötigen ebenfalls die Emulation vieler
Knoten, da sowohl Endsysteme als auch Vermittlungselemente der Infrastruk-
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tur in einem Emulationsmodell berücksichtigt werden müssen. Herkömmliche
Emulationssysteme nahmen an, dass ein kommunizierender Knoten eines Emu-
lationsszenarios einem Rechner eines Emulationsprüfstandes entspricht. Viele
Prüflinge benötigen nicht die gesamten Betriebsmittel eines Prüfstandrechners,
sondern nur einen Bruchteil davon. Neuere Emulationsysteme nutzen dies aus,
um einen Prüfstandrechner (p-Knoten) in mehrere virtuelle Knoten (v-Knoten) zu
partitionieren. Jeder Knoten eines Emulationsszenarios wird dann durch einen v-
Knoten repräsentiert.

Die Kosten der Virtualisierung bestimmen welcher Anteil der Betriebsmittel
den Prüflingen noch zur Verfügung stehen. Um maximale Skalierbarkeit mit ei-
ner gegebenen Prüfstand-Hardware zu erreichen, wird Knotenvirtualisierung mit
minimalem Overhead benötigt. Auf jedem p-Knoten werden mehrere Prüflinge
in jeweils einem eigenen v-Knoten ausgeführt und teilen sich die Betriebsmit-
tel des beherbergenden p-Knoten. Die Beherbergung zu vieler v-Knoten führt zu
Wettbewerb um Betriebsmittel. Dies kann wiederum zu unrealistischen Messergeb-
nissen führen und ist daher unterwünscht. Um solchen Wettbewerb zu erkennen,
ist es notwendig, Qualitätskriterien für realistische Rechnernetz-Emulation zu
definieren und während Messläufen zu überwachen.

Diese Arbeit leistet folgende fünf Beiträge: Architektur einer leichtgewichti-
gen Knotenvirtualisierung auf Basis virtueller Protokollstapel, Architektur eines
effizienten virtuellen Software-Switch, Architektur einer skalierbaren hierarchi-
schen Emulationssteuerung, Definition von Qualitätskriterien zur Erkennung
von Wettbewerb um Betriebsmittel, sowie Architektur einer leichtgewichtigen
Überwachung der Qualitätskriterien während Emulations-Experimenten.

Die Struktur dieser Arbeit gliedert sich wie folgt. In Kapitel 2 werden Grundla-
gen der Rechnernetz-Emulation vorgestellt. Zur Ermöglichung skalierbarer Emula-
tion, wird die Virtualisierung von Knoten in Kapitel 3 diskutiert und evaluiert. Um
realistische Messergebnisse bei der Leistungsbewertung mit Hilfe eines virtuali-
sierten Emulationssystems zu erhalten, werden in Kapitel 4 Qualitätskriterien zur
Erkennung von Wettbewerb um Betriebsmittel definiert und ein Überwachungs-
verfahren für Qualitätskriterien vorgestellt und evaluiert. Kapitel 5 schließt die
Arbeit mit einer Zusammenfassung und einem Ausblick auf mögliche zukünftige
Forschungsthemen.

2 Grundlagen der Rechnernetz-Emulation
In Kapitel 2 wird die Architektur eines Systems zur Rechnernetz-Emulation disku-
tiert sowie darauf aufbauend die prototypische Implementierung eines Prüfstandes
für Rechnernetz-Emulation beschrieben. Die zu Grunde liegende Klassifikation
der Architekturkomponenten ist aus einer vorhergehenden Arbeit [Her05] über-
nommen.
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Als Einführung in die Architekturdiskussion werden zunächst für alle Proto-
kollschichten die Netzeigenschaften beleuchtet, die für die Nachbildung in einer
Emulation relevant sind. Die Bitübertragungsschicht übernimmt die Übertragung
eines Bit-Stroms zwischen zwei direkt verbundenen Kommunikationspartnern.
Typischerweise in der Hardware eines Adapters implementiert, beinhalten ihre
Eigenschaften die Übertragungsrate, Ausbreitungsverzögerung und Bitfehlerra-
te. Die Sicherungsschicht ist zuständig für die Übertragung von Rahmen mit
begrenzter Größe zwischen direkt verbundenen Stationen und besteht aus zwei
Teilschichten. Die Medienzugriffssteuerung (MAC) koordiniert den exklusiven
Zugriff ein gemeinsames Übertragungsmedium und führt dadurch Rahmenverzö-
gerung und Rahmenfehlerrate ein. Die logische Verbindungssteuerung (LLC) kann
optional durch Verbindungsorientiertheit, Zuverlässigkeit oder Flusssteuerung
weitere Rahmenverzögerung hinzufügen. Die Vermittlungsschicht nutzt global ein-
deutige Stationsadressen und verbindet verschiedene Netztechnologien, indem sie
Pakete weiterleitet. Leitwegermittlung und andere Funktionen führen Paketverzö-
gerung ein. Weiterhin können bei der Weiterleitung Pakete verworfen oder ihre
Reihenfolge vertauscht werden. Die Transportschicht überträgt Nachrichten an
verschiedene Dienste auf Rechnern. Verschiedene optionale Funktionen wie Verbin-
dungsorientiertheit, Zuverlässigkeit, Fluss- oder Überlaststeuerung verursachen
Nachrichtenverzögerung. Die Medienzugriffssteuerung ist die niedrigste Proto-
kollschicht, die von einem Emulations-Werkzeug in Software nachgebildet werden
kann. Nachzubildende Netzeigenschaften lassen sich auf Rahmenverzögerung
und Rahmenverlustrate reduzieren. Alle darüberliegenden Schichten kommen als
potentielle Prüflinge in Frage.

Der zweite Teil der Architekturdiskussion beschäftigt sich mit drei Software-
Modulen, aus denen sich ein Emulationssystem zusammensetzt: Netzmodell, Emu-
lationswerkzeug und Emulationssteuerung. Aus einer vom Benutzer vorgegebenen
Szenariospezifikation lässt sich ein Netzmodell ableiten, in dem die Emulations-
steuerung statische und dynamische Parameter verwaltet. Das Modell lässt sich
entweder zentral verwalten oder in hybrider Weise aufteilen in einen zentralen
Anteil sowie Untermodelle verteilt auf die Prüfstandrechner. Für die Architektur
von Emulationswerkzeugen gibt es drei Alternativen. Ein zentralisiertes Werkzeug
muss den gesamten Netzverkehr eines Szenarios verarbeiten und kann deshalb
zum Engpass werden. Eine Verteilungsvariante mit einer Werkzeuginstanz pro
Netzsegment verteilt die Verkehrslast auf mehrere Werkzeuge, benötigt jedoch
zusätzliche Rechner pro Netzsegment. In der dritten Alternative existiert für jede
Netzanbindung eine separate Werkzeuginstanz, die dann jeweils nur den Verkehr
von und zu einer Station verarbeiten muss und auf dem jeweiligen Stationsrechner
ausgeführt werden kann. Die Emulationssteuerung verwaltet das Netzmodell und
konfiguriert hieraus die Emulationswerkzeuge. Mit verteilten Werkzeugen erfor-
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dert zentralisierte Steuerung Kommunikation, während bei verteilter Steuerung
jedes Werkzeug seinen vorberechneten Parameterablauf selbständig mit Hilfe
einer lokalen synchronisierten Uhr während eines Experiments abspielt. Am Ge-
eignetsten erscheinen hybrides Modell, verteilte Werkzeuge pro Netzanbindung
und zentralisierte Steuerung.

Der dritte und letzte Teil der Architekturdiskussion behandelt Emulationsfunk-
tionalität bestehend aus Emulationssteuerung, und je einem Emulationswerkzeug
für exklusives Kommunikationsmedium sowie gemeinsames Medium. Jedes Emu-
lationsexperiment läuft in drei Phasen ab. In der Vorbereitungsphase werden
Betriebsmittel des Prüfstandes zugewiesen und konfiguriert sowie gegebenenfalls
eine Aufwärmung der Prüflinge vorgenommen. Während der Messphase bilden
die verteilten Emulationswerkzeuge die vorgegebenen Netzeigenschaften nach
und werden von der Steuerung über dynamische Parameteränderungen informiert.
Schließlich werden in der Aufräumphase Betriebsmittel wieder freigegeben. Das
globale Emulationsmodell besteht bei n Knoten aus einer n×n Matrix mit dem
Dreitupel e = (pb,b, tp) als Elemente, wobei pb die Bitfehlerrate, b die Übertra-
gungsrate und tp die Ausbreitungsverzögerung darstellen. Daraus kann jedes
Werkzeug mit Hilfe der Rahmenlänge l die Rahmenfehlerrate p f = 1− (1− pb)l

und Serialisierungsverzögerung ts = l/b berechnen.

Ein Emulationswerkzeug für exklusives Kommunikationsmedium auf Knoten
k verwendet Zeile {e i j|i = k} und Spalte {e i j| j = k} des globalen Modells. Ein
Rahmen wird genau dann verworfen, wenn eine Zufallszahl R mit 0 ≤ R < 1
kleiner als die Rahmenfehlerrate ist R < p f . Jeder nicht verworfene Rahmen wird
mit einer Zeitmarke tq = t+ tp + ts versehen, wobei t die aktuelle Zeit ist, und in
eine Warteschlange gestellt, aus der er schließlich zum Zeitpunkt tq genommen
und übertragen wird [HR02, Her05].

Ein Emulationswerkzeug für gemeinsames Kommunikationsmedium bildet
die Medienzugriffssteuerung nach. Für die weitverbreitete Klasse des Mehr-
fachzugriffs mit Trägererkennung (CSMA) enthält das lokale Modell dieselbe
Zeile und Spalte wie zuvor. Als Erweiterung führt jede Station zusätzlich ein
lokales Modell des gemeinsamem Mediums mit Hilfe eines virtuellen Trägers,
um hieraus Rahmenverzögerung sowie -verlust durch Kollisionen nachzubilden
[Mai02, HMR03, Yan04, Her05].

Das „Network Emulation Testbed“ (NET) setzt die beschriebene Architektur
in einem Emulationsprüfstand um. Er besteht aus 64 handelsüblichen Personal-
computern die durch ein Emulationsnetz sowie ein Verwaltungsnetz verbunden
sind. Auf dem Emulationsnetz wird die Verbindungstopologie eines Szenarios
durch Hardware-Unterstützung mit IEEE 802.1Q VLAN Technologie [IEE03]
nachgebildet. Tagged VLANs ermöglichen mehrere logische Netzanbindungen pro
physischer Anbindung eines Rechners. Die Emulationswerkzeuge sind dynamisch
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ladbare Module für den Linux-Kern in Version 2.4.24 und integrieren sich in
Senderichtung über die Gerätetreiberfunktion hard_start_xmit() sowie in Emp-
fangsrichtung entweder über dev_add_pack() bzw. einen neuen Eingriffspunkt in
netif_receive_skb(). Konfiguriert werden die Werkzeuge über einen Systemruf zur
Ein-/Ausgabesteuerung (IOCTL). Für drahtlose mobile ad-hoc Netze simuliert die
Emulationssteuerung Knotenmobilität mit Hilfe von Bewegungsspuren [HMTR04].
Für jedes Knotenpaar aus Sender und Empfänger kann über deren Position auf ei-
ner zweidimensionalen Fläche die Funkausbreitungsbedingung berechnet werden
[Fri46, Rap01, BMJ+98, FV02]. Da realistische Ausbreitungsmodelle wichtig sind
[TMB01, SHR05, Ste09], kann auch die geographische Umgebung mit statischen
Hindernissen wie Gebäuden berücksichtigt werden [Com91, Lan99, WHL99]. Für
ein diskretisiertes zweidimensionales Raster werden für alle mögliche Knotenpaar-
positionen Dämpfungswerte vorberechnet und auf Sekundärspeicher abgelegt für
ein späteres Nachschlagen durch die Emulationssteuerung [SHR05, Her05, Ste09].

NET wurde erfolgreich zur Leistungsbewertung in einer Dissertation [Bau07]
sowie einer Master’s Thesis [Kar04] eingesetzt. Mit den in diesem Kapitel beschrie-
benen Konzepten wird jeder Knoten eines Emulationsszenarios auf einen Rechner
des Prüfstandes abgebildet wodurch die Szenariengröße hier auf 64 Knoten be-
schränkt ist.

3 Knotenvirtualisierung
Kapitel 3 beschäftigt sich mit Knotenvirtualisierung als Mittel für skalierbare
Rechnernetz-Emulation. Hierzu werden verwandte Arbeiten diskutiert, Anforde-
rungen definiert und Grundlagen von Protokollstapeln vorgestellt. Anschließend
werden Ansätze zur Knotenvirtualisierung diskutiert und quantitativ verglichen.
Für den geeignetsten Ansatz wird dann unsere Architektur beschrieben und Im-
plementierung evaluiert. Teile dieses Kapitels wurden bereits früher veröffentlicht
in Tagungsbänden [MHR05, MGWR07] und einem Fachblatt [MHR07].

Verwandte Arbeiten, um Szenariengrößen mit mehr Knoten als Rechnern zu
ermöglichen, lassen sich in drei Klassen aufteilen: Parallelisierung, Abstraktion
des Emulationsmodells und Knotenvirtualisierung. Simulation mit meist diskre-
ten Ereignissen lässt sich als Emulationswerkzeug einsetzen, indem Ereignisse
in Echtzeit abgearbeitet werden und eine Schnittstelle zur Verarbeitung echten
Netzverkehrs hinzugefügt wird. Durch Partitionierung der Netztopologie eines
Emulationsszenarios lässt sich die Echtzeitsimulation auf mehrere Rechner par-
allelisieren, um größere Szenarien zu unterstützen [RFA99, Fal99, SU01, LC04].
Die Skalierbarkeit hängt von Netzverkehr zwischen Partitionen und dadurch not-
wendiger Synchronisation ab. Außerdem werden zusätzliche Rechner benötigt, um
Prüflinge auszuführen, deren Netzverkehr durch die parallelisierte Echtzeitsimu-
lation geleitet wird.
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Durch Abstraktion des Emulationsmodells wird weniger Rechenleistung für
die Emulation benötigt, was die Verarbeitung von mehr Netzverkehr auf der-
selben Hardware erlaubt und dadurch die Skalierbarkeit steigert. Während die
zuvor besprochenen Ansätze auf Paketebene simulieren, lassen sich langlebige
Verbindungen auf Transportschicht durch Flüssigkeitsströmung mit Hilfe von Dif-
ferentialgleichungen modellieren. Die Lösung der Gleichungen ergibt die mittlere
Warteschlangenlänge sowie die mittlere Paketverzögerung auf dem Pfad von Quelle
zu Senke. Daraus lässt sich der Durchsatz ermitteln. Durch Messung von Statistik-
werten des echten Netzverkehrs der Prüflinge und Berücksichtigung in den Diffe-
rentialgleichungen lässt sich Simulation auf Paketebene mit Flüssigkeitsströmung
kombinieren [ZJTB03, ZJTB04, Kid04, KSU05]. Flüssigkeitsströmungsmodelle
können Emulation durch effiziente Nachbildung von Hintergrundlast ergänzen. Ei-
ne andere Möglichkeit der Modellabstraktion beschreibt ROSENET [GF04, Gu08].
Hier kommen ein Emulator mit niederer Genauigkeit und ein Simulator mit hoher
Genauigkeit zum Einsatz. Der Emulator verzögert und verwirft Pakete zwischen
zwei Prüflingen auf zwei verbundenen Rechnern nach einem statistischen Mo-
dell. Dabei zeichnet er Zwischenankunftszeiten von Paketen der Prüflinge auf
und leitet diese an den Simulator weiter, der ein zukünftiges Emulationsmodell
berechnet, das Prüflingsverkehr so beeinflusst wie das simulierte Netzwerk, durch
das die Pakete geschickt werden. Ein solcher Ansatz ist vorwiegend für Transport-
schichtverbindungen in Internet-ähnlichen Netzen geeignet und stützt sich auf die
Beständigkeit von Internet-Pfadeigenschaften.

Ansätze zur Knotenvirtualisierung nutzen aus, dass Prüflinge oft nur einen
Bruchteil der Betriebsmittel eines Prüfstandrechners benötigen und daher mehre-
re Prüflinge auf einem Rechner ausgeführt werden können. Die Virtualisierung
von Protokollstapel [HSK99, ESW01] oder ganzen Maschinen [JX03] im Benutzer-
adressraum sind aufgrund des Overhead eher für Testzwecke als für Leistungs-
bewertung geeignet. ModelNet [VYW+02, YED+03] bildet ein Netz von Punkt-zu-
Punkt-Verbindungen auf Vermittlungsschicht nach. Erweiterungen für drahtlose
Netze [MYV02, MRBV04, MI04, MI05, ESHF04] sind zentralisiert und daher we-
nig skalierbar. Bisherige Ansätze zur Virtualisierung von Protokollstapel im Kern-
adressraum [ZN02a, ZN02b, Kuc03, Ara03, GSHL03, HRS+04, Zec03, ZM04] ha-
ben verschiedene Einschränkungen. Ein Ansatz mit virtuellen Maschinen [AH06]
benötigt für drahtlose Netze zwei physische Netzadapter pro Knoten. Außerdem
beschränkt erhöhter Speicherverbrauch durch strikte Trennung der Adressräume
virtueller Maschinen die Skalierbarkeit.

Drei Anforderungen werden an Knotenvirtualisierung gestellt. Um unverän-
derte Prüflinge verwenden zu können, sollte sie transparent sein. Um verschiedene
Ausführungsumgebungen anzubieten, sollte Knotenvirtualisierung flexibel sein.
Weiterhin sollte sie effizient sein, um für eine gegebene Prüfstand-Hardware die
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größtmögliche Anzahl Knoten zu ermöglichen.

Folgende Funktionseinheiten eines Protokollstapel sind zu virtualisieren: Rech-
nernetz-Geräte auf Sicherungsschicht, Leitwegtabelle auf Vermittlungsschicht,
Kommunikationsendpunkte auf Transportschicht und Prozesse auf Anwendungs-
schicht.

Es gibt zwei grundsätzliche Ansätze, die für Knotenvirtualisierung in Frage
kommen: Virtuelle Maschine (VM) [SN05] oder Betriebssystempartitionierung.
Virtuelle Maschinen auf Systemebene, die ihren Gästen eine von der darunter-
liegenden Hardware unterschiedliche Befehlssatzarchitektur anbieten [Law96],
sind zwar transparent und flexibel, aufgrund der notwendigen Emulation jedoch
ineffizient. Virtuelle Maschinen auf Basis eines Wirtsbetriebssystems („hosted“
oder auch Typ II [Gol73]) [Law00, SVL01, KKL+07] stellen Gästen dieselbe Be-
fehlssatzarchitektur wie die der Hardware zur Verfügung und sind transparent
sowie flexibel jedoch eingeschränkt effizient aufgrund des beteiligten gastgebenden
Host-Betriebssystem. Eine Sonderform solcher virtueller Maschinen, die nicht
Hardware sondern beispielsweise die Systemrufschnittstelle des gastgebenden
Betriebssystems virtualisiert [Dik00, SB02], ist transparent jedoch aufgrund der
notwendigen Portierung des Gastbetriebssystems eingeschränkt flexibel und durch
teure Kontextwechsel eingeschränkt effizient. Klassische VMs auf Systemebene
(„unhosted“ oder auch Typ I) [MS70, Wal02] kombiniert mit Paravirtualisierung
[WSG02, BDF+03, Rus08] sind transparent und effizient jedoch eingeschränkt
flexibel infolge der notwendigen Portierung von Gastbetriebssystemen auf die
paravirtualisierte Systemschnittstelle. Als Form der Betriebssystempartitionie-
rung bestehen virtuelle Protokollstapel aus partitioniertem Protokollstapel und
Mehrprogrammbetrieb [DC01, SR02, Zec03, KHS+03, Leu04, ELK07, BBHL08].
Sie unterstützen unveränderte Anwendungen und Dienstprogramme zur Leitwe-
germittlung, erfordern jedoch Anpassungen an Prüflingen auf Transport- oder
Vermittlungsschicht und sind daher nur teilweise transparent. Da virtuelle Pro-
tokollstapel nur ein Betriebssystem pro Prüfstandrechner unterstützen sind sie
nur teilweise flexibel. Anders als bei virtuellen Maschinen sind keine zusätzli-
chen Kontextwechsel oder Kopiervorgänge im Speicher notwendig, was virtuelle
Protokollstapel zum effizientesten Knotenvirtualisierungsansatz macht.

Unsere Architektur für ein skalierbares Emulationssystem besteht aus Soft-
ware-Switch, virtuellem Protokollstapel und hierarchischer Emulationssteuerung.
Der Software-Switch verbindet transparent sowohl Protokollstapel auf demselben
Prüfstandrechner untereinander als auch Stapel auf verschiedenen Rechnern und
trifft die Weiterleitungsentscheidung in sehr kurzer konstanter Zeit. Die Proto-
kollstapelvirtualisierung basiert auf „Virtual Routing and Forwarding“ (VRF) in
Version 0.100 von James R. Leu [Leu04], das erweitert wurde um anwendungs-
transparenten Zugriff auf Leitwegtabellen, Paketduplizierung an Benutzerprozesse
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sowie ein Loopback-Gerät pro virtuellem Knoten. Hierarchische Emulationssteue-
rung verwendet zwei Zwischenprozesse auf jedem Prüfstandrechner, um hierüber
schließlich auf den virtuellen Knoten Befehle auszuführen beziehungsweise Para-
meteraktualisierungen an Emulationswerkzeuge zu übermitteln.

Ein experimenteller Vergleich je eines Vertreters von Hosted VM (User Mode
Linux [Dik00]), klassischer VM auf Systemebene mit Paravirtualisierung (Xen
[BDF+03]) und unseres Prototyps virtueller Protokollstapel ergibt, dass Hosted
VMs praktisch nicht skalieren und der virtuelle Protokollstapel zwei- bis viermal
besser skaliert als die klassische VM [GWS06, MGWR07]. Unser Software-Switch
trifft seine Weiterleitungsentscheidung in durchschnittlich 98 ns und erreicht
einen Durchsatz von bis zu 3 GBit/s auf einem Intel Pentium 4 2,4 GHz Prozessor.
Das Emulationswerkzeug [HR02] bildet Übertragungsratenlimitierung, Rahmen-
verzögerung und -verlustrate in einem weiten Wertebereich auch in virtualisierter
Umgebung nach. Für drahtgebundene Szenarien mit 100 MBit/s Übertragungsrate
ermöglicht unser Ansatz 11 mal größere Emulationsszenarien, für drahtlose Szena-
rien mit 11 MBit/s Übertragungsrate ohne Emulation der Medienzugriffssteuerung
28 mal größere Szenarien als ohne Knotenvirtualisierung.

Außerhalb des NET-Forschungsprojekts wurde das in diesem Kapitel beschrie-
bene skalierbare Emulationssystem zu Evaluationszwecken in zwei Dissertationen
erfolgreich eingesetzt [Sch07, Wac08].

4 Wettbewerb um Betriebsmittel in virtualisierter Emulati-
on

Kapitel 4 untersucht die Erkennung von Wettbewerb um Betriebsmittel sobald
zu viele virtuelle Knoten einen Prüfstandrechner überlasten und damit zu uner-
wünschten verfälschten Messergebnissen führen können. Es werden verwandte
Arbeiten diskutiert, Qualitätskriterien zur Erkennung von Wettbewerb um Be-
triebsmittel hergeleitet und ein Ansatz zur Überwachung von Qualitätskriterien
während Emulationsexperimenten vorgestellt. Sowohl die Wirksamkeit der Qua-
litätskriterien und ihrer Überwachung als auch die Effizienz der Überwachung
werden anschließend evaluiert.

Verwandte Arbeiten zur Überwachung von Leistungsmessung in verteilten
Systemen lassen sich in drei Kategorien klassifizieren: Rechnernetz-Überwachung,
skalierbare Rechnernetz-Emulation und Instrumentierung von Programmtext.
Rechnernetz-Überwachung kann zur Erkennung von Wettbewerb um Netzbetriebs-
mittel verwendet werden, indem auf potentielle Engpässe überwacht wird. Eine
solche Überwachung kann entweder aktiv durch Senden von Testverkehr oder
passiv durch reine Beobachtung stattfinden. Ansätze zur Ermittlung des Durch-
satzes zwischen Endstationen basieren darauf, dass ein gesendetes Paketpaar
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auf dem Pfad zum Empfänger am Engpass zeitlich auseinandergezogen wird und
nach einer Reflexion zum Sender dort die Kapazität [Jac97] bzw. die verfügba-
re Übertragungsrate [HS03] abgeleitet werden kann. Da solche Ansätze aktiv
vorgehen, könnte Netzverkehr der Prüflinge unerwünscht beeinflusst werden.
Passive Netzüberwachung beobachtet Nutzlast, die meist auf Transportschicht
eingeschränkt ist [SSK97, SKS00, ZL04, GD04, GZS+06], wodurch solche Ansätze
nicht direkt auf die Emulation der Medienzugriffssteuerung übertragbar sind.
Ansätze zur Abrechnung von Netzverkehr arbeiten ebenfalls passiv und basieren
auf der Abtastung von Rahmen [JPP92, PPM01] im Gegensatz zu periodischer
Abtastung. Solche Ansätze dienen vornehmlich der Erkennung von Verbindungen
mit höchstem Durchsatz und können Auslastungsspitzen Aufgrund der Abtas-
tung nur schwer erkennen. Eine weitere passive Klasse ist die Überwachung von
Dienstgüte, die durch Abtastung oder ereignisgesteuert erfolgt [SB96], und im
Gegensatz zur Erkennung stattdessen Wettbewerb um Betriebsmittel verhindert
oder vermeidet. Rechnernetz-Überwachung kann als Prüfling oder zur Überprü-
fung der Konfiguration von Emulationsszenarien eingesetzt werden. Sie ist für die
Überwachung virtualisierter Emulation nicht ausreichend, da beispielsweise der
verfügbare Durchsatz durch den Software-Switch auch von CPU-Betriebsmitteln
abhängt.

Skalierbare Rechnernetz-Emulation, die sich auf die Nachbildung von Netztopo-
logien aus Punkt-zu-Punkt-Verbindungen beschränkt und die interne Verarbeitung
von Verkehr gegenüber dem Annehmen von Verkehr außenliegender Prüflinge
bevorzugt, kann Wettbewerb um CPU-Betriebsmittel einfach erkennen, sobald
von Prüflingen eingehende Rahmen verworfen werden [VYW+02]. Separate soge-
nannte Eckknoten führen hierbei mehrere Instanzen von Prüflingen aus, wobei die
Anzahl der Instanzen durch das Verhältnis aus Rechenleistung und Netzdurchsatz
gesteuert wird. Dies erfordert jedoch die Vorabbestimmung einer Kennzahl für
jeden Prüflingstyp und Prüfstandrechner. Netbed [HRS+04, HRS+08] basiert ver-
gleichbar mit unserem Ansatz auf Protokollstapelvirtualisierung und überwacht
mit Hilfe eines Benutzerprozesses CPU, Unterbrechungslast, Sekundärspeicher,
Rechnernetz und Hauptspeicher. Da die Überwachung auf Abtastung basiert, kön-
nen entweder kurze Lastspitzen kaum erkannt werden oder eine hohe Abtastrate
stellt eine signifikante Zusatzlast dar, die Skalierbarkeit einschränkt.

Instrumentierung von Programmtext ermöglicht ereignisbasierte Überwachung
mit geringem Overhead. Einfaches Profiling durch Zählen oder Zeitnehmen von
Blockausführungen ist nicht feingranular genug für die Überwachung von Quali-
tätskriterien in virtualisierter Emulation. Detaillierte statische Instrumentierung
von Programmtext kann manuell im Quelltext oder mit programmunterstützter
Modifikation von Maschinenprogrammteilen [SE94, LS95] erreicht werden. Dy-
namische Instrumentierung von Betriebssystemen [TM99] wurde über die Zeit
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weiterentwickelt, um sie durch Einsatz von Skriptsprachen [Moo01, CSL04] siche-
rer und schließlich durch Übersetzung der Skripte effizient [PCE+05] zu machen.
Dynamische Instrumentierung liefert einen Mechanismus zur Überwachung. Das
tatsächliche Überwachungsprogramm muss jedoch nach wie vor manuell erstellt
werden.

Die Erkennung von Wettbewerb um Betriebsmittel soll minimalen Aufwand
benötigen und schnell sein, sowie den Anteil jedes virtuellen Knoten am Betriebsmit-
telverbrauch bereitstellen. Es lassen sich drei Arten unterscheiden, um Qualitäts-
kriterien zur Erkennung von Wettbewerb herzuleiten: Mathematisch, systematisch
und empirisch. Aufgrund der Komplexität eines Emulationssystems ist die ma-
thematische Modellierung aller relevanten Systemaspekte kaum möglich. Auch
ein systematisches Verständnis des Systems kann nicht verhindern, dass wichtige
Aspekte übersehen werden [Hoh05]. Daher liegt es nahe, empirisch vorzugehen
und Spuren dynamischen Systemverhaltens mit Hilfe von Instrumentierung aufzu-
zeichnen und hieraus anschließend unabhängig von der Ausführung Qualitätskri-
terien abzuleiten. Netzbetriebsmittel sind überlastet, wenn der mittlere Durchsatz
in einem sehr kurzen Zeitintervall einen Schwellwert überschreitet. Die CPU ist
überlastet, wenn der Leerlaufprozess für eine zu lange Zeit nicht mehr aktiv wurde
[Lep05]. Wettbewerb um Hauptspeicher besteht, wenn die Ein-/Auslagerungsrate
in einem sehr kurzen Zeitintervall einen Schwellwert übersteigt. Sekundärspeicher
ist überlastet, wenn die Warteschlange mit Ein-/Ausgabeaufträgen für eine zu
lange Zeit nicht leer läuft.

Zur Überwachung der Qualitätskriterien während Emulationsexperimenten
werden Ereignisse zur Einplanung von Betriebsmitteln im Betriebssystemkern
instrumentiert. Dieser Ansatz kommt ohne zusätzliche Kontextwechsel oder Un-
terbrechungen aus und erkennt kürzeste Lastspitzen. Weiterhin ist die relativ
grobe Standarduhrzeit im Kern ausreichend und es kommen nur schnelle und
billige Berechnungsoperationen auf Basis von Addition und Vergleich von Ganz-
zahlen zum Einsatz. Für die vier Betriebsmittelklassen Netz, CPU, Hauptspeicher
und Sekundärspeicher werden die Überwachungsalgorithmen in Pseudo-Code
vorgestellt.

Um die Wirksamkeit der Qualitätskriterien experimentell zu evaluieren, wird
für jede Betriebsmittelklasse eine gezielt ansteigende Last bis hin zur Überlas-
tung generiert. Der Vergleich von Soll- und Istzustand zeigt, dass die Kriterien
genau dann alarmieren, wenn Überlast vorliegt. Die Parameter und Schwellwer-
te für die Überwachung hängen ausschließlich von der Prüfstand-Hardware ab
und sind unabhängig von den jeweiligen Prüflingen. Derselbe Experimentaufbau
wird verwendet, um die Wirksamkeit der Überwachung zu evaluieren. Hierbei
zeigt die Überwachung wie erwartet bei derselben Last Betriebsmittelwettbewerb
an wie zuvor bei der Wirksamkeit der Kriterien. Zusätzlich kommen dieselben
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Emulationsszenarien wie im vorhergehenden Kapitel 3 zu Knotenvirtualisierung
zum Einsatz. Dadurch wird gezeigt, dass Wettbewerb auch für typische Szenarien
zuverlässig erkannt wird. Die Messung des Overhead der Überwachung zeigt
schließlich, dass dieser mit höchstens ≈ 0.0005% vernachlässigbar ist und damit
die Überwachung effizient arbeitet.

5 Schlussfolgerung
Kapitel 5 schließt diese Arbeit mit einer Zusammenfassung und einem Ausblick
auf mögliche zukünftige Forschungsthemen.

Da Emulations-Werkzeuge Netzeigenschaften der Medienzugriffssteuerung
nachbilden und Virtualisierung die Knotenanzahl in einem Emulationsszenario
um Größenordnungen erhöhen kann, erhöht sich auch die Frequenz, mit der
die Emulationssteuerung Wellenausbreitungsparameter für drahtlose Netze in
Echtzeit auf Sekundärspeicher nachschlagen muss. Um vergleichsweise teures
Lesen von Sekundärspeicher zu minimieren, können die vorberechneten Daten
in einem ersten Schritt durch Selektion und Komprimierung reduziert werden.
Weiterhin können die Daten für effizienten sequentiellen Lesezugriff angeordnet
und indexiert werden. Ein Cache mit anwendungsspezifischer Ersetzungsstrategie
kann dann alle möglichen Ausbreitungsdaten für ein bestimmtes Zeitintervall
vorhalten. Erste Untersuchungen hierzu wurden in zwei studentischen Arbeiten
durchgeführt [Dic07, Häu07].

Während die Prüfstandrechner in dieser Arbeit Einprozessorsysteme sind, geht
der Trend in Richtung Mehrprozessorsysteme mit mehreren Kernen je Prozessor.
Dies führt eine Ungleichmäßigkeit beim Zugriff auf gemeinsamen Hauptspeicher
ein. Eine entsprechende Abbildung von virtuellen Knoten auf Prüfstandrechner
kann dies ausnutzen, um virtuelle Knoten mit hohem Netzverkehrsaufkommen auf
dasselbe System oder denselben Prozessor zu legen. Hauptspeicher kann zwischen
virtuellen Knoten partitioniert werden, um teure Sperroperationen beim Zugriff
auf den gemeinsamen Speicher zu vermeiden.

Skalierbare Emulation in Echtzeit erfordert einen Kompromiss zwischen Trans-
parenz und Flexibilität der Knotenvirtualisierung auf der einen Seite und ihrer
Effizienz auf der anderen Seite. Virtuelle Maschinenmonitore, die ihren Gästen
virtuelle Zeit zur Verfügung stellen, ermöglichen skalierbare Emulation, die nicht
in Echtzeit abläuft [GYM+06]. Durch Multiplizieren der realen Uhrzeit mit einem
Zeitdehnungsfaktor erscheinen den Prüflingen Betriebsmittel wie CPU und Netz
der Emulationsumgebung entsprechend leistungsfähiger. Dadurch können mehr
Prüflinge auf Kosten der Gesamtexperimentdauer Arbeit in ihrer virtuellen Zeit
verrichten. Als Ansatz zwischen konstantem Zeitdehnungsfaktor und paralleler
Simulation auf Basis diskreter Ereignisse kann der Dehnungsfaktor epochenweise
an den aktuellen Ressourcenverbrauch angepasst werden. Ein anderes Teilprojekt
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des Forschungsprojekts „Network Emulation Testbed“ untersucht derartige neue
Ansätze [GMHR08, GHR09].
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Continuing development of computer network technologies and corresponding
application scenarios requires improved or new protocols on all layers of the
protocol stack including distributed applications. This is true for classic wired
networks such as the Internet as well as for recent wireless networks such as
mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs).

On application layer, the new communication paradigm of peer-to-peer content
distribution [ATS04] has become responsible for a significant share of the overall
Internet traffic. The concept of overlay networks to build virtual network topologies
on top of the existing Internet infrastructure is used in different fields of applica-
tion, e.g. to improve wide-area routing using Resilient Overlay Networks (RONs)
[ABKM01]. New services emerge with the proliferation of mobile communication
such as a distributed event service [Bau07] to notify the user of interesting events
that depend on the user’s context, e.g. his location. Since mobile communication
devices are usually powered by batteries, which represent a scarce power resource,
it is essential to design energy aware protocols. In order to find new services in the
network, an energy efficient service discovery [Sch07] is necessary.

On transport layer, new variants of congestion control for the Transmission
Control Protocol (TCP) such as Binary Increase Congestion Control TCP (BIC-TCP)
[XHR04] or FAST TCP [JWL04] support the large bandwidth delay product of
fast large-distance communication with data rates of tens of gigabits per second.
The increasing use of multimedia streaming in the Internet has given rise to new
transport protocols such as the Datagram Congestion Control Protocol (DCCP)
[KHF06]. Since TCP flavors designed for wired networks often perform subop-
timal in wireless networks, different variants have been developed for wireless
communication [Ela02]. Recent advancements include TCP with Adaptive Pacing
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(TCP-AP) [EKL05] for pure wireless networks and TCP with Gateway Adaptive
Pacing (TCP-GAP) [EKL06] for hybrid networks consisting of wired and wireless
parts.

On network layer, advances in routing algorithms such as the Resilient Border
Gateway Protocol (R-BGP) [KKKM07] improve the reliability of the Internet back-
bone. In addition to the well known routing paradigms link-state, distance-vector,
and path-vector, a new technique called Failure-Carrying Packets (FCP) [LCR+07]
supports delay and loss-sensitive applications such as telephony over the Internet
using the Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP). In contrast to the relatively static
wired infrastructure of the Internet, wireless mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs)
exhibit a very dynamic network topology due to the mobility of communicating
nodes. This requires new routing protocols such as Dynamic Source Routing (DSR)
[JM96] or Ad-hoc On-demand Distance Vector (AODV) routing [PR99] and corre-
sponding implementations such as AODV from the Uppsala University in Sweden
(AODV-UU) [LNT02].

The emerging technology of wireless mesh networks (WMNs) supports the idea
of being connected to the Internet everywhere and requires protocol improvements
on all layers of the protocol stack [AWW05].

The performance of improved or new protocols and distributed applications has
to be evaluated during their development. Traditionally, three different methods
have been used for performance evaluation during the course of development:
mathematical analysis, simulation, and live testing. In early design stages, math-
ematical models can be used to predict the performance of the software to be
designed [Jai91]. However, such models need to abstract from the reality and
can usually only model certain aspects of the entire software system. It is hardly
possible to develop models that reflect realistic properties of more complex software
systems. In order to cope with such systems, simulation models allow for the
algorithmic representation of more complex properties and environments. The
execution of those models in simulator engines such as the network simulator 2
(ns2) [BEF+00] or GloMoSim [ZBG98] allows performance predictions in the next
step of software development. The last step in the development process usually
involves the creation of a prototypical implementation. This allows the execution of
the actual software but requires an appropriate environment to obtain realistic per-
formance evaluation results. Testbeds for live testing provide such environments.
They can either be set up specifically for a certain isolated experiment or there
are testbeds publicly available for research purposes. Testbeds can be designed
for wired networks [BL03] and already exist in the form of RON [ABKM03] or
PlanetLab [CCR+03, BBC+04, APST05]. There are also testbeds specialized on
wireless networks such as the Open Access Research Testbed for Next-Generation
Wireless Networks (ORBIT) [RKM+05, RSO+05].
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After this last step of the software development, implementations need to be
deployed. Since this can be difficult to accomplish in an already running envi-
ronment such as the Internet, special platforms ease deployment of new services
and protocols. Based on the experiences in building and running the PlanetLab
testbed, a Virtual Network Infrastructure (VINI) [BFH+06] has been proposed as
a step towards the long-term goal of a Global Environment for Network Innova-
tions (GENI) [GEN06]. Such platforms can also be used to obtain performance
evaluation results, that are representative for the current Internet environment
[PHM06].

During the development of distributed software, it may be necessary to inves-
tigate certain isolated aspects of the implementation. However, not only other
parallel users of a deployment platform influence measurement results but also
the Internet environment to which the platform is connected. Hence, the lack of
reproducible measurement results prohibits the use of public deployment platforms
for such evaluation purposes. Isolated testbeds with exclusive user access allow
reproducible results. Yet, extraordinary efforts for setup or financial restrictions
for acquisition can prevent the assembly of such a testbed. If an isolated testbed
requires geographically distributed nodes, administrative restrictions can also
prevent a successful setup. In contrast to testbeds for wired networks, it is vir-
tually impossible to obtain reproducible results in wireless testbeds due to the
nature of the involved transmission of electromagnetic waves. Simulation supports
reproducible results for all kinds of networks. However, the necessary simulation
model usually has to be implemented for the specific environment of the simulator
engine. Since such engines abstract from the corresponding real programming
environment, the simulation model differs from a real implementation. Therefore,
evaluation results can also differ between simulation and live testing.

Obviously there is a gap in the chain of evaluation methods between simulation
and live testing. Computer network emulation fills this gap by supporting the exe-
cution of real implementations within a synthetic, configurable environment. For
that purpose, a piece of software called network emulation tool reproduces specified
network properties while communicating over flexible networking hardware possi-
bly having different properties. A facility consisting of a combination of flexible
networking hardware and suitable emulation tools is called network emulation
testbed. Communication protocols or distributed applications that are subject to per-
formance measurements in a network emulation testbed are called software under
test. This includes software on application, transport, and network layer. We do not
consider data link layer protocols since testing and performance evaluation of e.g.
medium access control (MAC) algorithms requires very specialized evaluation envi-
ronments, that emulate physical layer properties [HH02, SBBD03, JS03, VBV+05]
and are out of the scope of this thesis.
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Since network emulation reproduces the properties of a network environment
synthetically, it supports reproducible measurement results for wired and wireless
networks. Thus, emulation enables comparative performance measurements, i.e.
comparing the performance of one implementation in different network environ-
ments or comparing the performance of different implementations in the same
network environment.

Comparative performance measurements for mobile computing scenarios, e.g.
the evaluation of an ad hoc routing protocol, typically require large scenarios with
hundreds of nodes. The evaluation of new applications for traditional infrastruc-
ture-based networks, e.g. a large-scale location service, may also require a high
number of nodes, since both the end systems and the intermediate systems of the
underlying infrastructure have to be considered in a scenario model. Common
network emulation systems used to assume that one communicating node in an
emulation scenario corresponds to one physical computer in an emulation testbed.
This severely limits the scalability, since testbeds with the required number of
hundreds of computers are typically not available. However, a number of appli-
cations, e.g. in mobile computing scenarios, only need a fraction of the resources
that a testbed computer can provide. Therefore, recent approaches employ node
virtualization to partition each available testbed computer (“physical node,” pnode)
into multiple virtual nodes (vnodes [GSHL03]). Each communicating node in a
scenario model is then mapped to one of the potentially many vnodes. The overhead
of node virtualization determines how much resources of a pnode remain for the
execution of the software under test. In order to achieve maximum scalability with
a given testbed hardware, we need node virtualization with minimal overhead.

On each pnode, the software under test is executed in vnodes and shares
the limited resources of their hosting pnode. Hosting too many vnodes leads
to resource contention, which can cause unrealistic measurement results and is
thus undesirable. In order to detect such resource contention, quality criteria for
realistic network emulation need to be defined and monitored during an emulation
run.

1.2 Contributions
The contributions of this thesis can be classified in two main topics: Node virtual-
ization and resource contention in virtualized emulation. The following elementary
contributions derive from these categories:

1. We discuss the entire range of resource virtualization approaches for com-
puter systems and their suitability to scalable network emulation. Based on
virtual protocol stacks we propose an architecture for node virtualization that
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enables emulation of wired and wireless networks that scale in the number
of communicating nodes.

2. In order for all the nodes to communicate with each other efficiently, we
design and implement a software communication switch transparently con-
necting any virtual nodes on the same testbed computer as well as on different
testbed computers. This switch makes its forwarding decision in extremely
short constant time and forwards frames without any expensive copying of
frame payload.

3. Some parameters, such as connectivity deriving from mobility of nodes with
wireless network connection, are best maintained in a global network emula-
tion model. To be able to cope with the potentially high volume of network
parameter updates with many virtual nodes, we propose a hierarchical emu-
lation control, that delegates distribution of dynamic parameter updates for
emulation tools to all involved testbed computers.

4. Since virtual nodes on the same testbed computer share its limited resources,
hosting too many virtual nodes may lead to resource contention and thus
unrealistic emulation experiment results. In order to enable detection of
resource contention, we define a set of quality criteria for all important
resource classes comprising network, CPU (central processing unit), memory,
and disk.

5. To observe our quality criteria during emulation experiments, we design
and implement a highly lightweight monitoring approach. Monitoring works
inside the operating system kernel sparing additional expensive context
switches as opposed to user space approaches. Since we trigger monitoring
by basic resource scheduling events, we can detect contention within a split
second and with minimal overhead as opposed to sampling based monitoring
which would require periodic timer interrupts causing context switches.

In combination, these contributions enable scalable network emulation of wired
and wireless networks as well as arbitrary hybrid combinations such as mobile ad
hoc networks with gateway connection to the Internet.

1.3 Structure
The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows. In the following Chapter 2,
we describe the foundations of network emulation which form the basis to build
our novel concepts and improvements on. The foundations comprise a discussion of
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the architecture of a network emulation system and a description of our concrete
implementation of a network emulation testbed.

As a major step towards scalable network emulation, we present node virtu-
alization in Chapter 3. After an introduction, we discuss related work, define
requirements for node virtualization, and present foundations of protocol stacks to
show the entities, that need to be virtualized. Based on the discussion of different
virtualization approaches, we develop our proposed node virtualization architec-
ture. By means of extensive evaluations, we demonstrate the scalability of our
virtualized network emulation system.

In order to support realistic measurement results with virtualized emulation,
we discuss resource contention in virtualized emulation in Chapter 4. After an
introduction, we review related work. We define quality criteria, that our presented
lightweight monitoring approach can observe during emulation experiments to
detect resource contention. Thorough evaluations show the effectiveness of quality
criteria and monitoring as well as a negligible monitoring overhead.

We conclude this thesis in Chapter 5 with a summary including our main
evaluation results and an outlook on possible future work arising from the insight
of this thesis.



Chapter 2

Foundations of Computer Network
Emulation

In this chapter, we discuss the general architecture of a network emulation system
first. Based on the gained insight, we describe our concrete implementation of a
network emulation testbed, which forms the basis for evaluating the novel concepts
and improvements of this thesis.

2.1 Architecture of a Network Emulation System
Since network emulation is about the reproduction of network properties, we
provide an overview of all protocol layers. For each layer, we derive its network
properties from its specific tasks. An emulation system comprises a combination
of three different software modules, for each of which we discuss different archi-
tectural alternatives. Based on the most promising architecture, we describe the
functional parts of an emulation system. The classifications used in this section
are adopted from a previous thesis [Her05] within the same research project.

2.1.1 Protocol Layers

Computers communicate over a network by means of protocols specifying message
formats and sequences of control messages among others. In order to be able to
manage the wealth of protocol functionality, computer networks are architecturally
divided into protocol layers. There are two widely accepted layering standards. The
International Organization for Standardization (ISO) defined the Open Systems
Interconnection (OSI) model comprising seven layers. The nowadays common
Internet reference model consists of four layers. It neglects two lesser important
layers of the OSI model and also combines two important other layers. Therefore, a
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hybrid layer model [Tan96] comprising five layers usually serves as a compromise
for describing the concepts of computer networks. We also rely on this hybrid five
layer model shown in Tab. 2.1.

tasks layers network proper-
ties

application specific L5: application layer —
addressing of services,
connection handling, reliability,
congestion control, flow control

L4: transport layer message delay

globally unique node addresses,
routing, forwarding,
fragmentation, reassembly,
connection handling, reliability,
congestion control

L3: network layer packet delay incl.
reordering, packet
drop

transmit frames between two
directly connected nodes

L2: data link layer

connection handling, reliability,
flow control

(logical link control) frame delay

coordinate exclusive access to
shared medium

medium access control medium access de-
lay, frame drop

transmit stream of bits between
two directly connected nodes

L1: physical layer bit rate, propaga-
tion delay, bit error

Table 2.1: Five layer model according to [Tan96].

Each layer is responsible for carrying out specific tasks. To fulfill its duty, a
layer builds on the services provided by the next lower layer and extends them. A
layer provides its resulting service to the next upper layer. The behavior of a layer
results in certain properties, that the next upper layer perceives through the service
interface and either accepts or has to deal with. Network emulation can generally
be done on any protocol layer. Emulating a certain layer means reproducing the
properties implied by the emulated layer. This may include additional properties
of each underlying layer whose effects are still perceivable through the emulated
layer. Software under test can then be part of any of the layers building on the
service interface of the emulated layer.

In the following, we discuss all layers from bottom to top. For each of them, we
briefly introduce its tasks and the resulting network properties that would have to
be emulated.
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2.1.1.1 Physical Layer

The physical layer (L1) is responsible for transmitting a stream of bits from a
sender to a receiver both of which are directly connected. This layer is usually
implemented in hardware as part of a network adapter. Its properties include
the transmission speed noted as bit rate, the delay until one sent bit reaches the
receiver noted as propagation delay, and the quality of the communication channel
noted as bit error rate (BER). The bit rate can be modeled as a delay queue and
hence reduces to serialization delay and queuing delay. Additional delay may be
caused by repeaters in the network. The communication channel can be described
by a transmission function. In its simplest form it is a function of frequency and
its value is a pair of signal amplitude and signal phase. As an approximation, the
amplitude can be used to describe the signal attenuation, which is the ratio of
transmission power to reception power. However, the receiver not only receives the
attenuated signal of the transmitter but also noise, which makes detection of the
original signal more difficult. It is the signal to noise ratio (SNR) that determines if
the receiver is able to understand the transmission. Taking into account the coding
of transmitted symbols allows to determine the bit error rate. That is sufficient for
wired communication, where the transmission function is determined by the wire,
and both the transmission function and the noise can be considered constant over
time.

For wireless communication much more components influence the transmission
function, since the signal propagation is not guided and possibly shielded as in the
wired case. The wireless channel between sender and receiver is characterized by
the propagation of radio waves through the environment. For the simplest propaga-
tion in free space, the distance between sender and receiver and the antenna gains
of sender and receiver determine the signal attenuation. More realistic models also
have to consider parameters such as the height of antennas above ground level and
wave propagation obstacles that can cause diffraction, refraction, reflection and
thus multipath propagation. If sender or receiver are mobile such as in a MANET,
the parameters influencing channel quality obviously vary over time. The current
position of sender and receiver within their surrounding environment becomes
an influencing factor. For faster mobility speeds, the velocity also affects channel
quality and thus the bit error rate of the physical layer.

An additional property of the physical layer, we do not focus on, are the possible
communication directions: simplex, half-duplex, or full-duplex. In the following,
we do not consider the nowadays uncommon half-duplex mode. Instead, we assume
simplex mode or full-duplex mode, which can easily be modeled as two simplex
channels in opposite directions.
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2.1.1.2 Data Link Layer

The data link layer (L2) is responsible for the transmission of frames between
two directly connected communication peers. Frames have limited size usually
measured in units of octets or bytes respectively. The layer consists of two sublayers:
medium access control (MAC) and logical link control (LLC).

The MAC layer only exists for networks with shared medium which is often
the case for local area networks (LANs). All stations connected to such a network
can hear each other’s transmissions due to the broadcast property of the shared
medium. Transmissions can only be received correctly, if at most one station
transmits at any time. Since all stations share the same communication channel,
they need to coordinate exclusive access to the channel. This is accomplished by a
MAC algorithm, that can run in a distributed fashion on each station. It is usually
implemented in hardware. More strictly speaking, the algorithm is executed on
the network adapter independently from the surrounding computer. While it may
often be implemented as software in the device firmware, we still consider it to
be hardware to distinguish it from the software running on the computer’s CPU
(central processing unit). By coordinating exclusive medium access, the MAC layer
introduces a medium access delay as its property. Additionally, there might be a
switching delay, if a bridge or switch causes additional delays for frame delivery.
MAC algorithms, that do not prevent frame collisions, may involve frame drops
after excessive collisions. Network properties from the underlying physical layer,
that still need to be emulated, are bit rate, propagation delay, and BER. Frame
length together with BER can be converted into a frame error rate (FER). Since the
data link layer usually uses a checksum to detect and ignore erroneous frames, the
FER can be represented by a frame drop rate. The MAC service interface provides
a connectionless and unreliable datagram service handling frames.

The LLC layer builds on the MAC service in order to extend it with additional
features such as connection handling, reliability, or flow control. In currently
used network technologies, LLC can hardly be found any more. It can always be
implemented in software as part of the protocol stack and thus of the operating
system in most cases. As such, it is the lowest protocol layer that can be considered
as software under test on inexpensive standard computers. If present in a system,
the important network property of LLC is additional frame delay in comparison
to the MAC layer. This happens for the first frames to be sent if there is connec-
tion handling. Flow control delays frames to throttle transmission speed to the
maximum processing speed of the receiver. Reliability is implemented by means
of frame retransmissions, which result in delay. Apart from the possibly better
quality of service, the service interface is comparable to the one of the MAC layer
and handles frames.
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2.1.1.3 Network Layer

The network layer (L3) introduces globally unique addresses for the nodes in a
network. In contrast to end systems or hosts respectively, intermediate systems or
routers respectively help interconnecting different network technologies. The units
of communication are called packets on this layer. A router has two or more direct
connections to neighboring networks. It uses routing to decide to which network it
should forward packets it receives on any of the connections. The decision itself
introduces packet delay as one of the properties of the network layer. Forwarding
is usually implemented by enqueuing packets into a waiting queue which exists
per outgoing network connection. The fill level and service rate of a queue cause
additional packet delay. Since those queues are of limited size, packets have to be
dropped as soon as queues are filled. This state is also known as congestion and
leads to packet loss. Optionally, the network layer can take countermeasures by
congestion control, which in turn leads to packet delay. If the destination network
cannot handle packets of the size they were received by a router, they need to
be fragmented and later reassembled both of which introduces packet delay due
to some computation time. The routing decision is conducted independently for
each packet and different packets may be sent along different paths through the
network. Consequently, the travel duration of successive packets may be different
leading to packet reordering, which is another kind of packet delay. The service
interface of the network layer handles packets and may have different qualities of
service: connection-less or connection-oriented, reliable or unreliable. The Internet
protocol (IP) for instance provides a connection-less and unreliable service. Since
it is widespread, we often focus on its properties in the remainder of this thesis
without loss of generality.

2.1.1.4 Transport Layer

The transport layer (L4), enables the addressing of different services on a computer
in a network. The units of communication are called messages on this layer. A
transport protocol may provide either a connection-less or a connection-oriented
service. Connection-less transport protocols usually build on a connection-less
network layer and an emulation would mainly need to consider properties of the
underlying layer such as packet delay including reordering and packet drops. An
example for such a protocol would be the user datagram protocol (UDP) which is
used on top of IP. Connection-oriented transport protocols are usually also reliable
and include flow control. They may also include congestion control, especially if
the network layer does not handle congestion itself. Connection handling causes
delay for the first messages sent. Reliability takes care of transmission errors and
packet drops by retransmitting messages and it takes care of packet reordering by
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resorting messages before delivery. Both measures for reliability result in variable
message delay. Flow control and congestion control add additional variable message
delay. An example for a connection-oriented transport protocol implementing all
of the above-mentioned services would be the transmission control protocol (TCP)
which is used on top of IP.

2.1.1.5 Application Layer

The application layer (L5) is part of the user space. In contrast to this, the LLC
layer, network layer, and transport layer are usually part of the kernel space
or operating system respectively. The application layer makes use of operating
system services through the system call interface. With respect to networking, the
BSD Socket application programming interface (API) is nowadays commonly used
to mainly access services of the transport layer. There is no point in emulating
network properties of the application layer, since it is the highest layer in the
protocol stack without any upper layers using its service and thus perceiving its
properties. At least this layer is to be considered as software under test.

2.1.1.6 Summary

From the viewpoint of somebody evaluating the performance of distributed ap-
plications or communication protocols, it is desirable to consider as many layers
of the protocol stack as possible as software under test. This allows for greatest
flexibility of a network emulation system. Emulating a low layer of the protocol
stack also has the advantage that only few and simple network properties have
to be reproduced. The higher the emulated layer, the more complicated emula-
tion models are required to reproduce all properties that are perceived at this
layer’s service interface. Emulating the physical layer requires special testbeds
[HH02, SBBD03, JS03, VBV+05] that consist of specific customized hardware in
contrast to inexpensive commodity personal computers. The MAC layer is the
lowest layer that can be emulated in software on inexpensive standard computers
as has been shown by previous works [HMR03, MRBV04]. Implementing emula-
tion as software on standard computers is important to support large evaluation
scenarios by enabling the purchase of maximum hardware resources at an afford-
able price. As already mentioned in the previous section, the application layer
is the highest layer that can be considered as software under test. Therefore,
we consider the following layers as possible software under test: LLC, network,
transport, and application layer. If only higher layers need to be evaluated, existing
standard implementations of the remaining lower layers can simply be used to
build a complete protocol stack.
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Figure 2.1: Emulation layer in the protocol stack.

In order to support performance evaluation of the above-mentioned software
under test, we have to reproduce the network properties of the data link layer—or
MAC layer in particular—and provide the corresponding service interface. There
are two basic properties to emulate: frame delay and frame drop. All other possible
properties can be reduced to those two basic properties. The service interface
handles frames and is connection-less and unreliable.

The interface is implemented by a network emulation tool (Fig. 2.1). In order
to communicate with tool instances on other computers, it makes use of a reliable
high-speed low-latency network, that is part of the network emulation testbed
hardware. The tool reproduces network properties by adding additional frame
delay and dropping frames accordingly. Modeling of e.g. the frame propagation
delay can be implemented by means of a delay queue. For each frame, the tool
calculates the transmission time in the future by adding the propagation delay to
the current time. Each frame is enqueued together with its transmission time. A
timer is set to the transmission time of the frame at the delay queue head. On
triggering of the timer, the frame gets dequeued and transmitted, and the timer
is set to the transmission time of the frame that is now at the queue head. More
details on the modeling of emulated network properties follow in Section 2.1.3.2
and 2.1.3.3 describing two classes of emulation tools.

2.1.2 Emulation Modules

After having decided on the optimal protocol layer to emulate in the previous
section, the interface for emulation is sufficiently specified. The abstraction of the
real network, that is to be emulated, is represented by a network model. The model
serves for maintaining the configuration and parameters of a network emulation
scenario. Based on the model’s content, network emulation tools are configured
to reproduce the necessary network properties. This configuration process is
done by a controlling instance. An emulation controller is especially necessary
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for configuring dynamic network parameters, that change over the course of an
experiment. The emulation of mobile wireless networks is a notable example
involving high dynamics of network parameters.

Hence, software for a network emulation system consists of three software
modules: network model, emulation tool, and emulation control. We discuss the
architectural alternatives for each of those modules and then present sensible
combinations. For the discussion, we assume that there are as much testbed
computers available as there are nodes in a network to emulate. Additionally,
each computer has as much physical network links as necessary to configure the
topology of the network scenario. Each pair of nodes is connected by at most one
network link.

2.1.2.1 Network Model

The network model represents an abstraction from a real network. It is the basis
for emulating the relevant properties of the corresponding real network. A user
of an emulation system configures the model by means of a scenario specification.
Such a specification contains static as well as dynamic network parameters. An
emulation control instance evaluates derived parameter settings and maintains
them in the model. For dynamic parameters, the controller continually computes
them during the course of an experiment.

Two alternatives exist for the architecture of the network model. First, a global
network model contains all information in one centralized place. Secondly, the
model can be split into one centralized global model part and one self-contained
model part on each testbed computer. We name this second architecture a hybrid
network model since it consists of one centralized and multiple distributed model
parts. Emulation control maintains the global part and updates the distributed
model parts on each testbed computer. Each of the distributed model parts is used
to directly configure the corresponding local emulation tool instance.

2.1.2.2 Emulation Tool

An emulation tool is responsible for reproducing network properties. The network
model specifies the necessary parameters for fulfilling this task.

Three alternatives exist for the architecture of emulation tools. A single global
network model can configure a single centralized emulation tool. Distributed tool
proxies in all the protocol stacks redirect the entire network traffic through the
central emulation tool. This redirection considerably increases the minimal frame
delay that can be emulated, because each frame has to be sent from the source to
the central tool and then again from the tool to the final destination. Since the
central tool has to process all traffic, it may also constitute a bottleneck limiting
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the scalability for the emulation of larger network scenarios. Therefore it stands to
reason to distribute multiple emulation tools among the testbed computers. We
distinguish two variants of distribution. First, as an intermediate step, a separate
tool instance can be responsible for each network segment in the scenario. The tools
are distributed such that each tool is executed on its own testbed computer. On
the one hand, each tool only has to process the traffic of the collision domain it is
responsible for. On the other hand, an additional exclusive testbed computer is
required for the execution of each tool instance. Secondly, a separate tool instance
can be responsible for each network link in the scenario. This way, each tool only
has to process the traffic relevant to one computer. For networks with shared
medium and more than two connected computers, this reduces the amount of
traffic to process further. The tool instances can be distributed such that each tool
instance can be executed on the same computer that the network link belongs to,
so no additional testbed computers are required.

2.1.2.3 Emulation Control

Emulation control maintains current parameters in the network model and con-
figures emulation tools with those parameters. For dynamic parameters this is
carried out continually.

Control can be designed either centralized or distributed. Centralized emu-
lation control has access to the global part of the network model. Based on the
model and possibly the actual emulation time, control configures all emulation
tools with current parameters. This requires network communication, if the tools
are distributed. For highly dynamic scenarios this communication might become a
bottleneck. Distributed emulation control avoids such communication completely.
Therefore, the temporal sequence of parameter changes including timestamps
gets computed in advance and distributed. Then each distributed control instance
independently reproduces the parameter changes by means of its synchronized
local clock during the course of an experiment. Computing the sequence in ad-
vance, however, allows less flexibility during an experiment since all dynamics are
predetermined.

2.1.2.4 Alternatives of Distribution

Not all arbitrary combinations of the aforementioned architecture alternatives
are sensible. A centralized emulation tool obviously implies a centralized net-
work model and a centralized emulation control. A hybrid network model can
be combined with any of the two distribution variants of tools and either central
or distributed control. This results in five different alternatives for distribution
enumerated in Tab. 2.2.
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alternative model tool control
1 central central central
2 hybrid distributed, per network segment central
3 hybrid distributed, per network segment distributed
4 hybrid distributed, per network link central
5 hybrid distributed, per network link distributed

Table 2.2: Comparison of distribution alternatives.

The completely centralized architecture of alternative 1 constitutes a bottleneck
limiting scalability for larger network scenarios. Alternatives 2 and 3 require one
additional testbed computer for each network segment in the scenario to execute
one emulation tool instance per computer. This also limits scalability for a given
testbed. While alternative 5 may be the most scalable solution, it has been shown
that centralized control is sufficiently fast even for the emulation of mobile wireless
networks [Her05]. Also, centralized control allows dynamic changes to emulation
model parameters during an experiment without predetermined calculation in
advance. Hence, we focus on alternative 4 in the following discussions. As depicted
in Fig. 2.2, it comprises hybrid model, distributed tools with one instance per
network link, and centralized control.
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Figure 2.2: Chosen distribution of emulation modules [Her05].

2.1.3 Emulation Functionality
For the MAC layer identified as emulation interface in Section 2.1.1 and the
most suitable emulation system architecture from Section 2.1.2, we present the
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functionality of such an emulation system in this section. First, we describe the
centralized emulation control with the global network model. Secondly, we give an
overview of the functionality of network emulation tools. We distinguish between
tools for non-shared communication media such as a point-to-point link and tools
for shared media such as a wireless LAN.

2.1.3.1 Emulation Control

Input to the centralized emulation control is a scenario description. The description
contains static information about the properties of the networks to emulate. It
can also contain compute directives for dynamic information. Emulation control
guides an emulation experiment through its three phases consisting of preparation,
measurement, and cleanup. It sets up the global network model in the first phase
and maintains the model during the second phase based on the scenario description
and the advancement of experiment time. More details can be found for scenario
specification in a previous publication [HLR02], for experiment phases and the
global model in a thesis [Her05], and for maintaining dynamic model parameters
in [HR02, HMTR04, Her05].

Experiment Phases Each emulation experiment involves a sequence of three
phases: preparation, measurement, and cleanup.

Preparation is used to allocate testbed resources. This includes one testbed
computer for each node in the scenario specification. The testbed hardware is
configured with the requested network topology. The emulation tools are initialized
with their first parameter set. Then, it is possible to start and warm up software,
that is required for the experiment but is not directly related to the actual mea-
surement. All involved distributed testbed computers synchronize on a barrier at
the end of their preparation phase, in order to start the measurement at the same
time.

During the measurement phase, the distributed emulation tools reproduce
the specified network properties independent of the emulation control. Whenever
parameters change in the global network model, emulation control reconfigures
the corresponding tools by means of update messages.

After the measurement is finished, emulation control activates the clean up
phase. This happens when either a specified measurement duration has elapsed
or some algorithm has detected a suitable termination of the software under test.
If not done already, control terminates all started software in opposite order and
undoes the configuration of the testbed. Subsequently, measurement results can
be collected from the testbed computers, possibly merged, and evaluated.
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Global Model As mentioned in Section 2.1.1.6, network emulation tools only
need to reproduce the two basic network properties which are frame drop and
frame delay. A scenario description may also contain higher level parameters. The
emulation control has to compute the basic properties from higher level param-
eters. It is reasonable to separate computation in the control instance from the
reproduction of basic properties in the emulation tools. However, in our chosen
architecture some input parameters for certain computations are only available
at the distributed emulation tools. Therefore, we use a hybrid approach where
computation is distributed among control and tools.

Frame drops are determined by the FER and caused by the MAC layer in
case of excessive collisions or in case of transmission failures detected by a frame
checksum. The FER p f can be computed from the frame length l and the BER
pb as follows: p f = 1− (1− pb)l . Only an emulation tool knows about the current
frame length or excessive collisions, so those parameters cannot be part of the
global model. However, the BER is either constant for wired networks or can be
computed by the emulation control for wireless networks and hence becomes part
of the global model.

Frame delays consist of serialization delay, propagation delay, and medium
access delay. Serialization delay ts for a single frame can be computed from frame
length l and bit rate b as follows: ts = l/b. Since only a tool knows about the current
frame length, serialization delay cannot be part of the global model. However,
the bit rate is usually specified by the scenario specification and hence becomes
part of the global model. Propagation delay tp is either specified in the scenario
specification for wired networks or control can compute it for wireless networks.
Thus, propagation delay is also part of the global model. Medium access delay is
dynamically determined by the MAC algorithm and depends on the network load
among other things. Since only a tool knows about those influential parameters,
medium access delay cannot be part of the global model.

BER pb, bit rate b, and propagation delay tp are part of the global network
model. Each of those parameters can be different for each connection direction
or each pair of nodes in the scenario description respectively. With n nodes, the
global model is represented by an n×n matrix having the 3-tuple e = (pb,b, tp) as
elements.

2.1.3.2 Emulation Tool for Non-shared Communication Medium

On a testbed computer, one instance of an emulation tool is executed for each local
network link in the scenario. The tool can modify local network traffic in both
transmit direction and receive direction. Modification is done according to the basic
properties frame drop and frame delay. The tool computes the basic properties from
the parameters in the global model. The local network model for all emulation tool
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instances on one testbed computer contains a relevant subset of the global model.
Since a tool reproduces basic properties in transmit and receive direction, only the
row {e i j|i = k} and the column {e i j| j = k} of the global model matrix are relevant to
the tool instance on node k.

We focus on the emulation of networks with non-shared communication medium
such as wired networks first and describe tool functionality for other types of
networks in the next section.

The tool emulates frame drops based on the BER and the individual frame
length. Unicast transmissions to any destination node d can be efficiently dropped
at the source s taking the BER pb of the matrix element esd into account. Drops for
broadcast or multicast transmissions have to be decided for each pair of source s
and destination d j with j = [1..n] separately. In order to take advantage of possibly
efficient broadcast delivery mechanisms of the testbed networking hardware, the
tool on each destination node has to come to a drop decision for the incoming
transmission. In either case, the tool generates a new random number R with
0≤ R < 1 and drops the frame iff R < p f .

Frame delay consists of medium access delay, propagation delay, and serial-
ization delay. Since we assume an non-shared communication medium in this
section, there is no medium access delay. The tool can take the propagation delay
tp directly from the local model and add it to the serialization delay. Frame length
and bit rate determine the serialization delay for a single frame. However, the bit
rate and propagation delay determine the capacity of the communication channel.
The capacity is also known as the “bandwidth-delay-product.” Since the emulation
tool models the communication channel, it also has to model the channel capacity.
A delay queue is used to hold frames up to a total size corresponding to the channel
capacity. The tool instance also maintains an internal queuing time tq. If the
queuing time is behind the actual time t, the delay queue has become empty and
the queuing time is set to the actual time: tq = t. Otherwise, propagation delay
and serialization delay are added to the queuing time to allow for queuing delay:
tq = tq + tp + ts. The frame then gets stored in the queue. A timer is set to trigger
the removal and final transmission of the frame at time tq.

Frame delay can be implemented on the source or the destination side. Delaying
at the sender is easier to implement and valid if the differences in propagation
delay to different receivers can be neglected. The inherent small frame delay of the
low-latency testbed network can be considered in the calculations for emulation
delay. We refer the reader to a previous publication [HR02] and a thesis [Her05]
for more details.
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2.1.3.3 Emulation Tool for Shared Communication Medium

We now describe the functionality of an emulation tool for networks with a shared
communication medium such as WLAN (wireless local area network). The pres-
ence of a MAC algorithm influences the medium access delay. This needs to be
considered in addition to the tool functionality for non-shared medium presented in
the previous section. Our approach is to reproduce the MAC algorithm in software
as part of an emulation tool. A single tool reproducing all classes of algorithms
is hardly possible. We distinguish the following three classes of MAC algorithms:
collision-free protocols, limited-contention protocols, and random access protocols.
The class of collision-free protocols includes static channel multiplexing such as
time-division (TDMA), frequency-division (FDMA), or code-division multiple ac-
cess (CDMA). Such static multiplexing can already be emulated sufficiently with
the previously described emulation tool for non-shared communication medium.
From the two remaining classes, random access protocols include the widespread
concept of carrier sense multiple access (CSMA). With the proliferation of WLANs
according to the IEEE standard 802.11 [IEE99a, IEE99b, IEE01], the subclass
CSMA with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) has become of great interest for per-
formance evaluations, e.g. in MANET scenarios. Therefore, we focus on the basic
functionality of a tool for emulating the class of CSMA algorithms.

Our local network model contains the same row and column of the global model
as described in the previous section. Each element esd of this sparse submatrix
also consists of BER pb, bit rate b, and propagation delay tp. We extend this basis
by the concept of a virtual carrier.

The high-speed low-latency network of an emulation testbed is usually switched.
This implies that only addressed stations receive transmissions. In order to estab-
lish an emulated broadcast domain typical for a shared media, our emulation tool
encapsulates each frame into a broadcast frame before transmission. This way,
each station is able to overhear all transmissions.

Since we use a low latency emulation network, its transmission delays are
much less than the delays to be emulated. We thus neglect transmission delays on
the emulation network and simplify the discussion here. This allows us to time
stamp incoming frames with an un-synchronized local clock t and assume that this
is the point of time when a frame was sent.

We give an overview of the virtual carrier functionality depicted in Fig. 2.3. A
station (S1), whose MAC algorithm has decided to transmit a frame, sends that
frame out immediately. Since a carrier obviously started, the sending station
remembers this state by setting a local variable tb for the beginning of a virtual
carrier to the actual time: tb = t. The prospected emulated end te of the virtual
carrier is calculated as the time of carrier start plus the serialization delay: te =
tb + ts. All other stations (S2 and S3) receive the frame almost immediately and
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Figure 2.3: Space time diagram of virtual carrier sensing method.

calculate the beginning of the frame’s virtual carrier by adding the corresponding
propagation delay to their local time: tb = t+ tp. The end of the virtual carrier is
obtained in the same way as for the sending station. Having this information, each
station is able to sense the virtual carrier, if for its local time tb ≤ t < te holds true.
The overlap of virtual carriers connotes a collision. A receiving station delivers the
frame at time te, if the frame has not been involved in a collision.

Based on the local clock and the time stamps of all overheard frames, each
station is able to autonomously maintain a model of the shared medium state. The
state consists of the two points of time for the beginning tb and the ending te of
a virtually sensed carrier. We add those two state variables to the local network
model. This provides our basis for the emulation of MAC algorithms using carrier
sensing.

On top of the virtual carrier model, a MAC algorithm can be implemented
in software. Such an implementation is usually based on a finite state machine.
State transitions are triggered by timers, transmission of frames, or reception of
frames. The reproduction of the MAC algorithm allows for emulated medium access
delay, which is dynamically dependent on the network load. Existing algorithms
such as IEEE 802.11 [IEE99a] using CSMA/CA or IEEE 802.3 [IEE05] using
CSMA with collision detection (CSMA/CD) can be implemented this way. For more
details, we refer the reader to a previous publication [HMR03], two diploma theses
[Mai02, Yan04], and a PhD thesis [Her05].

Since we transmit each frame encapsulated in a broadcast frame to enable
virtual carrier sensing, an emulation tool has to drop frames at the destination.
This works as described in the previous section. During the emulation of WLAN, the
distinct BER for each pair of source and destination reflects the current connectivity
between wireless stations. Central emulation control determines the individual
BERs considering a suitable physical layer model and node mobility. Updated
BER values are distributed to the emulation tools. More details can be found in
a previous publication [HMTR04], a diploma thesis [Dud02], and a PhD thesis
[Her05].
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2.2 The “Network Emulation Testbed”
Having discussed different approaches to the architecture of a network emulation
system in the previous section, we now describe our implementation of the chosen
architecture. Our Network Emulation Testbed (NET) uses a hybrid network
model, distributed emulation tools with one instance per link, and a centralized
emulation control. It provides the basis for evaluating the novel concepts and
improvements of this thesis. In the following, we describe the involved hardware,
the implementation of our emulation tools, and the implementation of the central
emulation control with its global network model.

2.2.1 Hardware

2.2.1.1 Computers and Networks

The Network Emulation Testbed consists of 64 inexpensive common off the shelf
(COTS) personal computers (PCs) (see Fig. 2.4). Those computers are connected by
a Fast Ethernet network used for administration and emulation control messages.
A dedicated high-performance server computer executes the centralized emulation
control software, which uses the control network to send parameter updates of the
global network model to the distributed emulation tools on the PCs. A separate
network connection to the control server makes the testbed accessible from other
networks for administration and control purposes. For actual network traffic of
an emulation experiment, the PCs are connected by a monolithic, programmable
Gigabit Ethernet switch. Having a separate exclusive network for emulation traffic
prevents interference with administration or control traffic. A connection between
control server and emulation network switch is exclusively used for configuration
purposes during the preparation experiment phase. The control server neither
processes nor directly influences any network traffic of an emulation experiment.
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Figure 2.4: The Network Emulation Testbed.
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2.2.1.2 Connection Topology

As discussed in Section 2.1.3, the BER values pb in the global network model are
used to emulate the communication channel quality between each pair of nodes
in an emulation scenario. Emulation efficiency can be optimized, if the emulation
network hardware is able to filter traffic. This relieves emulation tools from
processing frames, that would be dropped anyway. Since configuring networking
hardware takes a considerable amount of time [Her05], it is hardly usable for
dynamic aspects of communication channels between nodes. Therefore, we leave
the reproduction of dynamic aspects to the emulation tools and concentrate on
static aspects here.
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Figure 2.5: Network topology emulation with tagged VLANs.

A node s is potentially able to successfully transmit to another node d, if pb < 1
where pb is from the model tuple esd. The set of such channels forms the network
topology represented by a directed graph. Using IEEE 802.1Q VLAN (virtual LAN)
technology [IEE03], the emulation switch is able to create a connection topology
represented by an undirected graph (see Fig. 2.5). All edges of the given directed
topology graph can be mapped to edges of the undirected graph supported by the
hardware. If a channel between two nodes is not symmetric, the emulation tool on
the node, where no edge originates, can efficiently drop frames before transmission
and thus ensure the asymmetry. A switch only forwards frames to ports, and
thus the connected PCs, that are part of the same VLAN identified by a tag. We
configure the switch during the preparation experiment phase. Each point-to-point
link or shared media network segment in an emulation scenario, e.g. a WLAN
channel, is mapped to a uniquely tagged VLAN.
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2.2.2 Emulation Tools

2.2.2.1 Virtual Network Devices

In scenarios where a node has multiple network links, it is necessary to assign
multiple VLAN tags to the same emulation switch port. On a testbed node, each
link to a tagged VLAN is represented by a virtual network device. On transmis-
sion, each virtual device extends the frame header with the corresponding VLAN
identifier before actually transmitting over the physical interface. On reception,
testbed nodes use this information to demultiplex frames to the responsible virtual
network device. Virtual network devices for tagged VLANs can be dynamically
configured in software. This flexible mechanism allows multiplexing of individual
virtual network links over a single physical link to the emulation network. Thereby,
we are able to fulfill our earlier assumption from Section 2.1.2, that each testbed
computer has as much network links as necessary to configure the topology of the
network scenario.

2.2.2.2 Integration into Protocol Stack

In Section 2.1.1.6, we identified the MAC layer as the layer of the protocol stack a
network emulation tool should implement (see also Fig. 2.6). The service interface
handles frames and is connection-less and unreliable. Network device drivers in
common operating systems implement exactly this interface. We use Linux as
an example open source software allowing modifications at the kernel. For the
discussion of details such as function names, we assume version 2.4.24 of the Linux
kernel. Although being strictly speaking a monolithic kernel, Linux is modular
especially with respect to device drivers. Therefore, we decided to implement our
emulation tools as dynamically loadable kernel modules. Since they do not actually
drive any physical network adapter hardware, they are called virtual network
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device drivers. Our tools are entirely transparent to implementations on the LLC
or network layer respectively and thus to our intended software under test. In
order to implement its emulation functionality, a tool has to be integrated into the
protocol stack’s data path in both transmit and receive direction.

2.2.2.3 Integration in Transmit Direction

The network device driver interface specifies a function for transmitting frames.
In Linux, the function is called hard_start_xmit(). Our emulation tools implement
this function and register their implementation on kernel module load time. If
a frame has been delayed appropriately and should not be dropped, our tools
transmit the frame by handing it over to a real network device using the function
dev_queue_xmit(), which will finally call hard_start_xmit() of that real device. Our
tools also inform the protocol stack whether the emulated network is saturated, if
the tool is busy transmitting a frame, or not. This is accomplished using the func-
tions netif_stop_queue() and netif_wake_queue() of the network driver subsystem
in Linux.

2.2.2.4 Integration in Receive Direction

Receiving frames happens asynchronously. Therefore, a real physical network
adapter signals frame reception by means of an interrupt request (IRQ). The CPU
then executes an interrupt service routine (ISR) for handling such an asynchronous
event in software. The device driver for the adapter implements an appropriate
ISR, in which it appends the received frame to the input queue of the protocol
stack. In Linux, network drivers use the function netif_rx() for enqueuing.

Actual processing of the received frame happens later on in the receive software
interrupt, which is scheduled before the return from system calls or at the next
operating system timer interrupt. The receive software interrupt takes received
frames from the input queue and demultiplexes the frames to the responsible
network layer protocol entity for processing. The protocol identifier of the frame
header is used for demultiplexing.

Network protocol demultiplexing is one possible place to hook an emulation tool
into the receive path of frames. Therefore, the tool registers with the protocol stack
for an otherwise unused network layer protocol identifier in order to exclusively
receive all matching frames. Registration is done with dev_add_pack() in Linux.
With this approach, a tool appears to the protocol stack in disguise as a pseudo
network layer protocol entity. This only works, if all relevant frames are sent with
the chosen protocol identifier, which is generally not the case. However, such an
approach is suitable for an emulation tool for networks with shared medium. As
described in Section 2.1.3.3, frames get encapsulated into a broadcast frame before
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transmission. This can be used to assign the correct protocol identifier. Since
the encapsulation prefixes the frame with an additional frame header carrying
the broadcast address and chosen protocol identifier, the original destination
address and protocol identifier remain unmodified. On receiving such a frame,
the responsible emulation tool strips the encapsulation header, delays the frame
accordingly, and can then reinsert the original frame into the protocol stack by
calling netif_rx(), if the frame should not be dropped on the receive side.

In Linux, the function netif_receive_skb() takes frames from the input queue
for further processing inside the receive software interrupt. The load of receive
IRQs for high-speed networks, such as the Gigabit Ethernet used in NET, can
prevent the CPU from processing other useful things including software interrupts.
The effect is the so-called receive livelock [MR96]. In order to mitigate the IRQ load,
different approaches reduce the number of receive interrupts. Linux uses adaptive
polling [SOK01], which is also executed by the function netif_receive_skb().

Since all received frames pass this function, it is another place to hook an
emulation tool into the receive path. However, no suitable hooking interface is
provided by Linux. Therefore, we patch netif_receive_skb() with our own hook
mechanism placed before the network layer protocol demultiplexing. Our emulation
tool for networks with non-shared communication medium uses this hook to process
incoming frames.

2.2.2.5 Configuration Interface

The reception of dynamic parameter updates from the central emulation control
requires blocking network I/O. Blocking is usually restricted to process context
and hardly feasible to implement directly in the emulation tool. Therefore, we
implement a user space daemon receiving parameter updates over the network
using either UDP or TCP on each testbed computer. On reception, the daemon
passes the updates to the local emulation tool instances. There are various ways
of passing information between user space and kernel space. In Linux, there is
a choice [RC01] among IOCTL (I/O control), custom character devices, virtual
file systems—such as system file system (sysfs) or proc file system (procfs)—, or
netlink sockets [SKKK03]. For our prototypical implementation, we choose the
classic IOCTL, which has historically already been used for configuring different
networking aspects, for which no other specific configuration interface has been
designed.

2.2.3 Emulation Control and Global Network Model
Centralized emulation control maintains the global network model and it dis-
tributes parameter updates to the emulation tools as described in the previous
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section. The global network model contains static and dynamic parameters. Static
parameters do not need any maintenance and can easily be distributed during the
preparation experiment phase. Diverse dynamic parameters can be part of the
global model. Exemplary, we discuss the maintenance of dynamic parameters for
the emulation of a MANET.

We describe the scenario of a MANET by means of a trace of node movements, a
geographical model of the scenario environment, and technical information on the
wireless hardware. For simplicity, we assume that the bit rate b is constant and the
propagation delay tp is negligible due to the relatively short communication range
of 450 m maximum with WLAN. Hence, only the BER pb needs to be maintained
as a dynamic parameter.

Using the trace of node movements, the mobility of nodes can be simulated to
obtain the node positions at any time during an emulation experiment [HMTR04].
Considering actual node positions, the geographical environment, and technical
information about the wireless hardware the propagation of radio waves can be
simulated. The different possible propagation models can be classified into those
ignoring the geographical environment and those considering the environment.
The free space model [Fri46] or the two-ray ground model [Rap01] ignore the
environment. A combination of both models is typically used in MANET simula-
tion [BMJ+98, FV02]. However, a realistic propagation model has impact on the
performance evaluation and is thus very important [TMB01, SHR05, Ste09]. For
considering the geographical environment, there are two subclasses of propaga-
tion models: empirical models [Com91] or deterministic models using ray tracing
[Lan99, WHL99]. For either model, the calculation of attenuation values is not
possible in real-time during an experiment. Consequently, we compute the values
for all pairs of sender position and receiver position on a discrete two-dimensional
grid of 5×5 m2 once in advance [SHR05, Her05, Ste09]. It stands to reason to
use an algorithm such as “Intelligent Ray Tracing” [WHL99] since it computes
the attenuation to all possible receiver positions for a fixed sender position in one
step. Due to its considerable size, the resulting data is stored on an external RAID
(redundant array of inexpensive disks) connected to the control server. Emulation
control periodically reads the necessary attenuation values to obtain the BER
between all pairs of nodes. For our initial implementation, we use a signal attenu-
ation threshold for deciding if a frame gets dropped (pb = 1) or received correctly
(pb = 0). Of course, more sophisticated models for obtaining the BER as described
in [TMB01, ABCG04] can easily be integrated.

2.2.4 Application Case Studies
A previous thesis [Her05] within the same research project contains more details
on the implementation of the testbed and its software. For additional details,
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especially concerning the implementation, we refer the reader to diploma theses
[Dud02, Mai02, Yan04] and a study thesis [Cas05]. For a practical description of
how to use the Network Emulation Testbed, we refer to the NET manual [HM04].
Outside the NET research project, our emulation system as described in Section 2.2
has been successfully used for performance evaluation in a PhD thesis [Bau07]
and a master’s thesis [Kar04].

2.3 Summary
In this chapter, we identified the MAC layer as the optimal layer of the protocol
stack whose network properties should be reproduced by an emulation tool. An
emulation system consists of three modules: network model, emulation tool, and
emulation control. We described each of those modules and discussed the possible
alternatives of distributing those modules in an emulation system. The discussion
showed, that an approach with hybrid model, distributed tools with one instance
per network link, and centralized control is favorable. For this architecture, we
outlined the functionality of emulation control and both an emulation tool for non-
shared communication medium and a tool for shared communication medium. The
concrete design for our prototypical implementation of an emulation system called
Network Emulation Testbed (NET) was presented. With the concepts discussed in
this chapter, each node in an emulation scenario is mapped to a PC of the testbed,
which limits the scenario size to 64 nodes.



Chapter 3

Node Virtualization

In this chapter, we present node virtualization to enable scalable network emula-
tion. After an introduction, we discuss related work in the area of scalable network
emulation. A set of requirements serves our evaluations in later sections. As a
basis for understanding, we give an overview of the foundations of protocol stack
implementations before discussing possible approaches to node virtualization. Our
discussion includes a qualitative comparison of the presented approaches. This
leads us to our chosen approach for which we introduce the architecture of our
virtualized emulation system. Finally, we present an extensive evaluation of our
prototype validating that the approach we chose actually performs best. Parts of
this chapter have been previously published in a conference paper [MHR05] and a
journal article [MHR07].

3.1 Introduction

Often comparative performance evaluation is required in scenarios with more
nodes than computers available in an emulation testbed. For instance, the eval-
uation of a large scale location service in a wired network requires not only the
modeling of all collaborating location servers but also the modeling of the underly-
ing network infrastructure including its routers to obtain realistic measurement
results. Another example for the evaluation of a large scale system would be a peer
to peer network. Even though the peer nodes seem to communicate directly with
each other by means of an overlay network, the performance is strongly influenced
by the underlying network infrastructure. Hence, this infrastructure has to be
modeled in an emulation scenario along with the peer nodes (Fig. 3.1).

In wireless networks such as MANETs, each mobile node is itself both an
end node and a router. Due to their mobility, each node dynamically influences
the network topology and thus the performance of software under test such as
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Figure 3.1: Part of an emulation scenario involving an overlay network.

a MANET routing protocol. As in the wired network cases, each node has to
be modeled in an emulation scenario to obtain realistic measurement results.
Consequently, there is need for scaling the number of nodes that can be emulated
on a given testbed beyond the number of available testbed computers.

There are two complementary general approaches to scalability of network
emulation. First, the existing resources of a testbed can be virtually increased
by executing the software under test slower than real-time and thus trading
experiment duration for scalability. However, we do not consider recent advances
in network emulation using time virtualization to virtually increase network and
compute resources of an emulation testbed. Such approaches are part of future
work as discussed in Section 5.2. In this work, we focus on network emulation in
real-time. The second general approach to scalability is to make optimal use of the
existing testbed resources.

We consider three different approaches to making optimal use of existing
testbed resources. First, emulators with centralized tools—such as simulators
extended with real-time scheduling and interface for processing real network
traffic—can be parallelized to increase scalability. Since our emulation approach is
already distributed (except for the uncritical emulation control), parallelization is
already implicitly included. Secondly, abstractions to the emulation model cause
the emulation of network properties to require less computational power. This
leaves more resources for processing network traffic. While such an approach
increases scalability in terms of network traffic, it does not increase scalability in
terms of node count. Hence, we consider abstractions to the emulation model a
complement to scaling scenario size in terms of nodes.

Thirdly, software under test often only needs a fraction of the resources provided
by a testbed computer. In order to make optimal use of existing resources, more
than one node of an emulation scenario should be executed on a testbed computer.
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This can be achieved by partitioning each testbed computer (“physical node,” pnode)
into multiple virtual nodes (vnodes [GSHL03]). Each of those vnodes provides an
execution environment for one instance of software under test. The nodes of an
emulation scenario correspond to vnodes and are mapped to the available pnodes.
Such node virtualization should imply minimal virtualization overhead in order
to leave as much of the pnodes’ resources available for the execution of as many
instances of software under test as possible. The node virtualization approach
enables scalability of real-time network emulation in terms of the maximum
number of nodes for a given testbed hardware.

3.2 Related Work
In this section, we review existing approaches to the scalable emulation of computer
networks. All approaches have in common that they emulate certain network
properties and support the transparent execution of unmodified software under
test on certain layers of the protocol stack. The software under test perceives the
properties of the emulated synthetic network as if it was running in a corresponding
real network.

Approaches to scalable network emulation make use of different methods
to increase the maximum possible number of nodes in an emulation scenario
beyond the number of physically available testbed computers. We classify scalable
network emulation approaches into three classes: parallelization, emulation model
abstraction, and node virtualization.

3.2.1 Parallelization
The first class of scalable network emulation approaches builds on simulation—
usually discrete event—and employs parallelization. Potentially large network
topologies of an emulation scenario get partitioned and each partition is emulated
on its own computer or CPU respectively. As long as the synchronization overhead
between partitions is not too high, parallelization gains speedup with an increasing
number of computers or CPUs. In addition, main memory requirements can be
reduced on each computer or CPU, since only a fraction of the network topology
has to be emulated.

Ns-e [Fal99] is an emulation extension of the well-known network simulator ns-
2 [BEF+00]. The extension consists of a real-time event scheduler and an interface
for processing frames of real network traffic. An emulation setup consists of one
centralized simulator instance and a number of computers executing the software
under test. The latter computers are connected to the central instance by a fast low
latency network. On those computers, a proxy layer in the protocol stack intercepts
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network traffic and passes it to the central instance and vice versa. Since the entire
traffic of the emulated network is passed to the centralized simulation instance,
the scalability is limited by the amount of traffic, that can be processed by the
centralized simulator. For a typical mobile ad hoc network (MANET) experiment,
a total scenario size of about 50 nodes is possible [KMJ00]. To some extent, this
can be alleviated by extending the discrete event simulation into a parallel engine
[RFA99]. However, an additional testbed computer is required for each instance of
unmodified software under test to be executed.

IP-TNE [SU01] (Internet protocol – traffic and network emulator) is a parallel
discrete event simulator (PDES) for computer networks consisting of point-to-
point links. The simulator is extended with an efficient real-time scheduling of
events and an interface for processing real network traffic. Those two extensions
make IP-TNE a parallel network emulator. For the execution of software under
test, additional computers are required. Traffic is passed through the parallel
emulator instance. As with the above-mentioned ns-e, the possible number of nodes
executing unmodified software under test is limited by the number of available
computers.

Liu et al. [LC04] propose a real-time parallel discrete event simulator for
networks consisting of point-to-point links. An interface for processing real network
traffic supports emulation. The authors also describe a feedback based mechanism
for mapping the network topology of an emulation scenario to the computers
running the parallel emulator. Such an automatic mapping is essential for parallel
discrete event simulation since its speedup through parallelization depends on the
quality of partitioning the network topology. The less expensive events between
the partitions emulated on different computers, the better. The authors report
realistic emulation of large Internet-like topologies with 100 autonomous systems
employing the routing protocols BGP4 (border gateway protocol 4) and OSPF (open
shortest path first). A cluster of computers executing the PDES emulates such
a network. The execution of unmodified software under test requires additional
computers. Only applications are supported as software under test. A wrapper
library for the socket API redirects messages to the emulation instance and vice
versa.

3.2.2 Emulation Model Abstraction
The second class of scalable network emulation approaches abstracts from detailed
emulation models. Using less detailed models requires less computation power for
emulation. This allows more network traffic to be processed on the same hardware
and thus increases scalability.

MAYA [ZJTB03, ZJTB04] integrates three different paradigms for modeling
networks: simulation on packet-level, emulation, and simulation of fluid flows.
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Simulation on packet-level means that the simulator needs to process an event for
each packet to be sent on an outgoing link. This is similar to all the approaches
discussed in Section 3.2.1 with the difference that MAYA is a centralized simulator.
The emulation part is implemented similar to the extensions of other simulators
with real-time event scheduling and an interface to process real network traffic.
Fluid flows simulate long running flows on transport layer, e.g. TCP flows. Instead
of simulating each packet on each hop of the flow’s path, a simulation model
based on queuing theory is used. Solving the resulting differential equations
allows to determine average queue lengths of routers on the path and average
packet delay of each flow from source to sink through the whole network. Based
on this, the simulator is able to calculate the effective throughput of each flow.
MAYA integrates the simulation of fluid flows and the emulation on packet-level
by measuring statistics of the real network traffic and taking them into account for
solving the differential equations of the fluid flows. Queue lengths of routers are
now influenced both by fluid flows and real traffic. Hence, packet events of real
traffic can be processed and account for the cross traffic of fluid flows and vice versa.
The integration of these different paradigms allows parts of an emulation scenario
consisting of links and routers to be efficiently simulated and thus increases
scalability. However, an additional computer is required for each instance of
unmodified software under test to be executed. The evolving real network traffic is
then processed by the simulator, which may constitute a bottleneck.

Kiddle [Kid04, KSU05] presents three improvements to IP-TNE: novel parallel
discrete event simulation algorithms to improve performance on multi-processor
systems with shared memory, selective usage of shared memory communication be-
tween processors and message passing between computers for parallel simulation
in mixed shared/distributed environments, and finally integration of packet-based
and flow-based simulation. While the first two improvements are specific for paral-
lel simulation, the latter extension is similar to the approach of MAYA with the
difference, that both packet-based and flow-based simulation is tightly integrated
inside IP-TNE. Since the flow extension does not support TCP fluid flows, traffic
flows based on a Pareto on/off model are used. Unfortunately, the evaluations for
large scale emulation including fluid flows for background traffic do not employ real
unmodified software under test and its real network traffic. Instead, the simulator
components, that would interface to real traffic, synthetically generate ingress IP
packets or simply drop egress packets, respectively. Therefore, it remains unclear
how scalable the system is with regard to the inevitable overhead of interfacing
with real traffic.

ROSENET [GF04, Gu08] proposes an architecture, that comprises a low fidelity
emulator and a high fidelity simulator. As example entities, the authors use an
intermediate router node with NIST Net [CS03] as emulator and GTNetS [Ril03]
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as parallel discrete event simulator. The emulator connects two computers each
running an instance of unmodified real software under test on application layer.
It emulates delay and packet drop based on a parametrized model and at the
same time collects packet interarrival times of application traffic. The collected
data is sent to the simulator, which performs packet-based simulation for the past
application packets within a simulated potentially large network environment
including cross and background traffic. Based on the simulated delay and loss
of application packets, it determines a model from a library plus parameters for
the model. A model is chosen with the system identification method. As example
model, the authors use auto-regression with external signal as black box. If the
model or its parameters have changed, they are sent to the emulator, which uses
the parametrized model to predict the near future. This closed loop is executed
periodically. The application of models in the emulator relies on the constancy
of Internet path properties. The focus is on transport layer connections in wired
Internet-like networks. The low fidelity emulation of delay and loss results in
network properties, that are statistically comparable to those of the high fidelity
packet-based simulation.

3.2.3 Node Virtualization
The third and last class of scalable network emulation approaches utilizes the
fact that software under test usually deployed on resource-poor devices only needs
a fraction of the resources provided by a testbed computer. By partitioning a
testbed computer into virtual nodes, each testbed computer can emulate multiple
communicating nodes of an emulation scenario. This optimizes the utilization of
testbed hardware and increases scalability.

Entrapid [HSK99] and Alpine [ESW01] virtualize the protocol stack in user
space and thus provide multiple execution environments for software under test
on a single computer. In combination with network emulation tools connecting
such virtualized stacks, the emulation of network scenarios is possible. However,
software under test on the application layer has to be adapted in order to interact
with the user space protocol stacks. The packet processing in user space also
introduces considerable timing inaccuracies, compared to real protocol stacks. Thus,
such approaches are rather suitable for testing than for performance evaluation.

vBET [JX03] is an approach designed for emulating a network scenario on
a single computer. It makes use of User Mode Linux (UML) [Dik00] in order to
provide virtual machines as execution environment for multiple virtual nodes on
one computer. In combination with additional network emulation tools, it is possible
to emulate a network scenario. Connecting multiple of such vBET computers
could allow larger scenarios. However, the use of UML’s virtual machine concept
introduces considerable overhead and thus limits the number of virtual nodes per
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computer. The authors report a maximum throughput for their software switch
between vnodes of 128 MBit/s, which is more than an order of magnitude below
our approach. vBET is more suitable for qualitative analysis than comparative
performance analysis. Our results in Section 3.7.1 confirm that, since UML hardly
supports more than one vnode per pnode in our scenarios even with applied
optimizations for hosted VMs similar to [KDC03].

ModelNet [YWV+02, VYW+02, YED+03] is a parallel network emulator. It is
primarily designed to emulate a given network topology of point-to-point links. The
topology is partitioned among a cluster of emulation computers. Each cluster node
processes network packets through internal arbitrarily connected links and routing
instances. Existing implementations of e.g. routing protocols cannot be analyzed
but have to be specifically re-implemented for the cluster nodes. Computers
running software under test on transport or application layer have to be externally
connected to the central emulation cluster. Several instances of the software under
test can run on each such edge node, which makes the approach scalable. However,
the interface to the emulated network is based on the socket API, which restricts
the software under test to the application layer.

Mahadevan et al. [MYV02] proposed an early extension of ModelNet for the
emulation of wireless networks. It emulates fair bandwidth sharing of the wireless
shared medium by consuming bandwidth on all receiver links within communica-
tion range for each frame sent. This is a first step towards the emulation of wireless
networks which are based on a shared medium. Yet, the effects of a MAC protocol
such as frame drop due to collision are not emulated. Just as with ModelNet, the
software under test is limited to the application layer. Performance evaluations
in wireless networks such as MANETs often need to consider specific routing
protocols. However, this extension for ModelNet does not support the execution
of unmodified software under test on e.g. the network layer. Instead, a routing
protocol would have to be reimplemented for the core of the parallel emulator.

MobiNet [MRBV04, MRBV05, MRBV06] descends from the same research
project as ModelNet but is an independent approach for the emulation of MANETs.
The presented emulation of IEEE 802.11 is completely centralized and not paral-
lelized. Similar to our approach for the emulation of networks with shared medium,
MobiNet makes use of a virtual carrier in its single global network model and
implements the 802.11 MAC protocol on top. As with ModelNet, protocols on
network layer have to be reimplemented for the environment of the centralized
emulator. As an example for a MANET routing protocol, DSR (dynamic source
routing) was especially implemented for MobiNet. Additional computers are re-
quired for running unmodified software under test on application layer. Those
computers are connected to the central emulator. The authors report successful
emulation of 100 MANETs of which each MANET has only 2 nodes. In such a
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scenario, there is hardly concurrence between nodes on the same wireless channel
and the network load can hardly be as high as to enforce many collisions. Since
this scenario effectively resembles 100 completely separate tiny MANETs without
any interaction, it is difficult to deduce the scalability of the proposed system from
the reported evaluation results.

Mahrenholz and Ivanov [MI04] improve the real-time scheduler of ns-e by
reducing system call overhead and enabling more fine-granular sleep timers with
busy waiting which again introduces some overhead. Additionally, they introduce
the use of virtual machines to expose unmodified software under test to network
properties emulated by ns-e. Both the virtual machines and ns-e run on a single
computer. While the virtual machines are planned to be distributed to multiple
computers [MI05], the centralized ns-e still constitutes a bottleneck since it has to
process the network traffic of the entire emulation scenario. The authors report
faithful emulation of a WLAN scenario with up to 6 nodes represented by virtual
machines. Similar to MobiNet multiple separate WLANs with only two nodes each
are emulated in the evaluations which makes deduction of scalability difficult.

Empower or Emwin respectively [ZN02a, ZN02b, ZN02c, ZN03a, ZN03b, ZN04]
partly virtualizes the protocol stack to allow the execution of multiple virtual rout-
ing instances on each emulation computer. Those instances are used to build a
network topology consisting of wired point-to-point links or wireless links. For
wireless emulation, each virtual router processes a list of node mobility events
according to its local clock and determines dynamic connectivity based on node
positions. Global coordination for processing the list is done by means of time
synchronization between testbed computers. However, filtering of network traffic
to emulate the current wireless connectivity happens on the sending side which
prevents the emulation of the hidden terminal situation common in WLANs. This
would require filtering on the receiving side. An algorithm for automatically map-
ping router nodes of an emulation scenario to the testbed hardware is provided and
helps to prevent overloading the testbed computers with too many virtual router
instances. Background traffic can be generated directly inside the emulator. Other
traffic generators or software under test on transport or application layer need
to be executed on additional computers connected with the computers emulating
the network topology. This is similar to ModelNet discussed above. Each end of
an emulated network link is mapped to a physical link of an existing hardware
network interface. For wireless routers, even two physical links are required: one
link for ingress traffic and one link for egress traffic which would in reality both be
handled by one single network adapter transmitting or receiving on the wireless
channel in turn. The authors equip each testbed node with several network cards
to increase scalability. However, the scalability, i.e. the number of vnodes per pnode,
is limited by the number of physical network interfaces per pnode.
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Kucheria [Kuc03] proposes a scalable emulation system for IP networks consist-
ing of wired point-to-point links by introducing partial virtualization of the protocol
stack. In order to require minimal modifications to an existing protocol stack,
the system only virtualizes the data link layer by introducing virtual network
devices. The network layer and layers above are not virtualized. To still obtain a
separate virtual routing table per virtual node, the virtual network device contains
its own routing table along with its own look-up mechanism. Fake entries in the
routing table of the existing IP implementation force packets to enter a special
virtual device and trigger another route look-up on the respective virtual table.
Obviously, such an approach is not entirely transparent to the layers above the
data link layer. This results in some constraints for the configuration of the system.
It only supports links between different testbed computers, i.e. virtual nodes on
the same computer must not have a link between each other. This makes the
mapping of an emulation scenario to the existing testbed hardware more difficult.
In cases, where the longest linear path of the topology contains more routers than
testbed computers, it makes the mapping impossible. Hence, the approach limits
scalability for certain emulation scenarios.

Virtual IP machines [Ara03] virtualize the protocol stack to obtain virtual nodes
for scalable network emulation. On network layer, each vnode has its own routing
table and ARP (address resolution protocol) cache. On transport layer, each vnode
has its own lists of sockets. On application layer, a tool exists to execute unmodified
software under test and its child processes on a certain vnode. The implementation
only supports point-to-point links. Links between vnodes on the same testbed
computer are established internally and make use of efficient communication
without requiring external network connections. However, there is no support for
the emulation of wireless networks. Unfortunately, the author does not report any
evaluation results, so there is no statement on the scalability of the system.

Netbed [WLS+02] is an emulation testbed, that supports scalable network em-
ulation by employing protocol stack virtualization [GSHL03, HRS+04, HRS+08].
On data link and network layer, Netbed uses virtual routing [SR02] providing
multiple routing tables and a mapping between packets received by certain devices
and the corresponding routing table. To extend the virtualization also to transport
and application layer, additional extensions have been made and BSD jails [KW00]
have been integrated to extend the virtualization also to other non-network names-
paces of the operating system such as file systems and processes. The testbed
supports the emulation of scenarios with wired links. While it is possible to link
real wireless nodes to an emulated scenario [WLG02, JSF+06], there is no support
for the reproducible emulation of wireless networks.

Vimage or Imunes respectively [Zec03, ZM03, ZM04] virtualizes the entire
protocol stack in the kernel. While common operating systems support one single
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instance of a protocol stack, vimage supports multiple independent instances. To
accomplish this, the stack is considerably modified to have all formerly global
instance variables independently available for each stack instance. Unmodified
software under test on application layer can be executed within a certain protocol
stack instance. In combination with the network emulation tool dummynet, link-
based scenarios can be emulated in a scalable way. In [ZM04], the authors report
TCP throughput of 420 MBytes/s over 15 routing hops on a single machine with a
slightly faster processor than used in our evaluation. Though scaling significantly
better than a VMware based virtualization implementation, the throughput was
measured in a best case without any introduction of emulated network proper-
ties such as bandwidth limitation and is thus hardly comparable to our results.
Emulated network properties are however essential for network emulation and
imply emulation overhead due to timer management reducing the accumulated
throughput that can be realistically emulated.

Engel et al. [ESHF04] focus on the emulation of MANETs. On a single computer,
a centralized emulator component connects virtual machines with each other
reproducing wireless network connectivity. The authors report the emulation
of eight to ten virtual machines provided by L4Linux guests running on an L4
microkernel hypervisor. In contrast, virtual machines with User Mode Linux
employ higher overhead and can only provide three to four virtual machines on
the same hardware. While it is possible to have one virtual machine configured
as router to connect to a real network outside of the emulation, a distribution of
multiple emulation computers is not supported. This limits the scalability of the
approach.

V-eM [AC06, AH06] makes use of virtual machines to provide execution environ-
ments for unmodified software under test on network, transport, and application
layer. Using the Xen virtual machine monitor [BDF+03, FHN+04], V-eM provides
strict resource isolation between virtual nodes at the cost of increased virtual-
ization overhead compared to protocol stack virtualization. To alleviate some
overhead of network I/O, the emulation tool NISTnet [CS03] is integrated into
the virtual network device backend driver of Xen’s management virtual machine
(dom0/xen0), which provides access to the physical network devices of a testbed
computer. This allows to drop frames early without processing them further in
vain. In order to make all communication between any vnodes uniform, V-eM does
not allow efficient internal communication between vnodes on the same pnode.
Instead, traffic from the source vnode is sent through a physical network interface
and received by another physical network interface for delivering to the destination
vnode. In wireless scenarios, nodes communicate over a shared medium. Since
the dynamic connection topology is not known in advance, one has to assume the
worst case of all nodes being within communication range of each other, i.e. one
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link between each pair of nodes. When mapping such a scenario to the testbed, two
physical network interfaces per wireless node are required. Similar to Empower,
the scalability is limited by the number of physical network interfaces per pnode.
Additionally, due to the strict separation of virtual machines’ address spaces the
approach has increased memory requirements when compared to protocol stack
virtualization. Hence, main memory may become a bottleneck. The authors re-
port successful emulation of a scenario with 10 routers connected by 100 MBit/s
links. Unfortunately these results are not comparable to ours, since they used two
processors each of which is faster than our hardware.

3.2.4 Conclusion of Related Work
Parallel network emulation is able to provide scalability as long as the network
topology can be partitioned such that network traffic between partitions and
thus synchronization overhead is minimized. Even though the parallel emulator
instance is executed on multiple CPUs or core computers, the instance has to
process all network traffic. Traffic from the attached edge computers executing
software under test may be balanced among the emulator core computers. However,
in parallel emulation setups with less core computers than edge computers, one core
computer has to process traffic from multiple edge computers which might result in
an unwanted bottleneck. Our distributed approach to network emulation does not
require synchronization and also does not contain a potential bottleneck. Hence,
it does not have the limitation of parallel emulation and scales with increased
hardware resources.

Emulation model abstractions, such as fluid flow models, usually emulate ag-
gregate network properties of lower layers and operate themselves on layers above
the MAC layer, which we identified as optimal emulation layer in Section 2.1.1.6.
Therefore, emulation model abstraction cannot generally be used to increase scala-
bility. It is useful to efficiently emulate a network consisting of links and routers
through which traffic of software under test should be sent and interact with
synthetic cross traffic or to generate and inject background network load efficiently.
Hence, we consider it a complement to node virtualization.

Scalable emulation approaches employing node virtualization make optimal
use of the existing testbed hardware without introducing bottlenecks and without
giving up flexibility. Therefore, we consider node virtualization the most suitable
approach for scalable network emulation. Existing approaches all have their own
limitations. Some are more suitable for developing or testing than for performance
measurement. Others are limited in scalability by either hardware or software.
We would like to minimize modifications to potential software under test and
be able to obtain reproducible measurement results even for emulated wireless
networks. Consequently, there is need for a scalable emulation approach based on
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lightweight node virtualization with low overhead which fulfills all requirements
of comparative performance evaluation.

3.3 Requirements

In general, node virtualization provides a way to schedule access of a number
of consumers to otherwise exclusively used hardware resources. With respect to
network emulation, each consumer is an instance of software under test inside
its execution environment—the vnode. In this section, we define our three major
requirements for node virtualization in the context of network emulation.

Node virtualization should be transparent to the software under test, to allow
the execution of unmodified code of an implementation. Heterogeneous scenarios
involve different implementations of the software under test which require different
execution environments, such as a TCP implementation in Linux and another one
in Windows. Since more execution environments than pnodes may be necessary,
node virtualization should be flexible to support different execution environments
on the same pnode. The main reason for the introduction of node virtualization to
network emulation is scalability with respect to the maximum size of emulation
scenarios. The overhead of node virtualization strongly impacts the possible degree
of virtualization per pnode and hence the size of an emulation scenario. Thus, node
virtualization should be efficient to maximize the scenario size in terms of vnodes
for a given number of pnodes.

The criteria transparency and flexibility can only be discussed on a qualitative
basis whereas efficiency can be evaluated quantitatively by means of experiments.
Therefore, we split the evaluation discussion over two sections. We treat the
qualitative criteria first in Section 3.5. The results are used to choose an optimally
suited architecture presented in Section 3.6. For the prototype implementing this
architecture, we discuss the quantitative evaluation in Section 3.7.1.

3.4 Foundations of Protocol Stacks

We are interested in lightweight node virtualization for the emulation of computer
networks. In order to show the entities of a networked computer system, that
need to be virtualized, we give a brief overview of the implementation of a typical
protocol stack before discussing possible approaches to node virtualization in
Section 3.5. Our presentation is based on standard books discussing the design and
implementation of TCP/IP protocol stacks on Unix variants [WS95, CS99, WPR+02]
and the socket API [SFR04], the source code of the Linux kernel in version 2.4.24,
and our own lecture on concepts of computer network programming [HML07]. The
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concepts only rely on a layered protocol architecture according to the hybrid 5 layer
model already used throughout Section 2.1.1 and can easily be transferred to any
other protocols.

Since node virtualization basically has to provide execution environments for
instances of software under test, it is sufficient to focus on those protocol layers,
which we identified as possible software under test in Section 2.1.1.6: logical link
control, network, transport, and application layer. Entities in each of those layers
store state that represents exactly one node. Hence, the state variables of the
relevant entities need to be replicated exclusively for each virtual node instance
to obtain node virtualization. In the following, we discuss the layers shown in
Tab. 3.1 from bottom to top.

layers entities
L5: application layer processes having network file descriptors (inherited

by child processes)
L4: transport layer communication endpoints (each one including state

of connection / reliability / congestion control / flow
control)

L3: network layer routing table, neighbor cache, fragment lists for re-
assembly, state of connections / reliability / congestion
control

L2: data link layer
(logical link control) state of connection / reliability / flow control
device drivers network devices

Table 3.1: Entities of a protocol stack that need to be virtualized.

Software under test requires one or more connections to the emulated network.
Operating systems provide connections by means of network devices. Hence, each
vnode should have its own set of network devices. In Linux, network devices are
represented by a given data structure, which can be extended for specific device
subtypes. For each device, an instance of this structure and possibly its extension is
kept in main memory. The network device structure stores among other things: the
configured network layer address(es) and possibly the device’s MAC layer unicast
address, a list of joined network layer multicast groups and possibly a list of joined
MAC layer multicast addresses, and the transmission queue holding frames to be
transmitted.

Depending on the existence of the logical link control layer and its implemented
services, different state should be kept separately for each vnode instance. For a
connection oriented service, the connection state is relevant. For a reliable service,
the state of outstanding frames is of importance. If LLC implements flow control,
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e.g. using the concept of a sliding window, the state consisting of the current
window size and the window pointers matters. For our prototype based on the
Linux TCP/IP protocol stack, there is no LLC layer.

Probably the most important functionality of the network layer entity is the
forwarding of packets. This requires a routing table to determine which network
device to forward a packet to. Especially in MANETs, where nodes of the same
wireless channel belong to the same subnet, multiple nodes may have routing
table entries pointing to exactly the same destination, namely some other node
within reachability. Such entries would unavoidably collide, if multiple vnodes
shared a single routing table. Hence, each vnode needs its own exclusive routing
table. Implementations of routing protocols may be designed to run as processes
outside the operating system kernel and update the routing table in the kernel by
means of a defined programming interface. Each instance of such a routing protocol
running on its own vnode should transparently get access to the corresponding
routing table when using the defined programming interface. If the network layer
protocol uses its own globally unique addresses and a shared medium network is
used for communication, a neighbor table is required for translating network layer
addresses into MAC addresses. We assume network layer addresses of nodes, that
can communicate with each other—potentially over multiple hops—, to be unique
within an emulation scenario. Under this assumption, neighbor table entries
are always unique and a separate table per vnode is not necessary. Under the
same assumption, separate sets of fragment lists for the reassembly of fragmented
packets are not necessary. Depending on additionally implemented services of
the network layer, the state of connections, of outstanding frames for reliability,
or of congestion control should be kept separately for each vnode instance. For
our prototype based on the TCP/IP protocol stack, the network layer entity IP
implements a connectionless and unreliable service without congestion control.
Hence, only routing tables and their update interface have to be virtualized in our
case.

Among other things, the transport layer cares for the addressing of services
on a computer. Software under test should be able to bind to the same service
address, e.g. port number, in each vnode instance. Therefore, each vnode instance
should keep its own exclusive set of communication endpoints on transport layer.
For TCP/IP implementations, one end of a communication link is typically a socket
and contains a protocol control block (PCB) storing the protocol state. With UDP
or TCP, this includes the 4-tuple of IP address and port for the local and remote
side respectively, as well as the state of the send buffer and receive buffer. With
TCP, additional state comprises the connection, outstanding frames for reliability,
congestion control and the sliding window for flow control. Since all state is already
encapsulated in sockets, it is sufficient to have an own exclusive set of sockets for
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each vnode instance.
Software under test on application layer uses the services of lower protocol

stack layers by means of a defined programming interface. Processes comprising
an instance of software under test should automatically access the respective
communication endpoints of the vnode instance they are running in. In other words,
the defined programming interface should make sure, that the state variables of
the corresponding vnode instance are accessed. Since file descriptors including
communication endpoints usually are inherited on spawning new processes, each
new processes should also be associated with the vnode instance of its creator.
Hence, each vnode instance should maintain its own exclusive set of processes. On
Unix and thus also on our prototype based on Linux, a child process created with
the fork system call inherits open file descriptors including sockets from its parent
process. A new child process should be associated with the same vnode instance as
his generating parent process such that new sockets created in the child belong to
the same vnode instance. This enables the transparent use of unmodified software
under test consisting of a process hierarchy.

3.5 Approaches and Qualitative Comparison
There are different approaches to virtualize the entities identified in Section 3.4
in order to obtain lightweight node virtualization for scalable network emulation.
For our discussion, we assume that the protocol stack is part of the kernel space,
as is prevalent in commodity operating systems. The presented approaches can
be classified into two main categories: virtual machines and operating system
partitioning.

3.5.1 Virtual Machines
A straightforward way to introduce node virtualization is using a virtual machine
(VM) approach. There are different classes of virtual machines. We use the taxon-
omy of Smith and Nair [SN05] as shown in Fig. 3.2. The taxonomy distinguishes
two major classes of VMs based on the specific programming interface of the com-
puter system architecture that they virtualize: process VMs and system VMs. Each
of those two classes is further divided into two subclasses. The subclasses differ in
the instruction set architecture (ISA) provided by the virtualization software to
VM instances. It can either be the same ISA as the one of the underlying hardware
or a different ISA.

Process VMs virtualize the application binary interface (ABI) which is used
by processes on the application layer (see Fig. 3.3). The ABI consists of two parts:
system call interface and user ISA. Processes use the system call interface to
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Figure 3.2: Taxonomy of virtual machines according to Smith and Nair [SN05]

invoke services of the operating system. The binary code of processes adheres to
the user ISA and is executed by the processor hardware.

Apparently, part of the software under test—namely the network and transport
layer as part of the host operating system (host OS)—does not get virtualized by a
process VM. With extra porting effort it would be possible to let the protocol stack
run as part of the virtualizing software and thus virtualize all necessary entities
belonging to the software under test. However, as discussed earlier in the related
work (Section 3.2.3), such an approach like Entrapid [HSK99] is more suitable for
testing than for performance evaluation due to its implied performance overhead.
Therefore, we do not consider process VMs a viable approach to node virtualization.
Assuming that an instance of software under test may include multiple processes
on application layer, multiprogrammed systems are in fact our point of origin.
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3.5.1.1 System Virtual Machine

System VMs virtualize the entire instruction set architecture (ISA) consisting
of system ISA and user ISA as they are used by both OS and applications (see
Fig. 3.4). Instead of running an OS (and applications) directly on the bare hardware,
a shim of software is inserted in between. This virtualization software—the
virtual machine monitor (VMM) or hypervisor—schedules access of multiple guest
operating systems to exclusive hardware resources managed by the VMM.
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Figure 3.4: System virtual machine.

System VMs, that provide the guest with a different ISA than the one of the
hardware, emulate a certain hardware platform. One example is bochs [Law96].
Depending on how detailed the system emulation is, any guest, that runs on the
corresponding real system hardware, would run inside the virtual machine. This
makes a system VM with different ISA transparent and flexible with respect to
software under test. However, since the system emulation has to be performed
all in software, such an approach implies huge overhead. This is inefficient and
severely limits scalability. Therefore, we do not consider such an approach suitable
for scalable network emulation. Also, we assume that potential software under
test runs on common off the shelf hardware such as PC-compatible notebooks as
an example for mobile devices. This means that testbed computers, which are also
common off the shelf PC hardware, have the same ISA and can directly execute
the software under test. Hence, we do not have a requirement to support ISAs that
are different from the underlying hardware.

System VMs with the same ISA for the guests as the hardware can alleviate
the virtualization overhead since the hardware directly executes machine code of
the guests. The VMM only traps privileged instructions and access to privileged
address spaces.
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The granularity of scheduling in system VMs is by guest OS instance. Whenever
a guest would like to work something, while another guest is currently scheduled,
it has to wait until its own turn. For instance, on receiving a frame from the
network, the guest has to wait until it gets scheduled by the VMM in order to
actually process the frame. Apparently, this serialization of CPU time introduces
latencies for the guests. The more guests are provided by a VMM, the longer such
latencies can get. The worst case happens when each guest makes use of its full
time-slice and does not yield the CPU voluntarily. Such latencies may influence
emulation experiments and lead to unrealistic measurement results.

In order to support emulated network properties, an emulation tool needs to
be integrated into such a virtualized system. There are different solutions for an
integration. For our discussion here and in Section 3.7.1, we choose to insert our
unmodified existing emulation tool on top of network interface drivers inside each
guest OS. This allows for focusing on the comparison of different virtualization
approaches by keeping the surrounding environment fixed. For communication
with other vnodes on the same and on other pnodes, a software switch in the VMM
forwards frames correspondingly.

System VMs with same ISA for guest and hardware can be further distin-
guished into hosted VMs and classic system VMs.

Hosted VM The VMM of hosted VMs makes use of the services of a host OS
instead of accessing hardware such as devices itself directly. Hosted VMMs are
also called Type II VMMs [Gol73]. Examples for hosted VMs are Plex86 [Law00],
VMWare Workstation [SVL01], or Linux Kernel-based Virtual Machine (KVM)
[KKL+07]. They support unmodified operating systems, and thus protocol stacks,
in each guest instance. Therefore, they are transparent with respect to software
under test. Since each guest may run its own different OS, hosted VMs are flexible.
However, context switches between guest OS, and VMM or host OS are triggered
by privileged commands or page faults. Network communication also causes
such context switches, which imply virtualization overhead due to the necessary
emulation of virtual devices to be used by a guest OS. This property of hosted VMs
restricts efficiency and thus limits scalability.

There are also hosted VMs that do not try to virtualize the ISA of a certain
kind of hardware but, e.g. the system call interface of the host OS. User-Mode
Linux (UML) [Dik00] or UMLinux / FAUmachine [BS01, SB02] are for instance
ports of the Linux operating system to its own system call interface. They combine
properties of both a process VM and a system VM. The lower interface of the
virtualization software is the ABI of the host OS including its system call interface
and user ISA just as in a process VM. The upper interface to the guest is an
artificial ISA comparable to a system VM. The hardware abstraction layer (HAL)
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of the modified guest OS represents the virtualization software and translates
between upper and lower interface. The porting process usually involves the
modification of only certain low level hardware access functions often organized in
a HAL module. The module seldom overlaps with the software under test making
such a virtualization approach transparent. In contrast to the above-mentioned
typical hosted VM, there is no single VMM that is able to support arbitrary guest
operating systems. In fact, each different guest OS has to be ported to the host OS.
Therefore, such an approach restricts flexibility. The way privileged commands—
which are system calls to the host OS in this case—are trapped implies significant
overhead. Since network emulation with frequent communication causes a lot
of such system calls, such an approach is subject to substantial virtualization
overhead. Simple modifications to the host OS improve performance at least
comparable to that of typical hosted VMs as mentioned above [KDC03]. Therefore,
we consider this special case of hosted VMs also having restricted efficiency and
thus limiting scalability.

Classic System VM (Unhosted) In comparison to hosted VMs, the VMM of a
classic system VM can alleviate virtualization overhead by accessing the hardware
directly and thus reducing context switches. Unhosted VMMs are also called Type I
VMMs [Gol73]. IBM CP [MS70] or VMWare ESX [Wal02] are examples for classic
system VMs. Such a VM supports unmodified guest operating systems and is thus
transparent with respect to software under test.

In addition to the unhosted property of classic system VMs, another system VM
concept called para-virtualization can be added to reduce virtualization overhead
further. Para-virtualization introduces a system ISA and/or an interface to I/O
devices that are based on the original hardware interfaces but contain slight
differences to achieve virtualization with low overhead.

The new system ISA typically tries to eliminate unprivileged sensitive instruc-
tions, which otherwise prevent a processor to be (hardware) virtualizable. Such
instructions may influence state of the VMM but do not trap into the VMM to
emulate the necessary behavior for its guests. A processor is only (hardware)
virtualizable if the sensitive instructions are a subset of the privileged instructions
[PG74]. This was, e.g., not the case for the Intel IA-32 (x86) processors [RI00]
until the introduction of hardware support for virtualization [Str05, NSL+06].
Therefore, dynamic binary translation was previously used to replace unprivileged
sensitive instructions by traps to the VMM [Law00]. With para-virtualization such
instructions are statically replaced in the source of a guest OS. Apparently, this
requires modifications in the HAL of the guest operating systems.

The new interface to I/O devices typically tries to eliminate expensive interrupt
handling and numerous writes to device I/O ports which cause unnecessary context
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switches and thus overhead. The basic mechanism is a ring data structure to
exchange blocks of data between VMM and guest OS [Rus08]. The guest operating
systems need at least custom device drivers supporting this artificial interface.

Para-virtualization is a general VM concept and by no means tied to unhosted
VMs. E.g. VMWare Workstation using bundled network device drivers for the guest
OS [SVL01] is a hosted VM partially para-virtualized with respect to network
resources. Yet, we only discuss para-virtualization along with unhosted VMs since
the combination of VMs having low virtualization overhead with a concept reducing
overhead even further promises to imply lowest overhead for VM approaches.

Denali [WSG02] and Xen [BDF+03, FHN+04] are examples for unhosted VMs
with para-virtualization. Xen offers two different ways of virtualizing the hardware
resources. On modern processors with hardware virtualization support, Xen
supports the execution of unmodified guest operating systems. However, the
necessary faithful emulation of hardware devices implies significant virtualization
overhead. Therefore, we focus on the other, original method of Xen incorporating
para-virtualization.

Usually, modifications for porting the guest OS to a para-virtualized interface
do not overlap with the software under test, making such an approach transparent.
Each different guest OS has to be modified to support the para-virtualized interface.
Therefore, such an approach restricts flexibility. Classic system VMs with para-
virtualization imply the lowest virtualization overhead and are the most efficient
virtualization approach so far.

3.5.2 Operating System Partitioning
The virtual machine approaches described in Section 3.5.1 actually virtualize
more than is necessary for network emulation. It would be sufficient to provide
virtual execution environments for just the software under test as identified in
Section 2.1.1.6: logical link control, network, transport, and application layer.
Assuming multiprogramming, multiple instances of software under test can already
be executed on the application layer. The remaining parts of potential software
under test resemble a subset of an OS. Partitioning this subset enables the
execution of multiple instances of software under test on all required layers.

Existing approaches partition different namespaces of an OS. Partitioning of
processes and file systems, such as with BSD jails [KW00], Solaris Zones [PT04],
or Linux-VServer [SPF+07], can be used to provide root access to multiple users
and yet separate them from each other and the base system. This has enabled the
spread of so-called virtual root servers at Internet service providers (ISPs). Such
virtual root servers are often used to, e.g. serve content in the Internet such as
dynamic web sites. The virtualization enables consolidation of multiple customers
on a single computer at an ISP. Advanced approaches include partitioning of the
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protocol stack, e.g. Trusted Linux [DC01], OpenVZ (Virtuozzo) [ELK07], or Linux
resource containers [BBHL08]. This further improves flexibility and security by
separating root users of the same computer even more. Partitioning of the protocol
stack in combination with multiprogramming virtualizes exactly our required
layers of software under test.

3.5.2.1 Virtual Protocol Stack

In the following, we call the combination of partitioned protocol stack and multipro-
gramming simply a virtual protocol stack. With virtual protocol stacks (Fig. 3.5),
a vnode consists of the following sets: a set of network devices on the data link
layer, a routing table on network layer, a set of sockets on transport layer, and a
set of processes on application layer. In contrast to virtual machines, there is no
more need for separate virtual network devices and their drivers. The emulation
tool itself can appear as several instances of a virtual network device. In tight
cooperation, a software switch forwards frames appropriately in order to allow
communication between vnodes on the same and on different pnodes.
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Figure 3.5: Virtual protocol stack approach.

The granularity of scheduling with virtual protocol stacks is by process and by
interrupts in the OS. As long as a process of one vnode is scheduled, processes of
other vnodes have to wait until their turn. In contrast to VMs, the reception of
frames and processing in the protocol stack up to the socket receive buffers happens
promptly. Therefore, the timely behavior of protocols in emulation scenarios is
lesser affected by the number of vnodes on a computer than with VMs. Virtual
protocol stacks promise scalable network emulation with realistic measurement
results. Of course, latencies until received data can be handled in a currently
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unscheduled process of a vnode are unavoidable. However, even without virtual-
ization, applications might have to deal with latencies due to the decoupling of
protocol stack and applications by socket buffers.

Examples for virtual protocol stacks are Trusted Linux [DC01], vimage/imunes
[Zec03, ZM03, ZM04], OpenVZ (Virtuozzo) [ELK07], Linux resource containers
[BBHL08], or different virtual routing implementations [SR02, KHS+03, Leu04].
While virtualization can be transparent to routing daemons implementing a routing
protocol in user space, it requires modifications to other parts of the software under
test, in order to provide separate state variables for each stack instance. We
therefore consider virtual protocol stacks partly transparent to the software under
test. Since state variables are replicated but not the code of protocol entities, virtual
protocol stacks only support multiple instances of the same stack implementation
on one pnode (an exception being vimage, which makes increased effort to slice the
stack from the OS and thus supports different stack implementations inside one
OS). Yet, using different implementations on different pnodes remedies this partial
flexibility. Compared to virtual machine approaches, there are no redundant
context switches and copy operations. The virtualization overhead for virtual
protocol stacks is as low as possible, making them the most efficient virtualization
approach.

Additionally, virtual protocol stacks support scalability in terms of low memory
footprint per vnode. In contrast to VM approaches, which would need special
support to share pages between guests [Wal02, Int04b], all vnodes on the same
pnode share code segments. Since instances of software under test in vnodes
often use the same binaries and especially the same libraries, this results in
significantly reduced memory requirements allowing more vnodes for a given
memory configuration.

It stands to reason to complement virtual protocol stacks with partitioning of
additional OS namespaces such as processes or file systems. On the one hand,
it helps establishing a view where vnodes look more closely like VMs from the
viewpoint of applications and users. On the other hand, having all vnodes on
a pnode in the same root file system might also be considered more convenient
since there is no need to make common files such as executables and libraries
accessible in each vnode. The only rule an experimenter has to obey is to provide
different file names to the file descriptors of different instances of software under
test. Processes in different vnodes must not write to the same file, in order to avoid
data corruption.

3.5.3 Summary
Tab. 3.2 shows a summary of the discussion in Section 3.5.1 and 3.5.2. We rate
each approach on a scale of three levels with plus denoting fulfillment, a circle
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virtualization approach transparency flexibility efficiency
hosted VM + + / ◦ ◦ / −
classic system VM + ◦ ◦
virtual protocol stack ◦ ◦ +

Table 3.2: Comparison of candidate virtualization approaches.

denoting partial fulfillment, and minus denoting restrictions with respect to our
requirements from Section 3.3.

While virtual machine approaches can be fully transparent and flexible, they
do not fully comply with our paramount goal efficiency. Virtual protocol stacks
provide low virtualization overhead and efficient intra-pnode communication. We
thus consider virtual protocol stacks best suited for scalable network emulation.

3.6 Architecture
Based on our conclusion in the previous section, we devise an architecture em-
ploying virtual protocol stacks. Our architecture supports scalable emulation
not only of networks consisting of point-to-point links but also of shared media
based networks such as mobile ad hoc networks and even arbitrary combinations
for the emulation of hybrid networks. Linux 2.4 serves as operating system for
our implementation. As background reading material, we used standard books
[BBD+01, RC01, WPR+02], a paper [SOK01], an RFC [SKKK03], various maga-
zine articles [Cox96, kl99, Rub00], material from the Linux documentation project
[Rus99, Pom99, Aiv01, Hen02], Linux source code documentation [Smo00, TW+01],
as well as the content of our own lecture on design, implementation, and usage of
protocol stacks [HML07].

In the following, we describe the three main blocks of our architecture travers-
ing the protocol stack layers from bottom to top: software communication switch,
virtual routing, using the two previous blocks for configuring virtual nodes, and
finally hierarchical emulation control.

3.6.1 Software Communication Switch

In the context of our network emulation testbed, each software switch introduces
a “stacked” sub-switch using the emulation network connection as an uplink to
the emulation switch (cf. Fig. 2.4 in Section 2.2.1.1). A software switch resembles
the functionality of a hardware Ethernet switch. It mediates both between vnodes
located on the same pnode as well as between vnodes located on different pnodes.
This provides transparent switching between any vnodes in a scenario.
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Figure 3.6: Linux bridges and attached network devices.

A software bridge for frame switching already exists in the Linux kernel.
However, it primarily supports switching between a number of real Ethernet
devices. Only one virtual bridge network device per bridge instance is available for
local communication with the local network stack and applications and thus our
software under test (Fig. 3.6).

In contrast to the software bridge already existing in Linux, we need one uplink
to a real device and multiple local ends. Therefore, we design a custom Linux kernel
module providing instances of a virtual switch network device “vnmux” (virtual
node multiplexer). Our design supports transparent communication between any
local and remote vnodes as well as unvirtualized pnodes. Additionally, link and
shared media based configurations can be mixed arbitrarily even on the same
pnode.

Fig. 3.7 shows a configuration example involving point-to-point links (vnode1
and vnode2 on pnode1), a hybrid node with both point-to-point link and connection
to shared medium (vnode3 on pnode1), and shared medium such as a MANET
(vnodes on pnode2). Inside pnode1, vnode1 has a connection to a different pnode via
netsh0, vnmux0, and vlan2. Vnode1 and vnode2 are connected through netsh1 and
netsh2 respectively with a virtual point-to-point link represented by the virtual
switch instance vnmux1. Similarly, vnode2 and vnode3 are connected through the
virtual point-to-point link vnmux2. Vnode3 of pnode1 as well as vnode1 through
vnode3 of pnode2 participate together in one shared media network represented
by vlan3 on the emulation switch as well as on the network virtualization layer
by vnmux3 on pnode1 and by vnmux0 on pnode2. More details on virtual node
configuration follow in Section 3.6.3.

To get an uplink, this device can be bound internally to the driver of a real
network device (NIC). The latter can also be a tagged VLAN device which is
in turn bound to a real network device. Doing so enables the creation of an
efficient, hardware-assisted connection topology as discussed in Section 2.2.1.2.
The maximum available number of non-reserved VLAN tags is limited to 4096−3.
However, this does not constitute a scalability limitation, since as much network
connections as possible should be mapped to intra-pnode connections not involving
a VLAN. So only the remaining inter-pnode connections require a unique VLAN
tag. Promiscuous mode for the bound device enables the reception of frames
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Figure 3.7: Pnode configuration examples: link based (left), hybrid (center), shared
media based, e.g. MANET, (right).

destined for local vnode devices. The emulation hardware switch takes care of
filtering. It delivers only locally targeted frames after its learning phase, so that
the software switch only has to process frames it really is responsible for.

Our software switch processes the relevant frames without copying of payload
data. This is essential to fulfill our requirement for efficiency. Non-local outgoing
frames are handed over by reference to the uplink device for transmission. For
locally destined frames, all references to any existing kernel objects except for
payload data are released from the frame’s administrative data structure sk_buff.
The administrative data structure of frames with a broadcast destination address
has to be cloned on delivery for each local recipient. This is necessary since the
receive path assumes exclusive and unshared administrative frame data structures.
Clones share the same payload without copying it. Subsequently, protocol type,
packet class (unicast/broadcast), and local receiving destination device are set for
the frame. Finally, the frame is reinserted immediately on the receive path.

At the upper interface of the switch, virtual network devices provided by emu-
lation tool instances (“netshX ”) register themselves to generate local switch “ports.”
For those local ports, we potentially need an arbitrary number of MAC addresses
which do not conflict with officially registered Ethernet hardware addresses. To
create them, we use locally administered unicast addresses having ‘01’ as common
bit prefix. Our software switch uses a fixed size table, that contains pointers to
registered emulation tool instances representing local ports. The table index is

pnode

octet 01 xx xxxx

0

. . . . . .

vnode

1 2 3 4 5

Figure 3.8: MAC address format for software switch ports (in Ethernet wire bit
order).
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directly determined by the destination MAC address. This results in a low constant
look-up time for unicast switching decisions with a complexity of O(1). To this
end, we require a special pattern for MAC addresses of vnode devices (Fig. 3.8).
Addresses are split into two partitions similar to subnetting of network addresses.
The more significant bits identify a pnode. The less significant bits identify vnodes
on that particular pnode and serve as vector index for look-up. For the time being,
we choose a mask of 5 to 1 bytes respectively, allowing 238, i.e. over 274 billion,
pnodes and 256 vnodes per pnode.

3.6.2 Virtual Protocol Stack
On top of our emulation tool’s virtual network devices, that are connected to the
software switch, multiple virtual routing instances represent possible software
under test. There are two methods for implementing virtual routing in the Linux
protocol stack. First, Linux supports having more than one routing table to enable
policy based routing. A rule list of policies determines which routing table to consult
for a forwarding decision. We refrain from exploiting this functionality to support
virtual routing, as this would modify the existing semantics and thus it would
violate our goal for transparency. The second method for implementing virtual
routing is duplicating the rule list of policy based routing for each virtual protocol
stack instance. Since this method retains existing semantics and functionality, we
choose this second method. For simplicity, we assume in the following discussion
that an unmodified Linux provides exactly one routing table, while in fact there
would be one policy rule list with multiple tables attached.

We base our implementation on kernel patches for “Virtual Routing and For-
warding” (VRF) version 0.100 by James R. Leu [Leu04]. VRF provides multiple
instances of forwarding information bases (routing tables) as well as mechanisms
to associate network devices, and IPv4 UDP/TCP sockets with instances. User
space tools exist for instance maintenance and for associating network devices with
instances. Missing in the main distribution is the possibility to associate processes
with instances. Additional patches by Yon Uriarte provide this feature in part by
adding a VRF instance identifier to the process control block. A user space tool can
set this ID and thus associate a process with a certain VRF instance.

Towards full transparency for software under test, we extend VRF in four areas:
inheritance of VRF ID between processes, access to routing tables from processes,
queuing packets to user space processes, and using the loopback device.

Applications consisting of a process tree having multiple processes usually start
with one parent process that can be associated with a certain VRF ID using the
provided tools of VRF. However, on spawning child processes, they should remain
in the same VRF ID as their parent. Therefore, we extend VRF to inherit the
VRF ID in the process control block on forking a child process and to keep the ID
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on replacing the process image with the exec system call. Newly created sockets
inherit the VRF ID of their process. Thereby we lock a process to its new VRF
instance as soon as it leaves the default system VRF with ID zero. This is similar to
what BSD jails [KW00] implement for other types of operating system namespaces.

For transparency with routing daemons, we extend system interfaces that
access routing tables to transparently work on the specific table of the VRF instance
the calling process is associated with. The extended system interfaces consist
of IOCTLs and netlink sockets for maintaining the routing table as well as a
queuing feature for overhearing packets in user space applications. With regard
to routing tables, IOCTLs for modification (SIOCADDRT, SIOCDELRT) and the
representing file /proc/net/route in the virtual proc file system now operate on the
table the calling process is associated with. This way, virtual routing is completely
transparent, e.g. for the user space tool route or a routing protocol daemon even
in its unmodified binary form. Further extensions involve sockets of the Linux
specific protocol family netlink. The protocol route-netlink serves for modifying
kernel routing tables. Its message types RTM_NEWROUTE and RTM_DELROUTE
are replacements for the aforementioned IOCTLs. Netlink sockets now inherit the
VRF ID of their creating process.

Ad hoc routing protocol daemons often need to overhear certain packets, in
order to decide on routing policy decisions. A mechanism for overhearing is queuing
packets for a user space process. The second adaptation of the netlink protocol
family concerns virtualizing the feature ip_queue of the protocol netlink-firewall.
Originally, it provides queuing of IPv4 packets to exactly one process. We extend it
to provide queuing of packets to one user space process within each VRF instance.
The kernel packet filter implementation of iptables selects packets to be queued.

Finally, there is exactly one global instance of the loopback network device
in Linux. In order to make a loopback device available for each vnode, we share
the single global instance for each vnode. A frame’s VRF ID is preserved so that
loopback traffic stays inside the respective vnode.

With the described extensions, we gain full transparency for unmodified net-
work applications including routing daemons. To implement all of the above
mentioned functionality, only limited modifications to a standard Linux 2.4.24
source tree are necessary. The modifications comprise 1409 lines of code, which
consist of 416 additions, 980 changes, and 13 deletions.

3.6.3 Virtual Node Configuration
Software communication switch (Section 3.6.1) and virtual protocol stack (Sec-
tion 3.6.2) enable the setup of arbitrary network topologies for large emulation
scenarios. Since they introduce a virtual layer in addition to the physical testbed
hardware described in Section 2.2.1, we describe bottom up how to configure soft-
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Figure 3.9: Configuration example of link based scenario.

ware switch and virtual protocol stack to integrate seamlessly with a network
emulation testbed. Our examples in Fig. 3.9 and 3.10 show two pnodes each. Pn-
ode1 on the left hand side is virtualized into three vnodes vnode1 to vnode3. Pnode2
on the right represents a pnode without any virtualization.

The hardware switch of the emulation network (cf. Fig. 2.4) connects the net-
work interface card (NIC) in each pnode with each other pnode. A NIC is driven by
its network device driver shown as eth1. Each network segment (point-to-point link
or shared media), that spans multiple pnodes, is represented by a uniquely tagged
VLAN. In order to share one NIC for different VLANs, the OS provides one virtual
network device for each unique VLAN tag, e.g. vlan2. Even though our architecture
supports arbitrary combinations of connection types, we treat link based scenarios
separately from shared media based scenarios for simplicity of discussion.

For each virtual point-to-point link within a pnode, we allocate an instance
of the software switch, e.g. vnmux0 and vnmux1 in Fig. 3.9. Such pure virtual
links do not have any uplink to the hardware switch. Links to another pnode,
such as the one over vlan2, have an uplink to the hardware switch utilizing a
tagged VLAN. Such physical links do not need a software switch. Vnmux2 could be
left out without replacement and netsh4 could use vlan2 directly. Configuring an
intermediate software switch anyway might be useful though to simplify scripted
configuration by unifying all configuration cases without having to handle the
special case of stacking one emulation tool instance onto one physical VLAN
uplink differently. Each vnmux owns a unique range of MAC addresses. The
first 5 octets of the address identify a vnmux. We use administrator local MAC
addresses [IEE05] in order to prevent any collision with the addresses of the
hardware NICs. Endpoints of a virtual link are represented by two instances of our
network emulation tool providing virtual network devices, e.g. netsh0 and netsh1
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Figure 3.10: Configuration example of shared media based scenario.

as local ports of vnmux0. Without loss of generality, our implementation requires
the tool instances connected with a vnmux to share the same first 5 octets of the
vnmux’ MAC address. The last octet of the MAC address is uniquely chosen for
each netsh starting with 0 and strictly monotonically increasing. Tool instances
on pnodes without virtualization, such as on pnode2, inherit their MAC address
from the underlying NIC. Each tool instance is associated with a certain vnode,
e.g. netsh0 with vnode1 but netsh1 and netsh2 with vnode2. On pnodes without
virtualization, tool instances are automatically associated with the implicit default
vnode comprising the whole pnode. Two endpoints of a link make up their own
unique subnet. We show each subnet in classless inter-domain routing (CIDR)
notation [FL06], e.g. 10.2.1.0/24. To prevent any accidental routing outside the
emulation testbed, we use IP addresses from the private address space [RMK+96].
However, the configuration is by no means limited to those address spaces. Each
emulation tool instance gets assigned a unique IP address from the range defined
by the corresponding subnet. Reaching targets on subnets other than the own one,
requires corresponding routing table entries specifying gateways. Such entries
can either be established by dynamic routing using routing daemons or by static
routing entries. In our example, vnode2 and vnode3 are pure routers which only
forward packets between the two subnets they are connected to. Vnode1 and pnode2
represent end systems.

For each shared media segment, we allocate an instance of the software switch
on each pnode hosting connected vnodes, e.g. vnmux0 on pnode1 in Fig. 3.10. The
example uses exactly one WLAN channel so there is only one switch instance
necessary per pnode. In order to connect vnodes on different pnodes to the same
shared media segment, the software switch has an uplink to the hardware switch.
All uplinks for a certain segment use the same tagged VLAN. If only vnodes on one
single pnode are connected to a certain shared media segment, its software switch
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would not have an uplink. As in the link based scenario, each vnmux owns a unique
range of MAC addresses of which the first 5 octets identify a vnmux. Instances of
our network emulation tool provide virtual network devices that are connected to
a shared media segment. For instance, netsh0, netsh1, and netsh2 are local ports
of vnmux0. Tool instances connected with a vnmux share the first 5 octets of their
vnmux’ MAC address and the remaining octet is uniquely chosen as in the link
based scenario. Tool instances directly connected to a VLAN inherit their MAC
address from the underlying NIC, for instance netsh0 on pnode2. Each tool instance
on virtualized pnodes is associated with a certain vnode, e.g. netsh0 with vnode1,
netsh1 with vnode2, and netsh2 with vnode3. Each shared media segment gets its
own unique subnet, e.g. 10.2.1.0/24. From the range defined by the corresponding
subnet, each emulation tool instance gets assigned a unique IP address. Reaching
targets on subnets other than the own one, requires corresponding routing table
entries specifying gateways. Wireless networks often exhibit dynamic topology
changes especially when node mobility is involved. Each vnode connected to a
MANET typically executes its own dynamic routing daemon updating the routing
table in the OS kernel.

3.6.4 Hierarchical Emulation Control
While having discussed the architecture of virtualization on a single pnode so far,
we now discuss key concepts for controlling comprehensive emulation scenarios
consisting of multiple pnodes to fully support scalability of our system as a whole.

Each communicating node specified in a network emulation scenario model is
represented by a vnode in the testbed. In order to prepare, measure, and cleanup a
complete scenario consisting of a potentially large number of vnodes, we provide
a central emulation controller (see Sections 2.1.3.1 and 2.2.3). The emulation
controller uses communication on the administration network for two types of
controlling purposes. First, it executes commands remotely on the pnodes for
scenario setup. This includes the creation of virtual nodes and the configuration of
the network topology. Secondly, the controller sends dynamic parameter updates to
the distributed emulation tools. The controller does not process any network traffic
but only controls the tools, that actually process the traffic in a distributed fashion.

Since direct control of all vnodes in the scenario does not scale, we use a
hierarchical approach. For this, we introduce two proxy processes on each pnode
(Fig. 3.11). Since the controller only communicates with those proxies, the number
of network connections is limited to the number of pnodes. Such an amount of
concurrent connections can easily be handled by the controller. One proxy takes
care of remote command execution and passes commands to local vnodes on request.
The other proxy demultiplexes update messages for emulation tool instances on
the pnode. Additionally, we use a reliable transport protocol (TCP in this case)
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Figure 3.11: Hierarchical emulation control architecture.

for update messages, since unreliable datagram messages would be dropped for
scenario sizes of 1000 or more vnodes due to missing flow control.

For MANET scenarios, the controller can provide a graphical user interface
(GUI), that visualizes geographic node positions. The user may select a node
to continuously display its current radio propagation map as a potential sender
[SHR05, Ste09] along with its neighbors as depicted in Fig. 3.12. This helps the
user to get a valuable impression of the causality between node movement and
dynamic change of network topology at a glance. The update frequency of the GUI
is entirely decoupled from the frequency of update messages sent to the emulation
tools. In order to ensure that the controller generates update messages in real-time,
we assign the update thread a higher priority than the thread painting the GUI.

With large emulation scenarios, the potential frequency of emulation parameter
updates to the distributed emulation tools may increase by an order of magnitude
or more. Hence, the configuration interface of an emulation tool may require special
precautions, which we discuss in the next section.

Figure 3.12: Visualization of a MANET emulation experiment (2225×1065m2).
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3.6.4.1 Configuration of Emulation Tool

Currently, we use one IOCTL system call for each update of a parameter in an
emulation tool as described in Section 2.2.2.5. This implies one context switch for
each updated parameter. Especially in scenarios with mobile wireless networks,
the update frequency can become comparatively high due to the frequent dynamic
change in network topology caused by node movement and wireless transmission
(Section 2.2.3).

To reduce the frequency of context switches, an alternative mechanism for
transferring parameter updates would be to transfer the whole set of parameters,
that get changed at a certain point in time, with just one context switch. This
requires the introduction of a new data structure for describing a set of parameter
updates to a set of emulation tools, that are local to a pnode. Such a structure can
then be handed to the kernel module representing all emulation tool instances
on a pnode by different means: entry in the system file system (sysfs), IOCTL,
entry in the proc file system (procfs), netlink socket, or custom character device.
Entries in sysfs typically represent single parameters, whose values are addition-
ally represented by human readable text strings requiring more memory than an
equivalent binary representation. IOCTLs often deal with predetermined fixed size
data structures, whereas we have data of dynamic size. Procfs entries transfer data
in one chunk at a time having a maximum size equaling the page size, which is
unhandy for arbitrarily large data. We consider sysfs, IOCTL, or procfs not ideally
suited for our purpose. Netlink sockets are one preferred way for communication
between a user space process and an OS kernel component such as our emulation
tool driver. However, their ability to provide upwards compatible protocols requires
metadata describing message content. Such metadata increases the size of data,
that needs to be transferred from user space to kernel space, unnecessarily in our
case. A custom character device provided by our emulation tool driver can take
data of arbitrary size all at once and of binary structure providing optimally small
data size.

The two different parameter update mechanisms in an example MANET sce-
nario imply context switches per update period and per pnode as shown in Tab. 3.3.
Each of the v vnodes is connected to c = 2 different wireless LANs, i.e. each vnode
has c instances of emulated NICs. All vnodes are evenly distributed among p = 64
pnodes. We assume the worst case causing the entire network topology to change
with each update period, i.e. v−1 parameter updates per NIC. The number of
context switches s1 per update period and pnode with one switch per parameter
update is

s1 = v(v−1)c
p

. (3.1)
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With an update set, the number of context switches s2 per update period
calculates as

s2 = 1. (3.2)

total vnodes v context switches
single update s1 update set s2

64 128 1
640 12780 1

1000 31219 1

Table 3.3: Worst case number of context switches per pnode within one update
period.

3.7 Evaluation
In the following, we provide an extensive evaluation of node virtualization as well
as of the entire scalable emulation system. All measurements are performed on
pnodes in our testbed equipped with an Intel Pentium 4 2.4 GHz processor, 512 MB
RAM, and a Gigabit Ethernet adapter connected to a 32 bit, 33 MHz PCI bus.
The experiments in Section 3.7.1 and Section 3.7.3 are conducted on Ethernet
adapters, whose drivers do not support interrupt mitigation [MR96, SOK01], and
are thus different from those presented in [MHR05]. Experiments in Section 3.7.2
are conducted on Ethernet adapters with driver support for interrupt mitigation.

First, we quantitatively compare different node virtualization approaches by
experiment. Next, we evaluate each building block of our chosen scalable network
emulation system architecture in micro benchmarks: software switch, node virtu-
alization, and emulation tool. Subsequent macro benchmarks show the scalability
of our system in typical network emulation scenarios. Finally, we present two case
studies, where our system was successfully used outside of our emulation research
project for the evaluation of distributed systems.

3.7.1 Quantitative Comparison of Node Virtualization Ap-
proaches

In order to validate the qualitative comparison from Section 3.5 and show that our
architecture also fulfills the quantitative requirements from Section 3.3, we conduct
experiments allowing a quantitative comparison of virtualization approaches. The
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following results have been published previously in a subject study [GWS06] and a
conference paper [MGWR07].

Hosting too many vnodes on the same pnode leads to resource contention,
which influences performance evaluation results and hence is to be prevented.
The overhead of virtualization has a strong impact on the possible degree of
virtualization and hence on the total scenario size for a given testbed hardware. In
order to allow a quantitative comparison with respect to scalability, we evaluate the
efficiency of a representative implementation of each virtualization approach. We
restrict our selection of evaluation candidates to open source implementations, that
are easily available and work well with our existing NET environment, i.e. Linux
as OS and our emulation tool implemented as a Linux kernel module. As a sample
for hosted VMs, we evaluate User Mode Linux [Dik00]. Xen [BDF+03] serves as
an instance of a classic system VM with para-virtualization. Our implementation
[MHR05, MHR07] of the architecture presented in Section 3.6 represents a virtual
protocol stack.

We use the Linux distribution Fedora Core 4 (FC4) with the following software
version combinations: UML backend of Linux 2.6.16-bs2 hosted on Linux 2.6.11
patched with SKAS3-v8.2 [Gia06] to enable performance optimizations similar to
[KDC03], Linux 2.6.11-1.1369_FC4 with Xen-2-20050522 (both from FC4), Linux
2.4.24 patched with VRF 0.100 plus our own virtual protocol stack extensions
(Section 3.6.2) together with our software switch (Section 3.6.1).

Our evaluation experiments put focus on the network and transport layer
protocol implementations. We consider two types of network: a wired network and
a wireless ad hoc network, which applies a different routing protocol.

3.7.1.1 Wired Network Emulation

The network topology of the emulated wired scenario consists of a linear chain with
a varying number of router vnodes using static routing. The point-to-point links
connecting the routers are full duplex and have an emulated limited bandwidth of

IP IP IP IP

source

TCP

vnode 1 vnode n
...

pnode 2

sink

TCP

vnode n+1

pnode 1

vnode 2

Figure 3.13: Wired infrastructure emulation scenario, virtualized case.
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100 MBit/s in each direction. We obtain reference measurements once by executing
each vnode on its own pnode. For each virtualization approach, we conduct the
same experiment and execute all vnodes on a single pnode except for the last vnode,
which resides on a separate pnode without virtualization (Fig. 3.13). Note that the
protocol stack of each vnode is involved while a message is passed from source to
sink.

On network layer, we measure maximum ICMP RTT (Internet control message
protocol round trip time) between vnode 1 and vnode n+ 1. In Fig. 3.14, the
reference values without virtualization show linear increase with an increasing
number of hops in the routing chain. Both VM implementations cause RTTs that
are larger than without virtualization. Due to time slices for the scheduling of
guests by the VMM and the necessary virtualization context switches each router
introduces additional delay which cannot be compensated. While the mean RTTs
not shown here increase linearly with the number of vnodes for all virtualization
approaches, the maximum RTT with Xen deviates significantly from the reference
values starting with 6 vnodes. These maximum RTTs are several random outliers.
They are caused by inevitable serialization on scheduling system virtual machines
by the VMM (Section 3.5.1.1). Nondeterministically, the vnode having sent an
ICMP echo request packet has to wait an increased duration until it gets scheduled
again even though the ICMP echo reply packet is already waiting to be received.
This delays the receive timestamp and the RTT appears longer than it actually
should be. Virtual routing of NET causes a lower RTT than without virtualization.
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Figure 3.14: Maximum round trip time versus number of vnodes in wired network.
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This is because the software switch has lower communication delay than the
hardware emulation switch and there are no redundant virtualization context
switches. Of course, the emulation tool could compensate for that, if a particular
scenario requires inter-node delays to be exactly the same. We did not increase
the degree of virtualization beyond 8 vnodes for the VM approaches, since main
memory would become a bottleneck. Also their maximum degree lies below 8
vnodes for higher network loads as shown in the next paragraph.

On transport layer, we measure the throughput of one TCP flow over the router
chain (Fig. 3.15). The source is located on vnode 1 and the sink on vnode n+1
(flow 1). In a subsequent experiment we interchange the source and sink locations
(flow 2). Again we measure the throughput of one TCP flow. The earliest undesir-
able deviations from the reference case happen at a number of 3 vnodes for UML,
5 vnodes for Xen, and 13 vnodes for NET. For all candidates, the deviations are
due to contention of the CPU resource only. When the TCP source is on vnode n+1
for flow 2, it does not have to compete for resources with other vnodes on the same
pnode and is able to achieve a realistic throughput with more vnodes than flow 1
in the opposite direction. UML and NET are affected by this asymmetry, where the
remaining resources on pnode 1 suffice TCP receive processing for 3 vnodes with
UML or 50 vnodes with NET (the latter is not shown in Fig. 3.15). We assume that
the scheduling of the Xen VMM and its CPU resource isolation between guests
prevents such a behavior.
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3.7.1.2 Wireless Ad Hoc Network Emulation

In the wireless scenario, we arrange the vnodes to also build a linear topology to
make the results of our experiments comparable. Fig. 3.16 shows the scenario,
where neighbors can communicate directly over a wireless communication link.
This is accomplished by a frame loss ratio for ingress traffic of zero for frames
from reachable neighbors, and of one for all others. The wireless links between
vnodes are full duplex and have a limited bandwidth of 11 MBit/s. We use an
implementation of the Ad-hoc On-Demand Distance Vector Routing protocol called
AODV-UU [LNT02] in version 0.8 for dynamic routing on each vnode. Similar to
the wired network scenario, we perform measurements once without virtualization
and for each virtualization approach separately. The measurements are conducted
analogously to the wired scenario.

Fig. 3.17 shows the typical behavior of maximum ICMP RTTs for AODV with
different hop counts. Starting with one hop, we observe expanding ring search in
combination with binary exponential backoff for outgoing route requests. Beyond
the default time to live threshold, route requests work without expanding ring
search leading to RTTs with linear increase starting at 10 hops, i.e. 11 vnodes.
Virtual routing of NET matches the reference values without virtualization closely
up to 10 vnodes. Starting with 11 vnodes, the load implied by the AODV routing
daemon on each vnode causes increasingly larger RTTs with each additional vnode.
UML has a relatively high cost for context switches and hence for each packet
transmission. Each additional hop causes an increase in the RTT compared to
the reference values. The RTT with Xen is lower than with UML but still larger
than the reference values. As in the wired scenario, relatively coarse-granular
scheduling of VMs by time slicing in the VMM causes delays that are too large and
cannot be compensated. We did not increase the degree of virtualization beyond
8 vnodes for the VM approaches, since main memory would become a bottleneck.
Also their maximum degree lies below 8 vnodes for higher network loads as shown
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Figure 3.16: Wireless ad hoc network emulation scenario, virtualized case.
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Figure 3.17: Maximum round trip time versus number of vnodes in wireless
scenario.

in the next paragraph.
Measurement results for the transport layer are depicted in Fig. 3.18. TCP

throughput starts deviating from the reference values without virtualization at 2
vnodes for UML, 7 vnodes for Xen, and 30 vnodes for NET. The emulated band-
width and thus the network load is lower compared to the wired scenario. However,
each AODV routing daemon overhears all IP packets from its two respective neigh-
bors. This causes many guest OS context switches in order to pass received packets
from the kernel to the daemon running in user space. Those context switches also
involve the VMM and are thus expensive for the VM approaches. Therefore, they
only support about the same number of vnodes per pnode as in the wired scenario.
Virtual routing of NET however is not affected as strongly by the additional con-
text switches and is able to take advantage of the comparatively low emulated
bandwidth.

3.7.1.3 Discussion

CPU is the limiting factor for scalability, i.e. the maximum scenario size, with
all virtualization approaches in the evaluation scenarios from the previous two
subsections. UML’s high context switch costs allow hardly more than one vnode per
pnode. Hence, UML is not suitable for scalable network emulation in real-time—
not even with applied optimizations similar to [KDC03]. This confirms results
reported in [JX03] stating that such a virtualization approach is more suitable
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Figure 3.18: Throughput versus number of vnodes in wireless scenario.

for qualitative analysis than for performance measurements. Xen supports 4 to 6
vnodes per pnode on our testbed hardware depending on the scenario. On the one
hand, Xen as a classic system VM allows the performance evaluation of arbitrary
mixes of software under test on the same pnode, e.g. TCP implementations of
Linux, BSD, and Windows. On the other hand, Xen suffers from virtualization
context switches that are especially of disadvantage if software under test on the
application layer is involved. Our virtual protocol stack architecture shows to be
the most efficient alternative. The reduced context switch costs of virtual routing
are especially advantageous in emulation scenarios, where software under test
on the application layer generates significant traffic. Apparently, a performance
analyst faces a trade-off between transparency or flexibility on the one side and
efficiency on the other side. We favor efficiency in this thesis, since scalability is
the main reason for introducing virtualization in the first place.

3.7.2 Micro Benchmarks

Having shown in the previous section, that our chosen approach to scalable net-
work emulation fulfills not only qualitative but also quantitative requirements,
we now evaluate each building block of our architecture in micro benchmarks.
Passing through the different protocol stack layers from bottom to top, we start our
evaluation with the software communication switch at the data link layer and then
show the accuracy of our network emulation tool in variably virtualized scenarios.
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3.7.2.1 Software Communication Switch

Our software communication switch is a core component of our scalable emulation
environment, since it has to switch frames quickly and at the lowest overhead
possible. In order to show that it fulfills the expectations, we measure both the
duration of switching decisions and the resulting throughput.

The scenario for measuring the duration of switching decisions consists of two
pnodes connected by a point-to-point link (Fig. 3.19). One of the pnodes hosts one
switch instance with a varying number of vnode devices attached to its local ports.
Although the local ports are represented by instances of the network emulation
tool, we do not configure the tool instances to emulate network properties here.
There is no bandwidth limitation, no additional delay, and no frame loss, in order
not to influence the measurement results for the underlying software switch. For
each measured value, the other pnode generates load by injecting 105 frames of
sizes uniformly distributed between 64 and 1500 octets and randomly targeted at
one of the software switch ports.

Fig. 3.20 shows the efficiency of unicast switching decisions. The average
measured duration is about 98 ns, independent of the number of vnode devices
per switch. The profiled machine code comprises 24 instructions, which take at
least about 50 CPU clock cycles on the superscalar out-of-order core of our pnode
CPU, if all data is available in the first level cache [Int04a]. At the CPU frequency
of 2.4 GHz, 50 clock cycles take about 20 ns. This marks a lower bound for the
execution time. Taking cache misses into account, our measured average duration
constitutes a reasonable value. A few spikes in the maxima up to 1388 ns are due
to cache effects and appear rarely so that the average is close to the minimum
of 88 ns. We conclude from these measurements that our implementation of the
switching decision is highly efficient.

The scenario for measuring switch throughput consists of one pnode with one
switch instance having one uplink and a varying number of vnode devices attached
(Fig. 3.21). Again, no network properties are emulated here. We vary frame sizes
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Figure 3.19: Setup for evaluating switching durations.
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Figure 3.20: Duration of unicast switching decision versus number of vnode devices.

between 64 and 1500 Bytes. For each measured value, we locally inject 106 frames
of the same size.

Fig. 3.22 shows constant throughput for unicast frames which only depends on
the frame size. Small frames imply more overhead and thus less throughput. For
comparison, we use the synthetic benchmark program STREAM [McC95] version
4.0 beta from October 1995 to measure sustainable main memory bandwidth. With
our available hardware, a testbed computer provides a bandwidth of 1020 MByte/s.
Obviously, frame handling overhead is the limiting factor in switch throughput.
Nevertheless, a throughput of about 3 GBit/s can serve as an upper limit for
aggregate link bandwidth inside one pnode and is 3 times larger than the external
uplink over the Gigabit Ethernet network interface.
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Figure 3.21: Setup for evaluating switching throughput.
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For broadcast frames their administration structure sk_buff (not the payload)
has to be cloned on delivery for each local recipient. This is necessary since the
receive path assumes exclusive administrative frame data structures. We also
evaluate switch throughput for broadcast frames. The throughput for the starting
value of 2 vnode network devices is slightly lower than for the unicast case because
an additional frame clone has to be transmitted on the uplink (Fig. 3.23 with
logarithmic scale on the y-axis). With an increasing number of vnode devices per
pnode, throughput decreases due to the overhead of cloning. Yet, aggregate switch
throughput stays significantly above the memory bandwidth.

3.7.2.2 Network Emulation Tool

Our network emulation tool is able to accurately enforce specified network prop-
erties consisting of bandwidth limitation, delay, and frame loss ratio [HR02]. In
this section, we show that our tool remains accurate in the virtualized case up to a
machine dependent limit for the number of vnodes per pnode.

The scenario for measuring the accuracy of emulated network properties con-
sists of a varying number of vnodes on a single pnode (Fig. 3.24). n vnodes are
interconnected in a chain of n−1 full duplex links having either limited bandwidth
or specific delay in each direction. To measure loss ratio only one direction of
each link is configured to lose frames. Each measured value is the result of one
emulation run.

In order to measure the accuracy of bandwidth limitation, we use multiple
instances of the tool netio to put load on each link by measuring maximum TCP
throughput concurrently. Fig. 3.25 shows the results consisting of the measured
average link bandwidth with minimum and maximum over all links, i.e. TCP
flows. Both axes have logarithmic scale. Depending on the number of vnodes, the
specified bandwidth is accurately enforced by our network emulation tool. Up to an
emulated bandwidth of 5 MBit/s, at least 64 vnodes can be hosted on a single pnode
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Figure 3.24: Setup for evaluating the network emulation tool.
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without loss of accuracy. 8 to 16 vnodes can be safely interconnected at 54 MBit/s
and at least 4 vnodes can be hosted on a pnode in a Fast-Ethernet scenario with
100 MBit/s.

We measure ICMP round trip times (RTTs) for 103 packets on each link concur-
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Figure 3.27: Enforced versus specified loss ratio for different numbers of vnodes.

rently to investigate the accuracy of delay emulation. Since the full duplex links
are symmetric, the actual delay results from half the measured RTT. Fig. 3.26
shows mean, minimum, and maximum delay over all links. The results indicate
that delay is emulated accurately independent of the number of vnodes per pnode.
Thus, the emulation of delay scales perfectly with the degree of virtualization. The
measured deviations from the average delay values stay within bounds of 5 ms
and are due to the granularity of the timer used to introduce the delay [HR02].

Fig. 3.27 depicts results showing the fidelity of emulated frame loss ratio. We
put load on each link concurrently using adaptive ping with 103 packets. On
average, frame loss emulation scales well with the number of vnodes per pnode.
Minima and maxima—especially at a loss ratio of 80 or 90 %—are outliers and the
deviation is below or equal to 2.7 for all measured values.

We conclude from our measurements that our network emulation tool is able to
accurately enforce specified network properties over a wide range of virtualization
degrees.

3.7.3 Macro Benchmarks

After the evaluation of each architecture building block, we now show the scalability
of our system in typical network emulation scenarios. Some of the evaluation
scenarios are the same as in Section 3.7.1. However, in that earlier section, we
compared different node virtualization approaches to show that virtual protocol
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stacks enable the most scalable network emulation system. In this section, we
provide more evaluation details on our emulation system. Load generators on
application layer are used and measurements observed on network and transport
layer. We consider two types of network requiring different routing algorithms:
first a wired infrastructure based network, secondly a wireless ad-hoc network.
For the wireless variant, we present one static scenario to draw comparisons with
the wired network and one self-contained MANET scenario. The evaluation aims
at showing the scalability of the system by comparing the non-virtualized cases to
variably virtualized cases of the same scenarios.

Concerning the software under test, we would like to point out that it is by no
means limited to protocols on the network layer. After all, our load generators are
processes on application layer communicating through sockets with the transport
layer. Of course, more complex applications such as peer to peer systems can also
be analyzed in our emulation environment without modification.

3.7.3.1 Wired Infrastructure Based Network Emulation

We describe the system model for the evaluation of a wired infrastructure based
network emulation scenario first. Subsequently, we present measurement results
for the network and the transport layer. Finally, we report on the system utilization
caused by executing multiple vnodes on the same pnode.

The network topology of the scenario consists of a linear chain with a varying
number of router nodes using static routing. Point-to-point links connecting the
routers are full duplex and have an emulated limited bandwidth of 100 MBit/s in
each direction. For the same scenario, we conduct the experiments twice differing
only in the mapping of the scenario to the testbed hardware. First, we map
each router to one real pnode to obtain reference values. Secondly, we place all
routers inside vnodes on a single pnode except for the last router, which resides
on a separate pnode without any virtualization (Fig. 3.28). Thereby we show
that communication over the software switch works transparently, and mixing of

IP IP IP IP

source

TCP

vnode 1 vnode n
...

pnode 2

sink

TCP

vnode n+1

pnode 1

vnode 2

Figure 3.28: Wired infrastructure emulation scenario, virtualized case.
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Figure 3.29: Mean round trip time versus number of vnodes.

arbitrarily configured pnodes is possible. Note that the layers of the real protocol
stack implementation are always traversed on communication and on forwarding,
even if the network traffic does not leave the left pnode except for the last hop.

On network layer, we measure ICMP RTTs through the router chain. Each
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measured value consists of one experiment with 103 packets sent at a rate of 50 Hz.
Fig. 3.29 shows linear increase of the mean ICMP RTT with an increasing number
of hops in the routing chain. The left y-axis corresponds to the results of this
infrastructure based scenario. The figure also contains measurement results for
the wireless ad-hoc scenario discussed in the next section. For the variant with
pnodes only, we had 51 of 64 nodes available at the time of the experiment. For
the virtualized variant of the scenario, the slope is more flat than with pnodes
only. This is because the software switch has lower communication delay than the
hardware emulation switch. The emulation tool could compensate for that, if a
particular scenario requires inter-node delays to be exactly the same.

RTTs occur within time bounds depicted in Fig. 3.30. Maxima occur only for
the first packet until its destination is in the route cache. Thus, mean values from
Fig. 3.29 and minima fall close together. Outliers in the maxima, such as with 40
vnodes, are neither an effect of network emulation nor of virtualization. It is normal
behavior of the route cache implementation and happens nondeterministically if
the fastest code path cannot be executed. It also happens in the unvirtualized
scenario variant even though not visible in the presented result set.

On transport layer, we measure TCP throughput over the router chain using
the tool iperf with a TCP window size (socket send or receive buffer) of 512 KBytes
and a maximum segment size (MSS) of 1448 Bytes. For each varying number of
vnodes, we measure TCP throughput twice. First, the load generator is located on
vnode 1 and the sink on vnode n+1 (Fig. 3.28). From the viewpoint of vnode 1, it
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transmits data to measure the throughput and therefore those results are marked
with “(tx)” in Fig. 3.31. Secondly, the locations of source and sink are swapped, i.e.
the load generator is located on vnode n+1 and the sink on vnode 1. Those results
are marked with “(rx)” in Fig. 3.31 since vnode 1 receives data from its point of
view. For the virtualized scenario, we observe different behavior for each of those
two flow directions. On the reverse direction (rx) from router n+1 on pnode 2 to
router 1 in a vnode on pnode 1, throughput starts dropping at 51 vnodes due to
resource contention. On the forward direction (tx), throughput drops earlier at
12 vnodes. Both the TCP sender with its timers in the leftmost vnode and all the
other vnodes compete for the same resources of their shared pnode. TCP receive
processing is no more the heavier side with modern CPUs [FHH+03]. Given the
same resources, the TCP sender supports only lower throughput than the receiver
could process.

Measurements for throughput show deviation from the reality, if too many vn-
odes are hosted on the same pnode. In order to gain insight into system utilization,
we measure the remaining idle performance on the pnode hosting vnodes while
executing the two previously mentioned experiments. For this purpose, a custom
tool consumes all available idle time quite aggressively while the load generating
process of the previous two experiments is active. The tool reports on its compute
progress which corresponds to the remaining idle compute time. The results of all
measurement runs are normalized to the result for one vnode per pnode resembling
the unvirtualized case. Fig. 3.32 shows only one plot per throughput measurement,
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since the tool iperf measures both flow directions (rx and tx in Fig. 3.31) back-to-
back. In general, the remaining idle performance decreases with an increasing
number of vnodes per pnode. This is an indicator for possible resource contention
due to virtualization.

Hosting too many vnodes per pnode leads to severe resource contention which
can lead to measurement artifacts. Since we are interested in realistic results,
the number of hosted vnodes is limited. For the above measurements, the earliest
undesirable deviation from the unvirtualized case happens for TCP throughput
at a number of 12 vnodes (Fig. 3.31). Given the scenario above and our testbed
hardware with 64 pnodes, we thus can support scenario sizes of up to 704 nodes
for similar wired scenarios.

3.7.3.2 Wireless Ad hoc Network Emulation

Wireless ad hoc networks typically consist of a large number of communicating
devices, which are often resource-poor. By using node virtualization, wireless ad
hoc scenarios can be emulated with more devices than computers in an emulation
testbed. Hence, we evaluate the scalability of our approach for the emulation of
such scenarios. As before, we describe the system model, followed by evaluation
results for the network and transport layer as well as for system utilization.

Fig. 3.33 shows the emulation scenario. For comparison with the infrastructure
scenario, we configure the virtual node positions and the emulated wireless network
transmission range—depicted by dotted circles—such that the connectivity of the
nodes resembles a chain. This is accomplished by a frame loss ratio for ingress
traffic of zero for frames from reachable neighbors, and one for all others, using
the mechanism described in Section 2.1.3.2. The wireless links between nodes are
full duplex and have a limited bandwidth of 11 MBit/s. Here, we do not emulate
the effects of a MAC layer, i.e. there are no frame collisions. Incorporating a
MAC layer emulation as mentioned in Section 2.1.3.3 requires more resources and
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Figure 3.33: Wireless ad hoc network emulation scenario, virtualized case.
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could reduce scalability. In this scenario, we use an implementation of the ad hoc
on-demand distance vector routing protocol called AODV-UU [LNT02] in version
0.8 as software under test. On each node, an instance of the routing daemon is
executed transparently with virtually no modifications necessary. Similar to the
infrastructure scenario, we measure this scenario once with only pnodes and once
with all vnodes on a single pnode, except for the last node, which resides on a
separate pnode. The workload is the same as for the infrastructure scenario.

On network layer, we measure ICMP RTTs between node 1 and node n+1 in
the scenario. The right y-axis in Fig. 3.29 corresponds to the measurement results
for mean RTTs. Starting with one hop, we observe expanding ring search in combi-
nation with binary exponential backoff for outgoing route requests as described
in [PR99], which is implemented by AODV-UU. Beyond the default time to live
threshold, route requests work without expanding ring search leading to RTTs
with linear increase starting at ten hops. For the virtualized variant, the slope is
slightly larger for maxima and thus also mean RTTs due to increased latency on
route establishment if multiple routing daemons compete for the resources of the
same pnode. The right y-axis in Fig. 3.30 corresponds to minima and maxima in
RTTs. Maxima resemble multiples of the mean values due to route cache misses
on route establishment. Minima show very flat linear increase being observed for
established routes with route cache hits.

Measurement results for the transport layer are depicted in Fig. 3.34. TCP
throughput starts deviating from the reference values in the unvirtualized scenario
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variant at about 29 hops. As a result of the lower limited bandwidth compared to
the infrastructure scenario in the previous subsection, more virtual nodes can be
executed on a pnode without interference.

Remaining idle performance for the virtualized wireless scenario is shown in
Fig. 3.32. In addition to the forwarding operation on network layer as per the
previous infrastructure based scenario, one ad hoc routing daemon is executed on
application layer on each vnode. This results in higher system utilization, the more
vnodes are hosted on a pnode. The consequence is remaining idle performance of
about 10 % at a maximum of 28 vnodes.

The earliest undesirable deviation from the realistic reference values happens
for TCP throughput at 29 vnodes per pnode (Fig. 3.34). Given the above scenario
and our testbed hardware with 64 pnodes, we thus can support scenario sizes of up
to 1792 nodes for similar wireless scenarios.

3.7.3.3 Comprehensive MANET Emulation

As a complement to the previous evaluations primarily investigating scalability,
we show the utility of our system by means of an example for a scenario that is
universally useful for developers to analyze the performance of a real protocol
implementation.

We follow [BMJ+98] for the scenario model and evaluate AODV-UU 0.8 accord-
ing to the metrics: packet delivery ratio and routing overhead. Each metric is
plotted along the y-axis of the respective measurement result chart (Fig. 3.35 and
3.36). Packet delivery ratio is the fraction of delivered data packets and sent data
packets. The optimum is represented by a value of one. The value is usually lower
due to packet loss, e.g. caused by dynamic network topology changes. Routing
overhead is the number of control packets transmitted by the routing algorithm to
establish and maintain routes.

Each emulation run comprises 50 mobile nodes inside an area of 1500×300m2

and lasts 900 s. Each of 20 nodes starts uniformly distributed between 0 and 180 s
generating constant bit rate load with 64 Byte packets at 4 Hz via UDP to one
randomly chosen peer.

We vary the pause time of node mobility traces over 6 different values of 0, 30,
120, 300, 600, and 900 s. These are plotted along the x-axis of the charts. In a
mobility trace, a node chooses a destination and travels to it with random velocity
up to the maximum. On reaching its current destination, a node waits for the
pause time, chooses a new destination and travels to it as described, repeating
those steps until the end of the emulation run.

We also vary the maximum velocity over 2 different values of 20 m/s and 1 m/s.
These are denoted by “max speed” followed by value and unit in the key of the
charts.
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For each of the above parameter variations, we compare the same implementa-
tion in three different settings, resulting in six measurement curves per chart due
to the two different maximum velocities. Each data point of a measurement curve
is the average of two runs with a different node mobility trace.

First, for comparison with [BMJ+98], we obtain reference measurements de-
noted by “(ref)” in the key of the charts. The nodes move according to the random
waypoint mobility model and communicate within a fixed transmission range of
250 m based on free space propagation. In order to prevent influencing measure-
ment results with potential resource contention, we place exactly one vnode per
pnode denoted by “1 vnode/pnode” in the key of the charts. For both node veloc-
ities of 20 m/s and 1 m/s, the packet delivery ratio in Fig. 3.35 is comparable to
[BMJ+98]. Routing overhead in Fig. 3.36 is different from [BMJ+98], since the
AODV implementation there does not use “hello” messages for neighbor detection.
We believe that this pays off for low speeds (1 m/s) but causes more overhead at
high speeds (20 m/s).

Secondly, we employ a more realistic node mobility pattern and wave propaga-
tion model to infer how these influence routing algorithm performance. The nodes
move along streets and choose destinations on them. The necessary geometric data
corresponds to a part of the Stuttgart city center, for which we precomputed realis-
tic wave propagation taking static obstacles into account [SHR05, Her05, Ste09].
A hierarchical emulation controller (see Section 3.6.4) maintains the dynamic
aspects of the scenario such as node mobility and resulting connectivity. We do
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not consider effects of the MAC layer (cf. previous subsection). Again, we prevent
influencing measurement results with potential resource contention by placing
exactly one vnode per pnode denoted by “1 vnode/pnode” in the key of the charts.
The packet delivery ratio in Fig. 3.35 is significantly lower than with the reference
measurements because there is less connectivity due to obstacles. For the same
reason, routing overhead in Fig. 3.36 is a multiple of the reference measurements.

Thirdly, we use the second scenario setting again but map all 50 nodes to
a single testbed computer by means of node virtualization. This allows for the
evaluation of the scalability of our emulation approach in such a real life scenario.
Slight differences to the measurement results of the unvirtualized runs of the pre-
vious paragraph are due to inevitable nondeterministic behavior of the distributed
system represented by the emulation testbed. Low traffic load in the scenarios and
sufficiently comparable results for different amounts of virtualization lead us to
the conclusion that such a real life scenario can be emulated on just a single pnode.
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3.7.4 Application Case Studies
Outside the NET research project, our scalable emulation system as described
in this chapter, has been successfully used for performance evaluation of large
scenarios with more nodes than assigned testbed computers in two PhD theses.

Schiele [Sch07] evaluated an implementation of a novel energy efficient service
discovery for pervasive computing systems without need for external network
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infrastructure. The emulation scenario comprised 40 nodes. Measured metrics
were message overhead and other application specific metrics. Additionally, NET
has been extended to dynamically report energy consumed by transmitted frames,
in order to support energy consumption as another measured metric.

Wacker [Wac08] evaluated implementations of novel decentralized key dis-
tribution schemes, that enable the usage of symmetric cryptography for secure
communication between highly resource-constrained devices. The emulated scenar-
ios comprised between 25 and 250 nodes. Measured metrics were memory usage
and message overhead.

3.8 Summary
We motivated node virtualization as a method to scale network emulation enabling
performance evaluation of large network scenarios with many communicating
nodes. Based on our three requirements to node virtualization—transparency,
flexibility, and efficiency—, we discussed possible virtualization approaches. Of
the three possible candidates—hosted virtual machine, classic system virtual
machine (with para-virtualization), and virtual protocol stack—, we identified
virtual protocol stacks as the best approach regarding our requirements. Our
architecture consists of software switch, virtual protocol stack, and hierarchical
emulation control. Extensive evaluation results showed the scalability of the
building blocks of the architecture as well as of the whole network emulation
system.
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Chapter 4

Resource Contention in
Virtualized Emulation

In this chapter, we discuss methods for detecting resource contention in scalable
network emulation based on node virtualization. The detection of resource con-
tention allows filtering of emulation runs with potentially unrealistic measurement
results and thus ensures that only realistic emulation results are considered. After
an introduction, we present related work and requirements for detecting resource
contention. Considering different approaches, we derive definitions for quality
criteria, that allow the characterization of resource contention. Our monitoring
approach enables detection of resource contention based on our quality criteria.
Finally, we evaluate the effectiveness of our quality criteria as well as the effective-
ness and overhead of our monitoring approach.

4.1 Introduction

With node virtualization from the previous chapter, each instance of software
under test is executed in a vnode. Vnodes on the same pnode share the limited
resources of their hosting pnode. This may lead to resource contention, which can
cause unrealistic measurement results by influencing an emulation run and is
thus undesirable. Similar to the strategies for dealing with deadlocks in operating
systems [Tan01], there are four basic approaches to cope with undesired resource
contention: ignoring, prevention, avoidance, or detection and recovery.

Obviously, ignoring is not a solution since network emulation needs to provide
realistic measurement results to be useful.

Some early approaches [WLS+02, ZN03a] choose to prevent resource contention
by over-provisioning of resources. However, we think that this restricts scalability
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of virtualization based emulation testbeds unnecessarily. There are many scenarios,
where the testbed resources are not used to their full extent.

More recent approaches [JX03, ZM04, AH06] avoid certain kinds of resource
contention between vnodes. Typically this is implemented for the CPU resource
class. The scheduler ensures that each vnode is limited to consume a certain
maximum percentage of available CPU time. Thus, each vnode gets its fair share.
In the simplest case, all vnodes get an equal share. In general, each vnode can
be assigned a weight to have different shares for the vnodes. Virtual machine
approaches partition the main memory resource among the vnodes such that
each vnode has its own exclusive fraction and thus even prevent contention for
memory between vnodes [JX03, AH06]. In contrast, the virtual protocol stack
approach Imunes [ZM04] limits main memory allocation pools for each virtual
protocol stack instance, but assumes cooperative sharing of memory used by
processes and by emulation tools to store frames in their delay queues. Disk
resources, especially the scheduling of I/O requests, are not considered or are
planned as future work by all approaches. Fair scheduling is feasible with scalable
network emulation approaches based on virtual machines since the virtual machine
monitor has ultimate control over the entirety of each resource class it manages.
However, such approaches limit scalability due to the virtualization overhead
for providing the illusion of full virtual machines. More scalable virtualization
approaches for network emulation would require substantial modifications to
existing software systems to allow for fair resource scheduling. While extending
the process scheduler to provide fair scheduling with one process group for each
vnode is transparent to software under test in the protocol stack, additional places
require the consideration of adapted scheduling. Specifically, asynchronous I/O
processing in an operating system [ZM04], such as transmitting frames from
a network device queue and processing received frames in the protocol stack,
consumes CPU resources not taken care of by the process scheduler. Also protocol
specific timers, such as the TCP retransmit timer, consume CPU outside the
process context. Introducing fair resource usage per vnode here would require
the introduction of previously absent resource scheduling. Thus, it contradicts
the desire for transparently supporting unmodified existing system software as
test subjects. While the above-mentioned fair scheduling approaches prevent each
vnode to consume resource fractions reserved for other vnodes, they do neither
avoid nor detect the consumption of an entire resource by the union of all vnodes
on a computer. In such cases, each instance of the software under test suddenly
perceives a system with capped resource power. The experimenter is not informed
that a resource has been consumed entirely even though this may have influenced
measurement results.

Having scalability as our paramount goal, we pursue a solution based on
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detection of undesirable resource contention with subsequent recovery. Detection
of resource contention is enabled by monitoring certain emulation quality criteria.

4.2 Related Work

Detection of resource contention during emulation experiments, requires resource
monitoring. Therefore, we review existing performance monitoring approaches in
this section. We classify approaches into three categories: network monitoring,
scalable network emulation, and code instrumentation.

4.2.1 Network Monitoring

Regarding the available network resources of an emulation system, it stands to
reason to detect contentions by monitoring for potential bottlenecks. There are two
basic approaches for monitoring: Either active by sending probe traffic into the
network or passive by observing regular payload.

End-to-end bandwidth probing techniques investigate Internet path character-
istics by actively sending probe packets into the network. The base mechanism is
called packet pair. A sender sends a pair of packets back-to-back. The serialization
delay, based on the length of the second packet and the bit rate at the sender,
determines the time interval between the last bit of the two packets. On the
bottleneck link, the bit rate is lower than at the sender. This causes an increased
serialization delay and thus an increase of the time interval between the last bit of
the two packets. The time interval is preserved on the path to the receiver since
the remaining links have a bit rate equal to or larger than the bottleneck link. On
receiving each of the packets, the receiver echoes the packet. Thus, the receiver
preserves the time interval. On the path back to the sender, the time interval
remains unmodified, since it was already increased on the path from sender to
receiver. The packet length and bottleneck link bit rate remain the same such
that the time interval is not further increased. Finally, the sender can measure
the increased time interval and deduce the bottleneck link characteristics taking
the packet length into account. Originally, the first approaches such as pathchar
[Jac97] provide means to measure the capacity of the bottleneck link on a network
path between two communication partners. Later bandwidth probing approaches,
such as packet transmission rate, provide means to measure the available band-
width on a network path [HS03]. This could be used to detect resource contention
when the available bandwidth reaches zero. Inherent active probing with all these
approaches means that additional network load flows over the emulation network,
which is otherwise restricted to only carry payload of the software under test.
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Passive network monitoring approaches circumvent additional network load
by just observing regular network payload. An example for such an approach is
SPAND [SSK97, SKS00]. Client applications observe network performance metrics
for all their external communication partners. Clients within the same network
domain report those metrics to a shared performance server. A packet capture
host may sniff the traffic of a network domain and apply heuristics to generate
performance reports even in the absence of client applications modified to generate
reports themselves. Clients may query their local performance server for the
network performance to reach certain communication partners. The performance
reply may be used to choose among mirror servers serving the same content,
to choose among different content representations having different quality, or
to provide user feedback about the performance to expect when communicating
with a remote server. The SPAND approach suits web browsing or bulk transfer
applications rather than streaming applications. Therefore, it cannot easily be
applied to network emulation with arbitrary traffic patterns in general.

Wren [ZL04] passively monitors the capacity of the bottleneck link by observing
bursty traffic of high-performance grid computing applications. The Virtuoso
project provides an execution environment for grid applications consisting of virtual
machines. The virtual machine hosts are interconnected by VNET [SD04], a virtual
overlay network to connect VMs and provide an illusion as if the VMs were part of
the LAN where the user is located with storage and user interface to his distributed
grid application. On startup, the VM hosts communicate in a star topology over a
central VNET proxy in the user’s LAN. Within Virtuoso, the virtual topology and
traffic inference framework (VTTIF) [GD04] infers the communication topology
of parallel programs. The overlay network can be adapted to the communication
topology by adding virtual links between those VM hosts, that show significant
communication with each other [SGD04]. Integrating both Wren and Virtuoso
[GZS+06], allows to adapt both the mapping of VMs to hosts and the overlay
network to the underlying host resources (CPU and memory) as well as to the
provided physical network resources (bandwidth and delay). Instead of adaptation,
the comparison of bottleneck link capacity and throughput of application traffic
could be an approach to detect contention of a network resource.

Approaches such as SPAND and Wren observe transport layer metrics, which
cannot necessarily be observed transparently for software under test in network
emulation operating on the data link layer. Therefore, such passive network
monitoring approaches are not suitable for monitoring emulation quality criteria.

Traffic accounting approaches represent another passive network monitoring
class. They estimate frame or packet counts statistically for each source by sam-
pling switched flows on a packet-basis [JPP92] as opposed to a time-basis. sFlow
[PPM01] is an industry standard employing packet-based sampling and describing
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an architecture to monitor large networks. In this paragraph, we use the terms
router or packet also as substitutions for switch or frame respectively. An agent in
each router maintains a counter variable. The variable is initialized with a random
value where the average of the random number sequence should converge to a fixed
sampling rate. For each packet that is not dropped, the counter is decremented and
the number of total packets is incremented. If the counter reaches zero, the counter
gets reset with a new random value, the number of samples taken is incremented,
and a sample of the current packet is taken. The sample of the packet could consist
of its protocol headers and is sent to a central analyzing instance. In effect, the
random counter is used to skip packets which should not be sampled. Such an
approach is best suited to answer questions for the largest flows, i.e. a proper
subset of all traffic in the network. Since it is based on sampling, it is difficult to
detect short peaks which can cause resource contention.

The quality of service (QoS) of networks can be monitored passively. Monitoring
can be achieved with sampling or with an event driven approach [SB96]. With
sampling it is difficult to determine the data collection rate. Also, sampling implies
an inherent overhead due to periodic timer interrupts and the overhead is even
present in idle systems. Therefore, an event driven approach is desirable to
achieve a scalable solution with minimal overhead. Independent of the monitoring
approach, providing a certain QoS level means prevention or avoidance of resource
contention. Monitoring can be used to observe the fulfillment of a certain QoS level.
As mentioned in the introduction, prevention or avoidance of resource contention
restricts our paramount goal scalability.

With virtualized network emulation, the available network bandwidth of the
software communication switch (Section 3.6.1) depends on the CPU load of the
hosting pnode. The CPU load in turn depends on the consumption of other vnodes
hosted on the same pnode. An intermediate system with CPU contention causes
additional packet delay on top of the regular serialization delay on its outgoing link.
An end system may similarly delay packet processing. Network monitoring may
interpret the larger delay as e.g. less available bandwidth on the paths containing
that link. However, such approaches detect CPU contention only indirectly if
it happens to cause network contention. They cannot detect CPU contention in
general, e.g. pure computation or computation related to forms of I/O other than
network such as disk. Since these approaches only monitor the network resource,
they cannot distinguish between different resource classes such as network, CPU,
memory, or disk.

We consider network monitoring approaches to be possible software under test
that can be executed as part of a network emulation experiment. Running such
an approach within an emulation environment can also be useful to validate a
scenario setup and emulated network properties.
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4.2.2 Scalable Network Emulation

ModelNet [VYW+02] is a parallel network emulator. It is primarily designed to
emulate a given network topology of point-to-point links. The topology is parti-
tioned among a cluster of emulation computers, the so-called router core. Each
cluster node processes network packets through internal arbitrarily connected
links and routing instances. Since processing of packets already inside the router
core takes precedence over receiving new packets from outside the router core,
the system starts dropping packets entering the core when the CPUs are fully
loaded. This way, ModelNet is able to detect CPU resource contention in its core.
While such detection works for centralized parallel emulation, it is not applicable
to distributed network emulation, where not only the emulation tool competes for
CPU resources but also the software under test. So-called edge nodes are connected
with the router core and execute the software under test. In order to scale the
number of software under test instances, multiple instances may be executed as
processes on each edge node. The authors use the fraction of computation and
network I/O as a metric to report how many instances can be hosted by one edge
node. With increasing instructions per byte, context switching overhead reduces
the maximum number of software under test instances per edge node. However,
the ratio of computation and network I/O depends on the individual software under
test. The authors suggest to determine the ratio in advance. This benchmarking
would be required as an additional step for each new software under test before
performing the actual network emulation experiments.

Netbed [HRS+04, HRS+08] is an emulation testbed, that supports distributed
scalable emulation of wired networks by employing protocol stack virtualization
[GSHL03] which is comparable to our node virtualization approach. A daemon
process in user space monitors the consumption of the following resource classes:
CPU, interrupt load, disk, network, and memory. Monitoring is implemented
by sampling existing kernel reports, that are provided through the proc virtual
file system with Unix-like operating systems. On the one hand, it is difficult to
observe short peaks in resource usage and thus potential contention with long
sample intervals. On the other hand, shorter sample intervals imply significant
monitoring overhead especially since each sample involves an expensive context
switch between user space and kernel space. Increased monitoring overhead
contradicts our paramount goal scalability.

4.2.3 Code Instrumentation

As we will see later in Sections 4.4.3 and 4.5.1, quality criteria are best observed
at certain places inside the operating system. Therefore, it stands to reason to
monitor by means of an event driven approach. This can be implemented by
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instrumenting the respective code parts. Code instrumentation approaches can be
classified along various dimensions such as: when to instrument (in source code:
static; or in object code: static, binary translation, dynamic), what to instrument
(address tracing, block counting, execution time, watching access, . . . , arbitrary
code), how to instrument (inline, separate). Since many approaches overlap on
some dimensions, we discuss them in order of publication date.

Simple address tracing, block counting, or measurement of block execution
times as is often used in profiling is not sufficient since our quality criteria need
access to variables that are local to functions. Therefore, we need fine-grained
instrumentation of the operating system kernel.

This can be achieved by manually instrumenting the source code and building
it, which requires compilation and linking. Since this has to be done only once for
an operating system used on the emulation testbed computers, it is not much of a
problem.

Static binary rewriting approaches such as ATOM [SE94] or EEL [LS95] help
circumventing the build process by providing abstractions to modify object code
directly. They also allow the user to specify the instrumentation code separately
from the original code to be instrumented.

Fine-grained dynamic kernel instrumentation is for instance described by Kern-
Inst [TM99] of the Paradyn project. The approach allows the separate specification
of instrumentation code. Instrumentation can be dynamically inserted (“spliced”)
into running operating system code by automatically executing the following two
steps: (1) In free memory, save original first machine code instruction following
the insertion point and append code to insert as well as a jump back to the instruc-
tion following the original first instruction; (2) atomically overwrite original first
instruction with jump or trap to saved first instruction.

Since the content of instrumentation code is completely up to the user with
the above approaches, safety cannot be guaranteed, i.e. interference with or break-
ing the running OS cannot be prevented. Consequently, approaches have been
developed that restrict the power of instrumentation code, e.g. by using script
languages and interpreting them in a safe environment whenever such code is
hit during execution of an OS. As a further development of Dynamic Trace under
the IBM OS/2 operating system, Dynamic Probes (DProbes) [Moo01] supports
a script language in reverse Polish notation (RPN) and provides a stack-based
interpreter. DTrace [CSL04] also provides fine-grained dynamic instrumentation
with guaranteed safety. It is more powerful and e.g. supports thread-local variables,
distinguishes real parallel execution of instrumentation code, and provides data
aggregation.

Interpreted instrumentation code might have undesired monitoring overhead.
Minimal overhead is especially important for the purpose of continuously moni-
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toring quality criteria in virtualized network emulation. More recent fine-grained
dynamic instrumentation approaches with safety do not interpret instrumented
code but rather compile it into native binary code, which can be executed at full
system speed. SystemTap [PCE+05] builds on the dynamic instrumentation mech-
anism of Kprobes (Kernel Dynamic Probes), which is in turn a descendant of
DProbes. It provides a script language, programs of which are compiled into kernel
modules. To enable the instrumentation, a kernel module is loaded and the probes
are dynamically installed. Trace output can be provided by means of efficient
kernel to user space communication mechanisms. After enough traces have been
collected, SystemTap can again dynamically remove the probes and finally unload
the kernel module.

While dynamic instrumentation provides a mechanism for monitoring, the
actual instrumentation code has to be created manually based on quality criteria
for detecting resource contention.

4.3 Requirements for Detection of Resource Con-
tention

Using quality criteria, a monitoring algorithm must be able to detect resource
contention during an emulation experiment. Detection should happen fast within
a split second—ideally within tens of milliseconds—after the resource contention
actually happened. This allows to abort an emulation experiment as early as possi-
ble and avoids wasting time continuing an experiment with probably unrealistic
measurement results. Since it is necessary to monitor resources in order to detect
contention, monitoring should be possible with minimal overhead. In case of a
detected resource contention, it should be possible to retrieve each vnode’s share of
resource consumption. This information is required to aid an automatic directed
adaptation of the mapping between vnodes and pnodes for another emulation run
avoiding the detected contention.

4.4 Quality Criteria

In this section, we discuss different possible approaches to develop quality criteria,
that are suitable for detection of resource contention by means of resource mon-
itoring. The most promising approach turns out to be empirical. Therefore, we
describe it in more detail, before we conclude the section with a definition of the
chosen criteria.
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4.4.1 Approaches to Definition

We classify approaches to defining suitable quality criteria into three types: mathe-
matical, systematic, and empirical.

A mathematical approach to defining quality criteria would be to model the
relevant parts of the existing system. However, an emulation system typically
contains a mature production operating system making an accurate mathematical
model hardly feasible.

Instead, we could tackle the problem by systematically understanding the sys-
tem and its behavior on the basis of its implementation, e.g. using the source code.
Again, the system itself is very complex and important aspects may be overlooked.
For example, we might assume, that a resource contention on the network link to
the emulation switch would lead to the device transmission ring filling up (tx at
NIC in Fig. 4.1), since the arrival rate of frames would be larger than the queue’s
service rate. However, this assumption is false, if there is a bottleneck even before
the physical network link namely on the data path from main memory to the
network interface. This bottleneck artificially limits the maximum throughput and
causes the device transmission ring to never fill significantly. We could confirm
such behavior for Gigabit Ethernet cards attached to a 32 bit, 33 MHz PCI bus,
which can hardly transport 1 GBit/s in a best case without overhead, in a diploma
thesis [Hoh05].

Finally, we propose an empirical approach. The process of developing suitable
quality criteria is based on a manual feedback loop for each different criterion. In
the loop, the actual dynamic system behavior with respect to resource consumption
is observed for a typical network emulation scenario. Based on the observation, a
new criterion is proposed in the first iteration or the existing criterion is adapted
in subsequent iterations. The suitability of the new criterion is validated in the
next loop iteration. If validation was successful, the loop terminates and the next
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Figure 4.1: Data path of a protocol stack with virtual routing.
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criterion for another resource class is developed in the same way. An optimization
of the process is to execute the typical emulation scenario only once in advance and
record traces of the resource consumption progress during the experiment. Those
traces can then be reused during each loop iteration to propose a new criterion
or to refine an existing criterion offline without having to rerun an experiment in
each iteration.

4.4.2 Empirical Approach
As described in the previous section, we adopt an empirical approach for developing
quality criteria. Please note, that we discuss the process of developing criteria in
this section. To this end, we record traces of resource events in the operating system
kernel with minimal perturbation of the system, in order to develop, refine, and
validate quality criteria offline, i.e. independent of a running emulation experiment.
This is different from the actual resource monitoring described later in Section 4.5
which uses the criteria to be developed in Section 4.4.3.

A straightforward way to observe dynamic system behavior would be to make
use of already existing mechanisms for system accounting and reporting. However,
the provided data is often sampled by means of the periodical timer interrupt. For
CPU accounting, the current execution context is considered on taking each sample.
In case of process context, the entire CPU time during the past timer interval is
assumed to having been consumed by the current process. In case of non-process
context, such as interrupt service routines or asynchronous operating system kernel
tasks, the entire CPU time during the past timer interval is assumed to having
been consumed by the “system,” i.e. kernel. This may cause erroneous statistics.
For instance, the compute time of a process won’t appear in the accounting data, if
the process happens to yield the CPU each time before the next sample is taken.
[LSW03]. In that case, the past timer interval is erroneously added to the account
of another process or the system.

Additionally, the provided interface for accessing the data requires periodical
readings in order to record traces of resource events. We would have to access
the data many times a second. This would cause significant overhead, since each
access usually implies one or more context switches.

In order to record resource event traces with minimal system perturbation, we
instrument the system directly at those places, where the resource classes network,
CPU, memory, and disk are managed by the operating system. This provides time-
stamped low level events about the resource usage. Recorded events are the union
of resource events caused by all vnodes on the one pnode, where the recording is
performed. Dynamic code instrumentation with compiled trace code such as the
SystemTap [PCE+05] approach (Section 4.2.3) would be a suitable mechanism to
observe dynamic system behavior. However, our prototype based on Linux kernel
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version 2.4.24 (Section 3.6.2) does not support SystemTap. For that reason, we
manually instrument the kernel source code once. For our purposes, this provides
the same functionality and behavior as using dynamic instrumentation.

For time-stamping we use the time stamp counter (TSC) register of the CPU
which is incremented at clock cycle frequency. On our emulation testbed computers
with a CPU clock frequency of 2.4 GHz this translates into a time stamp granularity
of ≈ 0.417 ns (Section 3.7). In order to keep logging overhead low, we allocate areas
of the main memory where physical pages are already mapped and pinned to
prevent paging. On starting observation, events are then logged into these memory
areas in binary form to avoid conversion overhead. We have found a few megabytes
of main memory to be sufficient to obtain meaningful event traces. In order to
prevent influencing the system with disk I/O for storing traces, the binary logs are
copied to disk after the observation period. The saved traces allow flexible offline
analysis without influencing the system behavior.

4.4.3 Definition

Our aim is to detect resource contention that only occurs due to node virtualization.
We base our quality criteria for contention on detecting whether a resource is
utilized to the full extent. Therefore, one instance of software under test must not
fully utilize any resource on a pnode without virtualization. Only on a virtualized
pnode, the aggregate resource consumption of all the vnodes hosted on that pnode
may lead to contention. Without this assumption, no conclusion on resource con-
tention caused by virtualization would be possible, since resources would already
be fully occupied without any virtualization.

From the perspective of network emulation, the resource class “network” is the
most important. Since we limit consumption of the network resource by means of
network emulation for each network interface in a vnode, as an exception, software
under test may utilize its granted share of the network resource to the full extent.
It is the aggregate utilization of the pnode’s network resource by the hosted vnodes
that can cause contention and has to be detected. For the other resource classes—
namely CPU, memory, and disk—there is no enforced limitation of consumption for
each instance of software under test. Therefore, each instance must adhere to the
above rule and not fully utilize any of these resource classes when being executed
on a pnode without virtualization.

In the remainder of this section, we define the chosen quality criteria for each
of the resource classes network, CPU, memory, and disk. Additionally, we allow
optional user-provided application level metrics.
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4.4.3.1 Network

We have to distinguish internal and external network traffic. As mentioned in
Section 4.4.1, external traffic might be limited by a system inherent bottleneck
between memory and NIC. In contrast, internal traffic is limited by the available
CPU resources since the virtual software switch (Section 3.6.1) uses the CPU
to forward frames. In turn, the vnodes on a pnode compete for its shared CPU
resource.

Traffic can be measured in three different units: Frame rate, delay, and through-
put.

The maximum frame rate is observed for minimum sized frames. In our
experiments, the frame rate remains constant for both external an internal traffic
load even under resource contention. Thus, the frame rate is not suitable as
indicator for resource contention.

The frame delay is caused by the scheduler serializing the shared CPU resource
for different vnodes on the same pnode. As discussed in Section 3.5.2.1, the
scheduling granularity of our virtual routing approach is by interrupts in the
OS and by process. Therefore, the delay varies between software under test
within the OS kernel, i.e. network and transport layer, and software under test
within user space, i.e. application layer. On network and transport layer, ingress
traffic is processed in the asynchronous receive software interrupt as without any
virtualization (see also Section 2.2.2.4). If the rate of ingress frames is higher than
what can be processed within the quota for one receive software interrupt execution,
additional delay for ingress frames occurs. The next software interrupt execution
is after one CPU quantum at the latest and thus typically within 1 or 10 ms. The
amount of additional delay only depends on the frame rate, but not directly on
the number of vnodes as with virtual machine approaches. Transmission from
within the network and transport layer happens promptly, since these are triggered
by interrupts in the OS which do not have to wait until the respective vnode is
scheduled. Transmission can be triggered by the reception of a frame in the receive
software interrupt, e.g. sending the reply to an ARP request. Alternatively, protocol-
specific timers, such as for TCP retransmissions, allow prompt transmission. On
application layer, there is receive or transmit delay until this vnode gets scheduled
[AC06]. In contrast to virtual machine based approaches, we do not have any
higher-level CPU scheduler, that performs world switches [SVL01] between vnodes
causing additional delay. Yet, the more vnodes per pnode and the more load
on those vnodes, the less concurrency exists between the vnodes. In contrast
to true parallelism in a distributed system of pnodes, virtualization inevitably
introduces pseudo-parallelism similar to multiprogramming. This may influence
distributed applications that rely on synchrony. For instance, the convergence
time of routing protocols within autonomous systems increases to a lower bound
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dependent on number of vnodes per pnode and load [AC06]. Group communication
perceives increased inter-receiver delay jitter between vnodes on the same pnode.
Since our virtual routing approach implies minimal scheduling overhead and
the transmission delays are unavoidable in virtualized environments, we do not
consider such delays here. It is easy for an experimenter to limit the worst case
transmission delay by limiting the number of vnodes per pnode.

Maximum throughput is achieved for frames having the maximum size limited
by the maximum transfer unit (MTU). In our experiments, we find a capping
throughput to indicate network resource contention. We focus on network through-
put in the following.

Receiving systems do not have any direct influence on their ingress traffic.
If multiple pnodes send traffic to one single pnode, contention may arise at the
receiving pnode or the emulation hardware switch. This is by no means specific to
node virtualization and can occur on any unvirtualized pnode. Therefore, we do
not consider network throughput of ingress traffic as quality criterion. Regarding
the emulation hardware switch, we employ the same assumption as for emulation
without node virtualization: An emulation scenario is mapped to the testbed
hardware such that, for each pnode, the aggregated throughput at any time during
a scenario or the sum of bit rates on the emulated links of vnodes on a pnode
does not exceed the bit rate of the underlying physical network link, i.e. 1 GBit/s
for our hardware. If such a mapping does not exist, the specific scenario cannot
be emulated. This assumption only applies to inter-pnode traffic. Intra-pnode
traffic between local vnodes handled by the software switch depends on the CPU
resource. For such local traffic, the aggregate throughput of egress traffic with
internal destination suffices as quality criterion since all senders and receivers
share the same CPU resource.

Within the source code of our virtual software switch and thus on pnode scope,
we instrument network events for egress traffic, i.e. traffic leaving vnodes. There
are two types of egress frame events: external and internal. Frames with external
destination MAC address on another pnode are sent via the NIC over the physical
uplink to the emulation switch. We denote such an event as ene = (t, l) with t
being the event time stamp and l being the frame length in bytes. Frames with
an internal destination MAC address on another vnode on the same pnode are
delivered by the virtual software switch. We denote such an event as eni = (t, l).
In order to reference the elements of a particular tuple we use a dotted notation
similar to accessing fields of a record type in programming languages. Hence, ene .t
and ene .l denote the time stamp and the frame length of the event ene respectively.
Similarly, this applies to internal events by substituting the index ne with ni.

Fig. 4.2 shows the data of an ene trace, where load is generated with maximum
sized frames of 1500 bytes. The trace contains the union of events triggered by
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all vnodes on the one pnode the trace is recorded on. In this example, each of
five vnodes executes one load generator sending frames as fast as possible. The
throughput of each vnode is limited by an emulated bandwidth with a fraction of
the pnode’s physical network link speed. Each egress frame event with external
destination is depicted by an impulse bar at a certain point in time defined by the
event time stamp t relative to experiment begin. The impulse height represents
the size l of this particular frame.

The average external network throughput on a pnode within a time interval is
calculated by summing the frame lengths of all frame events during the interval
and dividing the sum by the interval duration δne . We compare the throughput to
a threshold θne . The threshold defines the lowest throughput indicating resource
contention. Equation 4.1 evaluates to true, if resource contention happened in the
time interval up to and including the current time t.

1/δne ·
∑

e∈{ene |t−δne<ene .t≤t}
e.l ≥ θne (4.1)

The threshold has to be calibrated for the emulation testbed hardware. We
show θne for our emulation system in Section 4.6.

Without loss of generality, we assume one physical uplink to the emulation
switch. An extension to multiple uplinks per emulation testbed computer is
straightforward. Each uplink would have to be monitored separately. As soon
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Figure 4.2: Example of external network transmission events on a pnode.
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as Equation 4.1 evaluates to true for one or more uplinks, resource contention
occurred.

The above said likewise applies to egress frame events with internal destination
by substituting the index ne with ni.

4.4.3.2 CPU

CPU resource contention occurs if and only if all CPU cycles have been scheduled
to runnable processes during a certain time interval. During time frames without
runnable processes, the process scheduler switches to a pseudo process typically
referred to as “idle.” This process usually does not compute anything but rather
puts the CPU into halt or a power safe mode from which the CPU only wakes up on
receiving a hardware interrupt. It stands to reason to instrument the idle process
for monitoring CPU resource contention [Lep05].

Within the source code of the process scheduler and thus on pnode scope,
we instrument the event of the idle process being scheduled. This CPU event
ec = (ts, te) includes the time stamp ts when the scheduler switches from a runnable
process to the idle process and the time stamp te when the scheduler switches from
the idle process to a runnable process. Hence, the CPU is idle during the interval
[ts, te).

Fig. 4.3 shows a step function over time of an ec trace. The trace contains the
union of events triggered by all vnodes on the one pnode the trace is recorded

non-idle

idle
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Figure 4.3: Example of CPU events on a pnode.
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on. In this example, each of two vnodes executes one load generator consuming a
fraction of the processor time. If the function value is at the bottom of the y-axis,
the idle process is scheduled. If the function value is at the top of the y-axis, a
runnable process is scheduled and the CPU actually computes. A time interval
during which the function value remains at the top (non-idle), indicates a fully
loaded CPU during this interval.

We can calculate the interval duration of a fully loaded CPU. We store CPU
events ec in a one-dimensional array chronologically indexed by an integer i. For
the example, we assume index i points to the current event. In order to reference a
particular tuple we use a notation appending the array index in squared brackets
as for accessing array elements in programming languages: ec[i]. The elements of a
particular tuple are referenced by using a dotted notation similar to accessing fields
of a record type in programming languages. Hence, ec[i].ts and ec[i].te denote the
time stamps of the event ec at array index i. The duration of a continuously busy
CPU is the time stamp of the end of the previous event subtracted from the time
stamp of the beginning of the current event. This corresponds to a rising edge
followed by a falling edge in Fig. 4.3. We compare the non-idle interval duration to
a threshold θc. Equation 4.2 evaluates to true, if the CPU has been fully loaded for
at least the time interval θc.

ec[i].ts − ec[i−1].te ≥ θc (4.2)

The choice of the threshold for a certain pnode depends on the total number
of software under test processes over all vnodes on that pnode. If all such pro-
cesses are compute bound, each of them fully consume its CPU quantum until
a preemptive scheduler takes CPU away to schedule another runnable process.
This situation corresponds to our definition of CPU resource contention. Hence,
the threshold θc should be chosen as the CPU quantum multiplied by the total
number of software under test processes over all vnodes on that pnode. On Linux,
the quantum typically lies between 10 ms and 1 ms which is the reciprocal value
of the timer interrupt frequency of 100 Hz or 1 kHz respectively.

Without loss of generality, we assume a single CPU system. An extension to
symmetric multiprocessor systems is straightforward. Each CPU would have to be
monitored separately. As soon as Equation 4.2 evaluates to true for one or more
CPUs, resource contention occurred.

As an alternative criterion, similar to the network criterion in Section 4.4.3.1,
it would be possible to compare the average CPU utilization in a time interval
δ against a threshold θ. This would require the summation of all sub-intervals,
during which non-idle processes are scheduled, over the time interval δ. We
detect contention if the average CPU utilization is close or equal to 1. This only
happens, if mostly or only non-idle processes are scheduled within δ. In case of
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only non-idle processes, we get 1/δ ·∑= 1/δ ·δ= 1≥ θ which is δ≥ θ ·δ (with θ = 1).
Then, ec[i].ts − ec[i−1].te ≥ δ holds true for Equation 4.2 and we can choose a
θc ≥ δ as described above. Therefore, calculating the average CPU utilization
is not necessary and a comparison of one difference against the time interval
θc is sufficient. The less complex criterion also requires less instructions in the
monitoring algorithm (Section 4.5.1.2) and thus minimizes monitoring overhead.

4.4.3.3 Memory

In contrast to network and CPU, the utilization of memory resources is difficult to
measure. Mechanisms to share data between processes such as shared library code,
shared memory, or buffer and page cache prevent unique accounting of resource
consumption to processes. Buffer and page cache typically use all remaining free
memory to speed up I/O and also dynamically adapt their size to make memory
available again if needed. This renders the measurement of free available memory
infeasible. Virtual memory enables over-commitment by paging to disk storage.
Since page faults make memory access slower by orders of magnitude, we consider
the page fault rate as quality criterion for memory resources.

Within the source code of the page fault handler and thus on pnode scope, we
instrument memory events for page-in emi = (t) and for page-out emo = (t). Each
such event holds a time stamp t of when it happened. In order to reference the
element of a particular tuple we use a dotted notation similar to accessing fields of
a record type in programming languages. Hence, emi .t denotes the time stamp of
the event emi . Similarly, this applies to page-out events by substituting the index
mi with mo.

Fig. 4.4 shows the data of an emo trace, where load is generated by writing
into large memory regions. The trace contains the union of events triggered by all
vnodes on the one pnode the trace is recorded on. In this example, each of nine
vnodes executes one load generator continuously writing into a memory area of
size 60 MB. Each page-out event is depicted by an impulse.

We can calculate the average page fault rate for page-out events within a time
interval δmo . The number of all such events during the interval is represented
by the cardinality of the set of all events that happened during the interval up
to and including the current time t. Dividing the set’s cardinality by the interval
duration results in the page fault rate. We compare the rate to a threshold θmo .
Equation 4.3 evaluates to true, if resource contention occurred in that interval.

1/δmo · |{emo |t−δmo < emo .t ≤ t}| ≥ θmo (4.3)

Depending on the experimenter’s expectations regarding the occurrence of
paging, the threshold can be chosen. The most cautious setting is a paging rate of
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Figure 4.4: Example of page-out events on a pnode.

zero or very close to zero to only accept occasional paging, which might occur due
to page replacement algorithms without actual resource contention.

The above said likewise applies to the page fault rate for page-in events by
substituting the index mo with mi. Page-in events only represent page faults,
that lead to reading data back in from the paging devices which has previously
been paged out. This does not include demand paging where data is read directly
from an object file on disk, for instance for the code or data segment. We consider
demand paging a usual and unavoidable operating system mechanism since all
binaries are loaded this way. Therefore, it is not part of the memory quality criteria.

4.4.3.4 Disk

A disk device is busy as long as it has at least one I/O request to complete. An oper-
ating system typically manages one request queue per device. The queue length
represents the number of I/O requests, that are pending on a device. Requests,
that have not been submitted to the device itself yet, can be merged with new
requests being placed into the same queue. Otherwise new requests increase the
queue length. Requests, that have been finished by the device, are removed from
the queue and thus decrease the queue length. During times, when there is no
entry in a device queue, the device is idle.

Within the source code of the block device subsystem and thus on pnode scope,
we instrument device queue operations, that modify the number of queue entries.
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Figure 4.5: Example of disk-I/O events on a pnode.

For each such operation, we record a disk event ed = (t, r) with t being the time at
which a number of r I/O requests are pending in the queue.

Fig. 4.5 shows a step function over time of an ed trace. The trace contains the
union of events triggered by all vnodes on the one pnode the trace is recorded on. In
this example, one vnode executes one load generator utilizing the disk during parts
of the time. At any time on the x-axis, the function value represents the number of
pending I/O requests. For a function value of zero, the disk is idle. Otherwise, the
disk is busy.

We can calculate the time interval during which a disk is continuously busy.
A one-dimensional array chronologically stores disk events indexed by integers
i, j,k. In order to reference a particular tuple we use a notation appending the
array index in squared brackets as for accessing array elements in programming
languages: ed[i]. The elements of a particular tuple are referenced by using
a dotted notation similar to accessing fields of a record type in programming
languages. Hence, ed[i].t and ed[i].r denote the time stamp and the number of
pending requests of the event ed at array index i. The interval during which a disk
is continuously busy starts with the event at which the previously empty device
queue fills with one entry. The next event at which the device queue becomes
empty again represents the end of the interval. We compare the interval duration
to a threshold θd. Equation 4.4 evaluates to true, if the disk has been constantly
busy for at least the time interval θd.
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ed[k].t− ed[i+1].t ≥ θd (4.4)
with ∀ j, i < j < k : ed[i].r = 0, ed[ j].r > 0, ed[k].r = 0

The choice of the threshold depends on the ratio of arrival rate of new I/O
requests and the service rate, i.e. the speed, of a disk device. We show an example
θd for our emulation system in Section 4.6.

Without loss of generality, we assume one disk in a system. An extension
to multiple disks per system is straightforward. Each disk would have to be
monitored separately. As soon as Equation 4.4 evaluates to true for one or more
disks, resource contention occurred.

As an alternative criterion, similar to the network criterion in Section 4.4.3.1,
it would be possible to compare the average disk utilization in a time interval δ
against a threshold θ. As with the CPU criterion in Section 4.4.3.2, this would
require the summation of all sub-intervals, during which continuously > 0 requests
are pending, over the time interval δ. We detect contention if the average disk
utilization is close or equal to 1. This only happens, if most or all of the time
> 0 requests are pending within δ. In case of continuously > 0 requests over
the entire interval, we get 1/δ ·∑ = 1/δ ·δ = 1 ≥ θ which is δ ≥ θ ·δ (with θ = 1).
Then, ed[k].t− ed[i +1].t ≥ δ holds true for Equation 4.4 and we can choose a
θd ≥ δ. Therefore, calculating the average disk utilization is not necessary and
the comparison of one difference against the time interval θd as described above
is sufficient. The less complex criterion also requires less instructions in the
monitoring algorithm (Section 4.5.1.4) and thus minimizes monitoring overhead.

4.4.3.5 Application Level Metrics

In case an experimenter has special needs for quality criteria, e.g. with respect to
the timing of application specific tasks, that cannot be captured with the previously
defined criteria, he may introduce his own. Since these application specific quality
criteria may be arbitrary, we can only provide an interface for reporting detected
resource contentions.

If, for instance, an experimenter needs to investigate performance metrics of
group communication, which relies on a low inter-receiver delay jitter as discussed
in Section 4.4.3.1, an additional application level criterion might be useful. Each
instance of the software under test on a pnode can obtain a time stamp for each
multicast packet it gets delivered. Since those instances run on the same pnode,
they use the same clock and the time stamps can be perfectly compared. As
processes on the pnode, the instances can communicate efficiently by means of a
suitable existing inter process communication mechanism in order to exchange
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packet time stamps. To keep exchange overhead low, it stands to reason to collect
time stamps for a number of packets and exchange batches of time stamps instead
of separately for each packet. Assuming each multicast packet contains a sequence
number, one instance per pnode can associate time stamps of different vnodes with
the respective packet and thus keep track of the earliest and the latest delivery
time stamp for each multicast packet. The inter-receiver delay jitter for a certain
packet can be calculated by subtracting the time stamp of its earliest delivery from
the time stamp of its latest delivery. Memory is only required to store two time
stamps for each packet, that has not yet been delivered to all vnodes on the pnode.
Since the jitter is bounded by the number of vnodes, which is in turn finite, the
space requirement is limited. Depending on the scenario, a certain threshold θ j
represents the upper limit for the jitter. If the threshold is exceeded for any of the
packets, rate limited reporting to the system log should be performed as will be
described in Section 4.5.2.

4.5 Monitoring Approach
With the defined quality criteria from Section 4.4.3, we design a monitoring in-
strumentation with minimal overhead. The main part of our monitoring approach
consists of instrumenting basic resource scheduling events in the operating system
kernel. On detecting a resource contention, the instrumentation code triggers a
user notification, which we briefly discuss at the end of this section.

4.5.1 Instrumentation of Basic Events
The mechanism to instrument the operating system kernel for monitoring is
similar to the mechanism used for recording resource scheduling event traces in
Section 4.4.2. However, instead of recording each event and analyzing the trace
offline, monitoring of resource usage and evaluation of quality criteria works self-
contained in the instrumentation code and online during emulation experiments.
As shown in Section 4.4.3, quality criteria for the four resource classes differ slightly
for reasons of monitoring efficiency and can be classified into two groups. Criteria
for CPU and disk compare a time difference between two events with a threshold.
Criteria for network and memory compare an average resource consumption over
a time interval with a threshold.

Fig. 4.6 shows a timeline with either CPU or disk events marked as arrows
pointing perpendicularly onto the timeline. Each such event could be the scheduling
between an idle and non-idle process, or the disk request queue entering or leaving
the state of being empty. The instrumentation code initializes variables with an
event of scheduling from the idle to a non-idle process or with an event of the
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Figure 4.6: Event based approach for monitoring CPU and disk.

disk request queue leaving the state of being empty. On each next complement
scheduling or disk request event, the monitoring code compares the elapsed time
interval since the last initialization with a threshold θ specific to each resource
class. If the interval exceeds the threshold, resource contention occurred and user
notification is triggered.

Fig. 4.7 shows a timeline with either network or memory events marked as
arrows pointing perpendicularly onto the timeline. Each such event could be the
transmission of a frame or swapping of a page. The timeline is equally divided into
epochs, which have the duration of the time interval δ specific to each resource type.
On being triggered for the first time by a resource event, the instrumentation code
starts the first epoch. This includes the initialization of variables. On each occur-
rence of an event during the current epoch, metrics of the resource quality criterion
are aggregated. Whenever the time of an event lies beyond the current epoch, a
new epoch starts just like for the very first epoch. If the metrics aggregation within
the current epoch exceeds the resource threshold θ, a resource contention occurred
and user notification is triggered.

To keep computation time for the aggregation of quality criteria metrics mini-
mal, we can transform the equations for network and memory from Section 4.4.3.
Multiplying those inequalities containing a time interval with δ eliminates an
expensive division operation. The value of the resulting multiplication on the
right hand side only changes on user configuration. Hence, it is constant during
an emulation experiment. Therefore, we can pre-calculate the product Π once on
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=> restart
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(n · timer tick)
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Figure 4.7: Event based approach for monitoring network and memory.
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configuration before an experiment. During an experiment, the monitoring code
only needs to perform cheap integer additions and comparisons.

Equation 4.1 for the network resource criterion transforms into the following:

1/δne ·
∑

e.l ≥ θne ⇒
∑

e.l︸ ︷︷ ︸
add

≥ θne ·δne︸ ︷︷ ︸
constant

=Πne (4.5)

Similarly, we transform Equation 4.3 for the memory resource criterion into
the following:

1/δmo · |{emo |t−δmo < emo .t ≤ t}| ≥ θmo

⇒ |{emo |t−δmo < emo .t ≤ t}| ≥ θmo ·δmo =Πmo
(4.6)

Both variants of event-based monitoring described above have the advantage
that they do not introduce any additional context switches or interrupts. Unlike
sampling, the approach does not miss any event and accounts even short peaks in
resource usage.

Other than the event recording described in Section 4.4.2, we do not need the
the very fine granular CPU time stamp counter for monitoring here. As we will
show in Section 4.6.2.1, the threshold θ for CPU and disk as well as the time
interval δ for network and memory can be chosen greater than or equal to a few
milliseconds. Therefore, we base our monitoring on the traditional kernel variable,
which is increased on every timer interrupt. In Linux this variable is called “jiffies”
and contains the number of timer interrupts since system boot. By making use
of this already existing variable, that can be accessed efficiently, we can keep
monitoring overhead minimal.

The above-mentioned properties of the monitoring approach—event-based, sim-
ple integer arithmetic, using existing time variable—ensure minimal monitoring
overhead.

In the following, we discuss monitoring algorithms in pseudo-code for each of
the resource classes network, CPU, memory, and disk. Their real implementations
all have default values for the configuration variable θ as well as for δ with
network and memory resources. This may lead to early notifications about resource
contentions during booting the operating system. However, those notifications
can be safely ignored. Before starting actual emulation experiments, the user
configures the variables and resets any previous notifications. User configuration
works by means of a user space to kernel space interface. On Linux, we use the
virtual system file system (sysfs).
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4.5.1.1 Network

Algorithm 4.1 shows the pseudo code matching our implementation for monitoring
network resource quality criteria. It begins with a set of preconditions, that need to
be fulfilled for the algorithm to work properly. Code of the parameter configuration
interface ensures that each θn is greater than zero and it calculates product values
for Πn. Variables for the epoch beginning tn are initialized to zero. Booting the OS
takes at least as long as δn, so a new epoch is started before emulation experiments
run. This is important for the correct initialization of the remaining variables,
which we describe below.

The procedure VNMUXTRANSMIT is called within a virtual software switch
instance (Section 3.6.1) to transmit frames originating from any vnode, which is
local to the pnode running the switch instance. Based on the destination MAC
address, it either delivers the frame to a local vnode or transmits the frame on the
physical uplink to the emulation switch. For the purpose of readability, we left
the handling of broadcast and multicast frames out of the pseudo code. The real
implementation transmits frames with broadcast or multicast MAC address on the
physical uplink and also delivers to all local vnodes but the one where the frame
originated.

Between the switching decision and the further frame handling, the procedure
NETWORKEVENT is called. It contains the actual instrumentation code. We distin-
guish network events for frames with local destination and non-local destination,
since the averaging interval δn and especially the threshold θn might need to be
different. Other than that, both cases contain the same calculations with only the
variable index being different. By comparing the last epoch time stamp tn plus the
epoch length δn with the current time, we can determine the beginning of a new
epoch.

In that case, the new epoch starts at the current time and we remember the
current event in terms of the frame length. In order to provide each vnode’s share of
resource consumption (see Section 4.3) on occurrence of a contention, we aggregate
the criterion metrics also for each vnode identifier j. On starting a new epoch, all
those aggregates in the array vn are reset.

If the current event falls into the current epoch, the metric frame length is
aggregated into ln and also into the array field of the current vnode. A resource
contention occurred, if the sum of frame lengths ln in the current epoch exceeds
the product of epoch duration δn and threshold θn. In that case, user notification
is triggered. It is possible that more events will follow in the same epoch and
thus trigger notification multiple times until a new epoch will begin. A maximum
number of notifications can be configured by the user. This way, the notification
code prevents a flood of notifications.
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Require: Πni = θni ·δni ∧ tni +δni ≤ currentTime ∧ θni > 0∧
Πne = θne ·δne ∧ tne +δne ≤ currentTime ∧ θne > 0

procedure VNMUXTRANSMIT(frame)
destination← LOOKUPSWITCHINGTABLE(destinationMacAddress)
NETWORKEVENT(frame, destination) // instrumentation

5: if ISLOCAL(destination) then
LOCALDELIVER(frame) // destination is a local vnode

else
DOTRANSMIT(frame) // destination is on other pnode

end if
10: end procedure

procedure NETWORKEVENT(frame, destination)
if ISLOCAL(destination) then

if tni +δni ≤ currentTime then // new epoch
15: tni ← currentTime

lni ← GETLENGTH(frame)
∀ j ∈Vnodes\currentVnode : vni [ j]← 0 // vnodes’ fractions
vni [currentVnode]← GETLENGTH(frame)

else // still same epoch
20: lni ← lni +GETLENGTH(frame)

vni [currentVnode]← vni [currentVnode]+GETLENGTH(frame)
if lni ≥Πni then

NOTIFYUSER // internal network threshold triggered
end if

25: end if
else // external destination on other pnode

. . . // analogous to previous branch by replacing index ni with ne
end if

end procedure

Algorithm 4.1: Monitoring of internal and external network events.

4.5.1.2 CPU

In Algorithm 4.2, we present the pseudo code for monitoring the CPU resource
quality criterion. Since there is no rate calculation involved, there is no averag-
ing interval δ. Only the threshold θc has to be greater than zero to fulfill the
preconditions.
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Require: θc > 0

procedure PROCESSACCOUNTING(process, userTicks, systemTicks)
. . .
vc[currentVnode]← userTicks+systemTicks
. . .

5: end procedure

procedure SCHEDULE

prev← GETCURRENTPROCESS

next← COMPUTENEXTPROCESS

10: CPUEVENT(prev, next) // instrumentation
SWITCHTOPROCESS(next)

end procedure

procedure CPUEVENT(prev, next)
15: if prev= idleProcess then

if next 6= idleProcess then // transition from idle to busy
tc ← currentTime
∀ j ∈Vnodes : vc[ j]← 0 // vnodes’ fractions

end if
20: else // prev 6= idleProcess

if tc +θc ≤ currentTime then // threshold triggered
NOTIFYUSER

end if
end if

25: end procedure

Algorithm 4.2: Monitoring of CPU events.

The procedure PROCESSACCOUNTING is part of the default process accounting
in the operating system kernel. It gets called on each timer interrupt and thus
samples CPU usage of processes. The current context is either process (userTicks)
or kernel (systemTicks). We add additional accounting per vnode to obtain each
vnode’s CPU usage share during an epoch in case of resource contention.

Whenever the OS kernel wants to give CPU time to another process, it calls the
procedure SCHEDULE. It remembers the current process in the variable prev. The
result of the actual scheduling algorithm is the process to switch to and is stored
in the variable next. This is all information we need to call our instrumentation
procedure. Finally, the process scheduler code finishes by actually switching to the
next process.
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Since we want to measure the time during which the CPU is continuously busy,
we identify the beginning of such an interval by the fact that the scheduler switches
from the idle process to a non-idle process. This corresponds to a rising edge in
Fig. 4.3. We remember the current time as beginning of the interval and reset the
CPU usage shares per vnode. Such an event can be considered the beginning of a
new epoch although epochs for CPU monitoring are not equally long since there is
no averaging interval δ involved.

If the scheduler switches from a non-idle process to any process, a busy interval
lasted to at least the current time. The interval may either continue, if the
scheduler switches again to a non-idle process, or it may end, if the scheduler
switches to the idle process. However, this distinction is unnecessary here. In any
case, a resource contention occurred, if the busy interval exceeds the threshold θc.

4.5.1.3 Memory

Algorithm 4.3 shows the pseudo code for monitoring memory resource quality
criteria. Preconditions are similar to those of the network quality criteria in
Algorithm 4.1. Configuration interface code can ensure that θm are greater than
zero and it can pre-calculate the products Πm. Variables for the epoch beginning tm
have static initializers in the implementation code setting them to zero. Again we
assume that booting the OS takes longer than the epoch duration δm. Therefore, a
new epoch is started before emulation experiments run.

On a page fault, that can be handled by reading to or writing from paging space,
the OS kernel calls the procedure READWRITESWAPPAGE. Before the actual I/O
operations happen, we call our instrumentation procedure. It gets the I/O operation
direction as argument, which is either read for paging in or write for paging out.

For the instrumentation, we distinguish page-in and page-out events, in order
to provide the user with different averaging interval lengths δm and especially
different thresholds θm. Both cases are handled analogously and only the variable
subindex is different. If the current time has passed the end of the previous epoch
tm +δm, a new epoch starts. We remember the epoch beginning in tm and the fact
that this one paging event has occurred in nm. Also, the number of paging events
is reset for each vnode but the current one, which is re-initialized to 1 representing
this one event in this new epoch.

If the current event happens in the current epoch, we aggregate the number of
paging events in nm and also in the array field of the current vnode. A resource
contention occurred, if the number of paging events nm in the current epoch exceeds
the product of epoch duration δm and threshold θm.
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Require: Πmi = θmi ·δmi ∧ tmi +δmi ≤ currentTime ∧ θmi > 0∧
Πmo = θmo ·δmo ∧ tmo +δmo ≤ currentTime ∧ θmo > 0

procedure READWRITESWAPPAGE(page, direction)
PAGINGEVENT(direction) // instrumentation
DOPAGEIO(page, direction)

5: end procedure

procedure PAGINGEVENT(direction)
if direction= read then

if tmi +δmi ≤ currentTime then // new epoch
10: tmi ← currentTime

nmi ← 1
∀ j ∈Vnodes\currentVnode : vmi [ j]← 0 // vnodes’ fractions
vmi [currentVnode]← 1

else // still same epoch
15: nmi ← nmi +1

vmi [currentVnode]← vmi [currentVnode]+1
if nmi ≥Πmi then

NOTIFYUSER // page-in threshold triggered
end if

20: end if
else // direction=write

. . . // analogous to previous branch by replacing index mi with mo
end if

end procedure

Algorithm 4.3: Monitoring of page-in and page-out events.

4.5.1.4 Disk

Algorithm 4.4 contains the pseudo code for monitoring the disk resource quality
criterion. As for the CPU monitoring in Algorithm 4.2, there is no averaging
interval δ. The only precondition is to have the number of currently pending disk
I/O requests rd initialized to zero on system boot. Existing OS kernel code for disk
accounting ensures this initialization.

The low-level block device subsystem of the OS uses two different procedures
on enqueuing a new disk I/O request. It calls the procedure IOREQUESTNEW for
each new request. This procedure increases the number of pending requests, calls
our instrumentation code, and finally appends the new request to the queue. All
requests in the device queue but the first one are typically not yet submitted to
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Require: rd originally initialized to 0

procedure IOREQUESTNEW(request)
. . .
rd ← rd +1 // accounting
DISKEVENT(new) // instrumentation

5: ENQUEUEREQUEST(request)
end procedure

procedure IOREQUESTMERGE(request)
. . .

10: MERGEREQUEST(request)
rd ← rd −1 // accounting
DISKEVENT(merge) // instrumentation

end procedure

15: procedure IOREQUESTFINISH(request)
. . .
FINISHREQUEST(request)
rd ← rd −1 // accounting
DISKEVENT(finish) // instrumentation

20: end procedure

procedure DISKEVENT(eventType)
if eventType= new ∧ rd = 1 then // new busy period

td ← currentTime
25: ∀ j ∈Vnodes\currentVnode : vd[ j]← 0 // vnodes’ fractions

vd[currentVnode]← 1
else // (eventType= new ∧ rd > 1) ∨ eventType ∈ {merge,finish}

if eventType= new then
vd[currentVnode]← vd[currentVnode]+1

30: else if eventType=merge then
vd[currentVnode]← vd[currentVnode]−1 // merge saves request

end if
if ((rd = 0 ∧ eventType= finish) ∨ rd ≥ 1) then // busy until now

if (td +θd ≤ currentTime) then // threshold triggered
35: NOTIFYUSER

end if
end if

end if
end procedure

Algorithm 4.4: Monitoring of disk events.
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the device driver for actual processing. If there is a request in the queue whose
block range is close to the block range of a new request, both requests can be
merged into one single request. In such a case, IOREQUESTMERGE handles the
request combination, undoes the accounting of IOREQUESTNEW, and calls our
instrumentation code.

When the disk device has finished a request, the disk device driver triggers
a call of the procedure IOREQUESTFINISH. This procedure handles the cleanup
of the finished request from the device queue, decrements the number of pending
requests, and calls our instrumentation code.

In order to measure the time during which the disk is continuously busy, we
first need to detect the beginning of such a time interval. It begins with the first
request to an idle disk, i.e. a new request being the only one in the device queue.
We remember the interval beginning in td and reset the resource consumption in
vd for each vnode.

All other disk events, that do not indicate the beginning of a busy interval, are
handled in the else case. For a new I/O request, we increment the array field for
the current vnode to account for the vnode’s resource usage share during a busy
interval. For a merge of two requests, we undo the per-vnode accounting for the
second request.

The disk busy interval may have already ended with a previous event, end with
this event, or continue with this event. We simply ignore the first case, because
the disk is now idle. If the busy interval ends with this event, it is a finish event
and the number of pending requests rd just dropped to zero. If the busy interval
continues, the number of requests rd is greater than zero. The latter two cases
describe the fact that the disk has been continuously busy up to the current point
in time. If this busy duration exceeds the threshold, resource contention occurred
and user notification is triggered.

4.5.2 User Notification

Our prototype uses simple kernel messages to inform the user of a resource con-
tention when the procedure NOTIFYUSER has been called by the monitoring
algorithms in Section 4.5.1. In order to prevent message flooding, the user can
define a limit how many contentions are reported for each resource type. This limit
number gets decremented with each notification and reporting stops at zero. The
user may reset the number to a positive integer at any time. Existing standard
logging mechanisms report kernel messages into the system log. There are system
log daemon implementations, that allow the execution of arbitrary commands
when certain messages get logged. This can be used to abort an emulation run
promptly on resource contention.
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Alternatively, other existing communication mechanisms between kernel space
and user space could be used. Even though our discussion in Section 3.6.4.1 refers
to communicating from user space to kernel space, it also applies here where we
need communication from kernel space to user space.

4.6 Evaluation
We run all evaluation experiments on one single pnode having exactly the same
system configuration as described in Section 3.7. Such an emulation testbed
computer is equipped with an Intel Pentium 4 2.4 GHz processor, 512 MB RAM,
and a Gigabit Ethernet adapter connected to a 32 bit, 33 MHz PCI bus. The device
driver for this Ethernet adapter makes use of interrupt mitigation.

Fig. 4.8 shows the emulation scenario for our evaluations which is similar to
Fig. 3.33 in Section 3.7.3.2 (see also Fig. 3.10 in Section 3.6.3). All nodes participate
in the same WLAN. Here, the wireless links are also full duplex but have a limited
bandwidth of 100 MBit/s to reach the theoretical maximum line speed of 1 GBit/s
with at most 10 vnodes. We do not emulate the effects of a MAC layer and here we
do not execute AODV-UU or any other dynamic routing protocol since there is no
need for multi-hop communication.

Load generators and measurements run only on pnode 1. We generate load for
each resource type separately. Several experiments with increasing load allow the
controlled overloading of each resource class. A vnode generates a defined load,
that only uses a fraction of the available resource. We vary the load by increasing
the number of vnodes on the same pnode. Each vnode generates the same load.
Therefore, the number of vnodes is a unit-less, discrete measure for the generated
load.

In the following subsections, we reuse the event recording from Section 4.4.2 to
evaluate the effectiveness of our quality criteria defined in Section 4.4.3. With our
implementation of the monitoring algorithms from Section 4.5.1, we then evaluate
the effectiveness of monitoring quality criteria during an emulation experiment.
Since monitoring should be as lightweight as possible in order not to influence

load loadload

vnode 1 vnode nvnode 2 ...

pnode 2pnode 1

Figure 4.8: Network emulation scenario for evaluations.
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emulation measurement results, we close the section with an evaluation of the
monitoring overhead.

4.6.1 Effectiveness of Quality Criteria

To validate that our defined quality criteria equations evaluate to true if and only if
contention occurred for the respective resource type, we reuse the event recording
from Section 4.4.2. The quality criteria are expected to indicate resource contention
for only those experiments where we intentionally overload the resource. As in the
previous sections, we discuss all four different resource types in the order: network,
CPU, memory, and disk.

For evaluating network quality criteria, each vnode transmits frames of 1500
Bytes on its emulated WLAN connection as fast as it can, i.e. limited by the
emulated bandwidth of 100 MBit/s. Each frame has a destination MAC address,
which does not exist in the emulation testbed. This forces network traffic to be
sent on the physical uplink of the pnode’s NIC. The emulation hardware switch
(Section 2.2.1.1) works as sink and drops all those frames. Since the physical
uplink has a line speed of 1 GBit/s, we expect saturation or overload with at most
10 vnodes.

Fig. 4.9 shows processed data of the event recording during the evaluation
experiments each of them lasting 10 seconds. We choose 10 ms for the averaging
interval duration δn. This corresponds to the timer interrupt period or process CPU
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quantum respectively. The interval is long enough to allow for enough network
events to calculate an average bit rate and short enough to promptly indicate
resource contention. As mentioned previously in Section 4.4.1, the bottleneck is not
line speed but rather the PCI bus by which the NIC is connected to the computer.
Therefore, we see a saturation of the bit rate for external network traffic at a little
over 490 MBit/s. Hence, we use 490 MBit/s as threshold θne .

We base our evaluation of the CPU quality criterion on a load generator per-
forming computation workload without any I/O. Each vnode uses roughly a quarter
of the available CPU resource. To this end, the load generator executes an endless
loop. Within the loop, it first sleeps for the minimal amount of time possible with
the OS. In our case, this is at least one period of the timer interrupt being 10 ms.
Then, the load generator spins reading the CPU time stamp counter register in an
inner loop until the fraction of total time spun and total time since the start of the
generator is greater than or equal to the user-specified CPU utilization. This ends
the inner loop and another cycle of the outer loop starts with sleeping the shortest
possible time. On average over time this utilizes the CPU by the user-specified
value.

Fig. 4.10 shows the maximum duration of non-idle intervals during the experi-
ments for different numbers of vnodes. Each experiment lasts 20 seconds. Please
note that the y-axis has logarithmic scale. The shortest sleep time s defines the
duration c of the inner computation loop in order to generate the specified load
l: c/(s+ c) = l ⇒ c = l/(1− l)s. With s = 10ms and l = 1/4, the inner loop has to
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Figure 4.10: Example of varying intervals with non-idle CPU on a pnode.
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Figure 4.11: Example of varying page-out rates on a pnode.

spin for c = 10/3ms. However, the outer loop cycles do not align with the timer
interrupt. Hence the sleep duration can be longer than 10 ms and therefore the
inner loop has to spin longer to reach CPU utilization. Together with potential
other standard processes running in the OS, the maximum non-idle duration over
the course of an experiment is larger than just the sum of one inner loop cycle over
all vnodes. As expected, we see a significant increase and saturation in the non-idle
duration starting with 4 vnodes resembling 100% load. For this experiment, we
use 0.2 seconds as threshold θc which is slightly above the safe CPU load of 75%
with 3 vnodes.

To evaluate memory quality criteria, each vnode continuously writes on its own
allocated memory region of size 60 Megabytes. With the pnode having 512 MB
RAM, we expect to overload memory resources with d512/60e = 9 vnodes. Since
some memory is already used by the OS and by some user space processes, paging
might even occur with less load.

Fig. 4.11 depicts the maximum rate of page out events for different numbers of
vnodes. Each experiment runs for 20 seconds. As for network, we choose 10 ms for
the averaging interval duration δm. Up to and including 6 vnodes corresponding
to 360 MB load, there is no paging at all. This is a safe behavior and we choose
a threshold θm = 0 which does not permit any paging. With 7 or 8 vnodes, there
is some paging. As expected, the paging rate increases significantly on overload
starting with 9 vnodes.

We evaluate the disk quality criterion by letting each vnode read from its own
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Figure 4.12: Example of varying durations with continuous disk I/O on a pnode.

file on the same disk locally attached to the pnode. The file with size 100 MB
is created once before the evaluation experiments. The Data Test Program (dt)
version 15.14 [Mil04] acts as load generator and sequentially reads a file. By means
of command line options, we disable data comparison during read, i.e. dt reads the
data and just throws it away. We also disable verification of written data, since
we do not even write data. To ensure that each vnode can only access its own file
and does not share it with others, we use the exclusive flag on opening the file
(O_EXCL). Since the load generator must utilize the disk device and not the caches
of the OS in between, we make dt use the direct open flag (O_DIRECT). With this
flag, I/O requests bypass caches and unconditionally put load on the disk even if
the file has been read previously and would have fit entirely into main memory due
to its relatively small size. We instruct dt to not delete the file on local disk after it
has been read, so it remains available for subsequent experiment runs. In order to
utilize the disk only by a fraction, dt generates a mix of disk I/O and pauses. We
choose the necessary parameters such that 2 vnodes would fully utilize the disk
on a 1 second average but 1 vnode would not. Dt performs a 1 microsecond sleep
before each I/O request. Each request uses a block size of 256 Kilobytes.

Fig. 4.12 displays the maximum duration of continuous I/O intervals for dif-
ferent numbers of vnodes. Please note that the y-axis is drawn with logarithmic
scale. In contrast to the previous resource types, each disk experiment does not
run for a fixed amount of time but rather until each vnode has read its file com-
pletely. Knowing that overload starts with 2 vnodes, we select a threshold θd = 0.1s,
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which lies between the maximum continuous I/O duration of 1 and 2 vnodes. The
more overload, the longer continuous I/O lasts. This allows detection of resource
contention by means of a threshold.

4.6.2 Effectiveness of Monitoring

After having shown the effectiveness of our defined quality criteria, we now eval-
uate the effectiveness of our approach to monitor the criteria during emulation
experiments. In contrast to Section 4.6.1, the event recording is replaced with our
implementation of the monitoring algorithms from Section 4.5.1. We expect user
notification for those numbers of vnodes that cause resource contention.

First, we use the same load generation scenarios as in Section 4.6.1 to intention-
ally overload each resource type separately. Secondly, measurements with real-life
network emulation scenarios put monitoring under test.

4.6.2.1 Triggering Each Criterion Separately

The rows in Tab. 4.1 show evaluation results for each scenario, that puts load on
a specific resource class with network being separated for external and internal
traffic. The columns under “quality criterion” display the smallest number of
vnodes that lead to a contention of the specific resource class denoted by the
column name. It is important that the bold values in the descending diagonal
are the smallest in each row. In that case, monitoring reports contention for the
overloaded resource before notifying of any other resource type. Also, the bold
values should correspond to the number of vnodes where contention occurred first
in Section 4.6.1. Please note that the numbers of vnodes per pnode are relative
and depend on the specific scenario and testbed hardware.

In comparison to Fig. 4.9, monitoring detects resource contention for external
network traffic also with 5 vnodes. If we put even more vnodes on the same pnode,
we see CPU contention starting with 8 vnodes.

experiment quality criterion
ne ni c mi mo d

ne 5 – 8 – – –
ni – 11 18 – – –
c – – 4 – – –
m – – 1 8 8 8
d – – – – – 2

Table 4.1: Triggering of each criterion depending on the load (number of vnodes).
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For internal network traffic, we assume a default threshold θni = 1 GBit/s. Since
this resource type depends on CPU contention, it could just as well be detected
with the CPU quality criterion. To be on the safe side, we assume a threshold
which does not fully load the CPU. Therefore, we see contention for ni at 11 vnodes,
while 18 vnodes would definitely contend for the CPU.

CPU becomes fully loaded or overloaded respectively with 4 vnodes each of
them using one quarter of the CPU resource.

In Fig. 4.11, paging starts with 7 vnodes. Here, we have a different evaluation
experiment run and memory contention occurs with 8 vnodes. The small difference
in the number of vnodes is due to page replacement depending on previous memory
access patterns which are simply different in two experiment runs. Since all vnodes
contend for memory, the OS does not only page out frames but also has to page in
frames, that have been paged out previously, when the load generator writes into
the same memory regions again. Therefore, we see also mi trigger for 8 vnodes.
By coincidence, the disk also becomes overloaded with 8 vnodes due to the paging
activities. Here, we may ignore the fact that CPU contention seems to occur with
only 1 vnode and therefore triggers before the actually loaded resource memory. It
is the load generator writing repeatedly into its allocated memory space as fast as
it can and therefore fully loads the CPU with even just one instance.

Two vnodes overload the pnode’s local hard disk on purpose.
In rows ni and m of Tab. 4.1, we see that quality criteria are not necessarily

orthogonal but rather depend on other resource types. Internal network throughput
depends on the CPU because the virtual communication switch forwards frames in
software. Memory contention leads to paging, which in turn utilizes a disk to store
page frames, that have been paged out, or to read them back in.

4.6.2.2 Evaluation of Typical Emulation Scenarios

After having shown that monitoring works separately for each resource type,
we now evaluate monitoring with two network emulation scenarios taken from
Section 3.7.3: (1) A wired router chain using static routing, and (2) a wireless ad
hoc router chain using AODV-UU.

Fig. 4.13 shows the network topology of the wired router chain (1). It consists
of a linear chain with a varying number of router nodes using static routing. Point-
to-point links connecting the routers are full duplex and have an emulated limited
bandwidth of 100 MBit/s in each direction. We place all routers inside vnodes on a
single pnode except for the last router, which resides on a separate pnode without
any virtualization. In Section 3.7.3.1, we find resource contention to occur with
12 vnodes when measuring TCP throughput between vnode 1 and vnode n+1.
Therefore, iperf also serves as load generator here with the same TCP window size
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Figure 4.13: Wired infrastructure emulation scenario (same as Fig. 3.28).

(socket send or receive buffer) of 512 KBytes and maximum segment size (MSS) of
1448 Bytes.

Fig. 4.14 shows the emulation scenario of the wireless ad hoc router chain (2).
For comparison with the infrastructure scenario, we configure the virtual node
positions and the emulated wireless network transmission range—depicted by
dotted circles—such that the connectivity of the nodes resembles a chain. The
wireless links between nodes are full duplex and have a limited bandwidth of
11 MBit/s. We do not emulate the effects of a MAC layer, i.e. there are no frame
collisions. Software under test is an implementation of the ad hoc on-demand
distance vector routing protocol called AODV-UU [LNT02] in version 0.8. Each
vnode executes an instance of the routing daemon. Similar to the wired scenario,
we measure this scenario with all vnodes on a single pnode, except for the last node,
which resides on a separate pnode. In Section 3.7.3.1, we find resource contention
to occur with 29 vnodes when measuring TCP throughput with the same workload
configuration as for the wired scenario.

The rows of Tab. 4.2 show our evaluation results. The “experiment” column
identifies the emulation scenario. The “reference” column contains the smallest
number of vnodes hosted on pnode 1 for which the expected measurement results

TCP
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IP
vnode 2

IP
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IP
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IP...
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Figure 4.14: Wireless ad hoc network emulation scenario (same as Fig. 3.33).
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experiment quality criterion reference
ne ni c mi mo d Sec. 3.7.3

(1) – 11 34 – – – 12
(2) – – 27 3 – 3 29

Table 4.2: Triggering of quality criteria in typical emulation scenarios.

start to deviate in Section 3.7.3 due to resource contention. We use those values
as a reference to compare with the smallest number of vnodes for each quality
criterion in the middle columns.

For the wired scenario (1), monitoring reports contention of the network re-
source for internal traffic at 11 vnodes. Compared to 12 vnodes for the reference,
monitoring detects contention with slightly less load which is fine. Apparently,
θni = 1 GBit/s turns out to be a good threshold for our testbed hardware. If we had
only used the CPU criterion, monitoring would have reported contention starting
with 34 vnodes. In comparison to Fig. 3.31, this would not have detected contention
starting already with less vnodes.

While the reference indicates contention with 29 vnodes for the wireless sce-
nario (2), our monitoring of quality criteria reports CPU contention with 27 vnodes.
Starting with 3 vnodes, some page-in events occur and get reported since we use a
strict threshold θmi = 0 not allowing any paging. In turn, the resulting bursts of
disk read activity contend for the disk resource. However, this only happens at the
beginning of each experiment, when the AODV routing daemons build up routing
tables on the first packets being sent by the load generator. We are confident
that paging does not occur afterward in the measurement phase. The scenario
automation scripts for the experiment preparation phase (Section 2.1.3.1) could be
improved such that they start the routing daemons first and send some packets
before resetting the monitoring parameters and finally starting the measurement
and load generators.

4.6.3 Overhead of Monitoring
In order to evaluate the overhead of monitoring quality criteria, we use the same
evaluation scenarios as in Section 4.6.2.1, where we trigger each quality criterion
separately. For the experiments ne,ni, c,m,d, we use the lowest load in number of
vnodes that triggers the report of resource contention, i.e. 5,11,4,8,2 correspond-
ingly. In contrast to the evaluation of monitoring, the monitoring procedure for each
resource type now contains additional profiling code at the beginning and the end.
We use the CPU time stamp counter register to measure the execution duration of
each monitoring procedure. The profiling code also aggregates the durations and
number of procedure executions. Those aggregates enable the calculation of the
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average execution duration for each monitoring procedure by taking the fraction of
execution duration sum and execution count. In addition, the code keeps track of
the minimal and maximum duration of each procedure execution.

Except for the disk resource scenario, all experiments load the CPU fully. The
memory resource scenario and the CPU scenario with ≥ 4 vnodes take up all CPU
resources, in order to generate load (see Tab. 4.1). During the evaluation of network
resource criteria, we run a simple CPU consumer process in parallel to the actual
network load generator. The consumer process spends CPU in an endless loop by
counting iterations in a variable. That variable is declared as volatile, in order
for the compiler not to eliminate the loop body when building with optimization
enabled. Having the CPU fully utilized during the evaluation experiments allows
the following definition of monitoring overhead: ratio of the sum of time spent in
monitoring code and the experiment duration.

The rows of Tab. 4.3 correspond to the evaluation experiments named in the
first column. The two rows mi and mo are results from the same experiment
m putting load on the memory resource and causing both page-in and page-out
events.

Execution counts in the second column show how often the corresponding moni-
toring algorithm procedure is called during each experiment. For the first three
experiments, we can approximate the execution count to validate the measured
numbers. For ne, 5 vnodes generate load with frames of 1514 bytes at a rate of
100 Mbit/s for 10 seconds resulting in 5 ·108 ·10/(1514 ·8)≈ 413,000 calls closely
matching the measured 415,170. With ni, we use 11 vnodes instead resulting in
≈ 908,000 procedure executions compared to the measured 913,329. When a CPU
load generator gets scheduled it sleeps for at least 10 ms. By doing so, it yields the
CPU and calls the scheduler and thus the CPU monitoring procedure once. When
the scheduler wakes up the load generator process, the monitoring procedure is
called a second time and the generator loops for 10/3 ms. For the experiment dura-
tion of 20 seconds, the procedure gets called twice every (10+10/3) ms = 40/3 ms
resulting in an estimated execution count of 750. However, the generators loop
more than 10/3 ms to catch up with unavoidable sleeps longer than 10 ms. There-
fore, there are less process switches and thus less monitoring procedure executions
leading to measured 507 executions.

Minimal monitoring procedure execution duration is below 40 nanoseconds for
all resource types.

The maximum execution durations times between 17 and 25 milliseconds occur
on resource contention. Monitoring then triggers user notification, which prints
out kernel messages. We have a serial console attached to the testbed computer
running the evaluation experiments and kernel messages are copied onto this serial
console. Since this happens synchronously, the printing of the notification message
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experiment execution min max average experiment overhead
count (ns) (ms) (ns) duration (s) (10−6)

ne 415,170 38 22 248 10 0.025
ni 913,329 38 25 122 10 0.012
c 507 37 17 101,905 20 5.095

mi 9,592 38 17 5,457 20 0.273
mo 9,653 38 18 5,495 20 0.275
d 51,333 38 18 1,109 11 0.101

Table 4.3: Overhead of monitoring.

is relatively slow. At a serial line speed of 115.2 kbit/s the minimal time to print
just one line with 80 characters of 8 bits each is 8bit/char ·80char/(115,200bit/s)≈
5.6ms. This is not much of a problem since logging without a serial console is much
faster. Also, an emulation experiment with resource contention would be aborted
anyway so the notification overhead does not matter. In any case, even tens of
milliseconds fulfill our requirement for fast notification within a split second.

Average execution duration of monitoring procedures is in the order of hun-
dreds of nanoseconds up to hundred microseconds. By default, a maximum of
three contentions is reported for each resource type and our experiments’ load
triggers all three notifications. Therefore, three monitoring procedure executions
are likely to last close to the maximum duration, while all other executions are
closer to the minimal duration. The less executions in total, the larger is the
influence of the three contention notifications on average duration and overhead.
CPU monitoring generates the largest overhead of ≈ 0.0005%, which we consider
negligible. Monitoring overhead for other resource types is even less.

4.7 Summary

We discussed four different approaches to cope with resource contention in virtual-
ized network emulation and came to the conclusion that detection and recovery
suits our goals for scalability best. Detection of resource contention should fulfill
the requirements: fast contention detection, monitoring with minimal overhead,
and tracking resource consumption separately for each vnode. Detection is enabled
by monitoring resources and applying quality criteria, that characterize contention.
For the three different approaches to define quality criteria, we ruled out math-
ematical and systematic. Following an empirical approach, we instrumented an
operating system kernel to obtain fine-granular resource scheduling event traces
that can be analyzed offline. Based on observed events, we defined quality criteria
for four resource classes: network, CPU, memory, and disk. For each of those
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classes, we described monitoring algorithms, that work inside an OS kernel and
track resource consumption for each vnode. Our evaluations showed that our
quality criteria enable the detection of contention for each resource class. Our
monitoring prototype in the Linux kernel notifies the user on resource contention,
if we intentionally overload each resource class, as well as in typical network
emulation scenarios, if too many vnodes are mapped to a pnode. Mapping vnodes
to pnodes and therefore also adapting the mapping to recover from contention is
beyond the scope of this thesis. Finally, the evaluation of overhead demonstrates
that monitoring notifies fast on detecting contention and it works with minimal
overhead, which is negligible.



Chapter 5

Conclusion

5.1 Summary

The ongoing advancement of computer network technologies and corresponding
distributed application scenarios require improved or new protocols on all layers of
the protocol stack including the application layer. The performance of protocols
and applications needs to be evaluated. Network emulation enables reproducible
performance measurements of unmodified implementations of software under test
including protocols and applications.

In this thesis, we presented the foundations of network emulation. Regarding
the architecture of a network emulation system, we discussed the integration
into the protocol stack, different emulation modules, and emulation functionality.
Our discussion showed that an emulation tool should reproduce the properties
of the medium access control layer. There are three types of emulation modules:
the model storing static and dynamic parameters of an emulation scenario, the
tool reproducing MAC layer properties based on the model state, and the control
maintaining the model. Each module type can be centralized or distributed among
the multiple computers of an emulation testbed. We showed that the following
architecture promises to be the most scalable: a hybrid model consisting of a
global centralized part and distributed parts at each tool, tools distributed per em-
ulated network connection, and a centralized control. We presented the necessary
emulation functionality, that control and tools need to implement. Based on this
architecture, we described our implementation of the so-called „Network Emulation
Testbed.“ The testbed comprises computers and their network interconnection as
well as distributed emulation tools and a centralized emulation control component.

Realistic network emulation scenarios often require a number of nodes which
is larger than the available number of emulation testbed computers. Hence,
there is need for emulation that scales in the number of nodes. We classified the
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related work for scalable network emulation into parallelization, emulation model
abstraction, and node virtualization. Parallelization requires synchronization
and its processing of network traffic may constitute a bottleneck. Emulation
model abstraction is more suitable to generate synthetic network load for cross or
background traffic. Since a multitude of software under test only needs a fraction
of a testbed computer’s resources, each such computer (pnode) can execute multiple
nodes of an emulation scenario (vnode). Therefore, node virtualization enables
scalable network emulation.

For node virtualization, we stated the following three requirements: Trans-
parency to support unmodified software under test, flexibility to mix different
software under test on each testbed computer, and efficiency to make best use
of available testbed resources. As a basis for further discussion, we presented
foundations of protocol stacks with focus on the protocol entities and their data
structures holding state.

There are two major approaches to virtualize those entities: virtual machines
and operating system partitioning. From the different classes of virtual machines,
the system virtual machine with its two subtypes hosted virtual machine and
classic system virtual machine are most relevant for scalable network emulation.
Virtual protocol stacks from the area of operating system partitioning fulfill our
requirements for transparency and flexibility partially and they fulfill our require-
ment for efficiency best. Therefore, we considered virtual protocol stacks the best
approach to scalable network emulation.

Our architecture consists of software communication switches, virtual protocol
stacks, design patterns for virtual node configuration, and hierarchical emulation
control. A software communication switch (or virtual switch) interconnects vn-
odes on the same as well as on different pnodes. It does so in a highly efficient
manner without copying traffic payload. A virtual protocol stack on each pnode
provides multiple instances of software under test with execution environments.
Hierarchical emulation control consists of a central controller component, proxies
on each pnode, and clients on each vnode, in order to scale emulation control to the
potentially large number of vnodes.

We validated our choice of virtual protocol stack over hosted virtual machine
and classic system virtual machine with regard to efficiency by experiments. Our
software communication switch decides on average within 98 ns and processes up
to 3 GBit/s aggregate traffic with 1500 Byte unicast frames on our given hardware.
Our emulation tool faithfully reproduces delay and frame loss independent of
the number of vnodes per pnode. We showed the inherent limits of emulating
bandwidth with a variable number of vnodes per pnode. With our emulation
scenarios, TCP throughput turned out to be the limiting factor as to how many
vnodes can be hosted by a pnode. For a wired infrastructure scenario with a chain
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of routers, 11 vnodes per pnode still allow realistic measurement results. With
a wireless ad hoc network scenario, we were able to map 28 vnodes on a single
pnode. Node virtualization thus enables the support of up to 1792 nodes for similar
wireless scenarios on our available testbed hardware with 64 pnodes.

Vnodes on the same pnode share the limited resources of their hosting pnode.
This may lead to resource contention, which can cause unrealistic measurement
results and is thus undesirable. We discussed four possible approaches to cope
with undesired resource contention: ignoring, prevention, avoidance, detection and
recovery. The latter suits our paramount goal for scalability best. Detection is
enabled by monitoring quality criteria. We handle recovery by aborting emulation
runs with resource contention. Adapting the mapping of vnodes to pnodes, to avoid
contention in another emulation run, is beyond the scope of this thesis. We classi-
fied our related work into network monitoring, scalable network emulation, and
code instrumentation. Since other resources besides network, e.g. CPU, need to be
monitored with emulation based on node virtualization, network monitoring is not
sufficient and considered possible software under test. Existing scalable emulation
approaches require previous benchmarking runs or can hardly detect resource
usage peaks without significant monitoring overhead. Code instrumentation can
serve as the base mechanism to implement monitoring of quality criteria.

We defined the following requirements for detection of resource contention: fast
detection within a split second, monitoring with minimal overhead, and account
for each vnode’s share of resource consumption. We discussed three approaches to
defining quality criteria: mathematical, systematic, and empirical. Based on an
empirical approach, we defined quality criteria for the following resource types:
network, CPU, memory, and disk. Our monitoring approach is based on instrument-
ing basic resource events in the operating system kernel. We presented algorithms
to monitor quality criteria for network, CPU, memory, and disk resources.

With extensive evaluations, we showed the effectiveness of our quality criteria
by deliberately overloading each resource type separately. Measurements for the
effectiveness of our monitoring approach were in accordance with the evaluation of
quality criteria effectiveness as well as with our findings for the evaluation of node
virtualization. We measured monitoring overhead not exceeding ≈ 0.0005% which
is negligible.

Node virtualization in combination with monitoring of emulation quality cri-
teria provides network emulation, that scales in the number of nodes and the
network traffic within an emulation scenario.
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5.2 Future Work

Scale Wave Propagation Look-up

In Section 2.1.1.6, we showed that the optimal emulation abstraction layer is
the medium access control protocol layer and emulation tools should reproduce
its network properties. On top of this layer, node virtualization based on virtual
protocol stacks presented in Section 3.5.2.1 partitions network, transport, and
application layer. This virtualization enables scaling the number of nodes in a
network emulation scenario. To realistically emulate frame loss in wireless sce-
narios with obstacles and mobile nodes, we periodically look wave propagation
properties up on disk storage as described in Section 2.2.3. The increase of the
possible number of nodes per scenario also increases the number of look-ups. In
order for the wave propagation look-up not to become a bottleneck and potentially
cause unrealistic measurement results, the look-up needs to scale with the num-
ber of virtual nodes. Since reading from disk storage is expensive, methods are
required to reduce the number of disk accesses and especially disk seeks, which are
particularly expensive. A first step towards this goal is to reduce wave propagation
data size by selection and compression. Then, the data can be organized and
indexed for efficient sequential read access. Each disk access should read a block
of data which provides all possible propagation properties for a certain interval of
future experiment time. This reduces disk accesses and disk seeks. The data blocks
read can be stored in a cache for looking up properties within the time interval.
Application specific replacement algorithms can optimize the cache usage. Initial
research was conducted for wave propagation data selection and organization in a
study thesis [Dic07] and for caching in a diploma thesis [Häu07].

Exploit Multi-core Processors

While testbed computers used in this thesis were single processor systems, modern
computers tend to be built of multiple multi-core processors. With single processor
computers, the number of virtual nodes, that can be executed safely and efficiently
on each testbed computer, solely depends on the resource requirements of each
virtual node and its contained software under test. Multi-processor and multi-
core systems introduce a non-uniformity with regard to resource access from
each processor or core since they share some resources such as main memory.
The mapping of virtual nodes onto testbed computers should take this fact into
account, in order to best exploit such non-uniform systems. For instance, network
communication between cores on the same processor can be more efficient than
between processors or even testbed computers. To avoid expensive locking when
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accessing the shared memory resource, the main memory could be partitioned and
thus provide each processor or core with its own exclusive memory.

Virtualize Time
Our summary of comparing node virtualization approaches in Section 3.5.3 showed
that virtual machines fulfill our requirements transparency and flexibility well,
whereas virtual protocol stacks excel at our efficiency requirement. A performance
analyst faces a trade-off between scalability on the one side and transparency or
flexibility on the other side. This limitation could be mitigated by virtual machine
monitors, that provide software under test with virtual time to enable non-real-
time network emulation [GYM+06]. The ability to execute software under test
slower than real-time provides virtually increased resources of a network emulation
testbed computer. By multiplying the wall clock time with a time dilatation factor
(TDF), consumable testbed computer resources such as CPU and especially network
appear scaled by the same factor. The software under test is able to do more work in
its perceived virtual time. Virtual machines fulfill our requirements transparency
and flexibility, virtual time enables scalability in terms of large emulation scenarios
at the cost of emulation experiment duration. Thus, experiment execution time
may be traded for scalability, transparency, and flexibility in the future.

Executing an emulation experiment with a constant time dilatation factor
would require selection of a factor that provides enough virtual resources during
peak usage. However, during experiment times with lower than maximum resource
usage, the experiment duration would be unnecessarily stretched. Total experiment
duration can be optimized by adapting the time dilatation factor dynamically
during an experiment depending on the resource demand of the software under test.
As opposed to a constant TDF, the other extreme case would be parallel discrete
event simulation (PDES) which effectively resembles adaptation of the TDF for
each event. Yet, PDES requires synchronization between parallel instances which
can become a significant overhead. An intermediate approach between constant
TDF and PDES is to divide experiment duration into epochs. During each epoch,
distributed emulation tools run with constant TDF, independent, and without
any need for expensive distributed synchronization. Epoch transitions and the
calculation of a new TDF can be based on the results on monitoring resource
contention of this thesis. A different sub-project of the network emulation testbed
research project studies scalable network emulation with epoch-based virtual time
[GMHR08, GHR09].
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